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OVERVIEW

This publication, entitled the RCRA Ground-9.later Monitoring Techni-

cal Enforcement Guidance Document (TEGD), describes in detail what the

United States Envirorunental Protection Agency deems to be the essential
components of a ground-water monitori4g system that meets the goals of
the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act. This guidance is intended

to be used by enforcement officials, permit writers, field inspectors

and attorneys at the federal and state levels to assist them in making

informed decisions regarding the adeguacy of existing or proSrcsed

ground-water rnonitoring systems or nodifications thereto. It is not a

regulation and should not be used as such. The TEGD is divided into six
chapters which contain discussions on the following:

o Characterization of site hydrogeology;

. Location and number of ground-water rnonitoring weIls;

Desigm, construction and development of ground-water monitoring
wel ls;

o Content and implementation of the sarnpling and analysis plan;

r Statistical analysis of ground-rater nonitoring data; and

r The content and implementation of the assessment plan.

The document is nrainly directed towards interim status facilities.
Much of the purely technical content, especially regarding site charac-

terization, well design and construction, and assessment of contamination

of, ground water, is germane to permitted facilities as well as non-RCRA

prograns. C1early, the spectrum of hydrogeologic regines is great, and

no single docunent could provide d,etailed, step-by-step instructions for
monitoring each one. The writers of the TEGD concur and have developed a

frarnework within which a dlmarnic decision-making process may be applied

using a combination of national opinion and site-specific considerations.
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In August 1985, the RCRA Ground-Water t'lonitorinq Compliance Order

Guide was published. It is the companion document to the TEGD and

contains -guidance on the use and formulation of compliance orders. It is
the hope of U.S. EPA that these guidance documents will further the goal

of the regulators and regulated comnunity alike !o protect human health
and the environment.

The U.S. EPA fully recognizes the dlmamic nature of the RCRA program.

The TEGD, as.it is presented, documents current policy and direction for
enforcement and compliance. The TEGD can be used by technical reviewers
and the regulated conrmunity toward attaining the nrandate of protection of
hurnan health and the environment.
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CHAPTER ONE

CHARACTERIZATIOITI OF SITE TffDROGSOLOGY

The adequacy of an owner/operator's ground-water monitoring Program

hinges, in large part, on the quality and quantity of the hydrogeologtic

data the owner/operator used in desigrning the program. Technical

reviewers and pernit/closure plan reviewers (hereafter permit writers),
therefore, should evaluate the adegtncy of an owner/operator's
hydrogeologic assEssnent as a first step towards ascertaining the overall
adequacy of Ehe detection and/or assessment rnonitoring network. Clearly,
if the desigrn of the well system is based upon poor data, the system

cannot fulfill ite intended purpose. Because of the complexity of
ground-water rrcnitoring systems, owner/operators should discuss the

intended approach initially with the State or EPA.

In performing this evaluation, technical reviewers should ask

themselves two questions.

o ltras the owner/operator collected enough inforrnation to:
(1) identify and characterize the uppefiKlst aquifer and
trntential contaminant pathways, EDd (2) support the place-
ment of wells-calnble of determining the impact of the
facility on the uppennost aquifer?

r Did the owner/operator use appropriate techniques to collect
and interpret the information used to supgrort the placement
of wells?

The answer to each question wiII, of course, depend on site-specific
factors. for exanple, sites with nrore heterogeneous subsurfaces require
rnore hydrogeologic infornation to determine placenent of wells that will
intercept contaminant rnigration. Likewise, investigatory technigues that
may be appropriate in one setting, given certain waste characteristics
and geologic features, nay be inappropriate in another.

This chapter is designed to help technical reviewers answer the
above questions. It identifies various investigatory tasks that enable

-1-



an owner/operator to characterize a site, and explores the factors that
technical reviewers should consider when evaluating whether the
particular investigatory program an owner/operator used was appropriate
in a given case. Iechnical reviewers should also find this chapter
useful when constructing compliance orders that include hydrogeologic
investigations.

1.1 Investiqatory Tasks for Hvdroqeoloqic Assessnents

An owner/operator should accomplish two tasks in conducting a

hydrogeologric investigatory progran:

1. Define the geology beneath the site area; and

2. fdentify ground-water ffow paths and rates.

A variety of investigatory techniques are available to achieve these
goals, and technical reviewers must evaluate the success of the
cornbination of techniques used by the owner/operator, given the site-
specific factors at the facility.

There are certain investigatory techniques that all owner/operators,
at a ninirnun, shoutd have used to characterize their sites. Table 1-l
illustrates a number of technigues that an owner/operator may use to
perform hydrogeologic investigations. Those techniques that the
owner/operator, at a ninimum, should have used to define the geology or
identify ground-water flow pths are identified with check marks.

Table 1-1 also presents preferred methods for presentation of the
data generated from a hydrogeologic assessment. An ownqr/operator who

has performed the level of site characterization necessary to design a

RCRA ground-water rnonitoring program will be able to supply any of the
outPuts (cross sections, maps, etc. ) listed in the last colurnn of
Table 1-1.

The owner/operator should have reviewed the available literature on

the hydrogeology of the site area prior to conducting the site-specific

-2-
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investigation. Such, a review provides a preliminary understanding of the

distribution of sediments and rock, general surface water drainage, and

ground-water flow that serves to guide the site-specific investigation.

The owner/operatorrs site-specific investigatory program should have

included direct (e.g., borings, piezometers, geochenical analysis of soil
samples) rnethods of determining the site hydrogeologry. Indirect methods

(e.g., aerial photography, ground penetrating radar, reEistivity), espe-

cially geophysical studies, nray provide valuable sources of infornation
that can be used to intertrnlate geologic data between proints where

neasurernents with direct nethods were nade. Infor:nation gathered by

indirect rnethods alone, however, generally would not have provided the
detailed inforrnation necessary. The owner/operator should have combined

the use of direct and indirect technigues in the investigatory program to
produce an efficient and complete characterization of the facility,
including an identification of:

the owner/operator' s hazardous $raste faci lity;The geology below

The vertical and
aquifer below the

o The hydraul ic conductivity( ies ) of the upperrnost aquif er;

o fhe vertical extent of the uppermost aquifer; and

o The pertinent physical/chenical properties of the confining
unit/layer relative to hazardous wastes present.

The following sections outline the basic steps an owner/operator should
have followed to inplenent a site hydrogeologic study, and detail the
nethods that the owner/operator should have used to collect and present
site hydrogeologic data.

I.Z Chafacterization of Geoloqv, Beneath the Site

In order to detail the geology beneath the site and therefore be

able to identify potential pathways of contamination, the owner/operator

horizontal components of flow in the uppermost
owner/operator' s site i

-5-



should have collected direct information identifying the lithology and

structural characteristics of the subsurface. fndirect rnethods of
geologic investigation such as geophysical studies nay be used to augment

the evidence gathered by direct field rnethods, but should not be used as

,a substitute for them. Surface geophysical studies, such as resistivity,
electronagnetic conductivity, seismic reflection, and seismic refraction,
and borehole nethods Iike electronagnetic conductivity, resistivity, and

garnma ray nay yieJ.d valuable information on the depth to the confining
unit, the types of unconsolidated naterial(s) present, the presence of
fracture z.ones or structural discontinuities, and the depth to the
p,otentionetric surface. Additionally, geophysical methods may have their
greatest utility in correlating the continuity of forrnations or strata
between boreholes. The result is the efficient cornpilation of extensive
site data without drilling an excessive number of boreholes. Geophysical
nethods, however, should have been used prinrarily to supplement infor-
mation obtained from direct sources. In order to characterize the
lithol.ogy, depositional environrnent, and geotogic characteristics of the
area beneath the site, the owner/operator should have used direct means.

The linitations of geophysical methods should also be recognized. For
instance, electrical borehole logging carurot be performed when the hollow
stern auger drilling method is used.

1.2.1 Site Characteri3ation Borinq Proqram

The technical revibwer should determine whether an owner/operator,
through the soil/rock boring program, gathered the information necessary
to characterize the geology beneath the site and consequently to identify
lntential contaminant nigration pathways. Such a program should have

entaited the following:

Initial boreholes should be installed at a density based on
criteria described in Table 1-2 and sufficient to provide initial
infornation upon which to determine the scope of a more detailed
evaluation of geology and potential pathways of contaminant
migration.

-6-
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Initiai boreholes should have been drilted into the first
confining layer beneath the uppermost aquifer. The portion of
the borehole extending into the confining layer should have been
plugged properly after a sample was taken.

Additional boreholes should be installed in numbers and locations
sufficient to characterize the geology beneath the site. The
nurnber and locations of additional boreholes should have been
based on data from initial borings and indirect investigation.

Collection of samples of every significant stratigraphic contact
and formation, especially the confining J.ayer, should have been
taken. Continuous cores shoul.d have been taken initiatly to
ascertain the presence and di.stribution of smatl- and large-scale
permeable layers. Once stratigraphic control was established,
samples taken at regrular, €.9., five-foot intervals, could have
been substituted for continuous cores.

Boreholes in which pernanent wells were not constructed should
have been s.ealed with material at least an order of magnitude
less permeable than the surrounding soil/sediment/rock in order
to reduce the. number of p,otential contarninant pathways.

Samples should have been logged in the field by a qualified
professional in geologrlz.

Sufficient laboratory analysis should have been performed to
provide infornation concerning petrologic variation, sorting (for
unconsolidated sedimentary units), cementation (for consolidated
sedimentary units), moisture content, and hydraulic conductivity
of each sigrnificant geologic rrnit or soil zone above the
conf,ining layerlunit.

Sufficient labgratory analysis should have been performed to
describe the mineralogy (X-ray diffraction), degree of compac-
tion, nroisture content, and other pertinent characteristics of
any cl.ays or other fine-grained sediments held to be the
eonfining unit/layer. Coupled with the exarnination of clay
rnineralogy and structural characteristics should have been a
preliminary analysis of the reactivity of the confining layer
in the presence of the wastes present.

At many sites a site characterization has already been done and

monitoring wells installed. In evaluating the design of such systehsr
the technical reviewer should utilize, where appropriate, data already

-8-
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gathered by the owner/operator. Because of the quality of existing data'
it is possibte that site characterization rnay be complete or ma7 only
need to be supplemented by a few additional boreholes, piezometers' or
nronitoring wells. Some facilities, including closed facilities, may need

to undertake a site characterization from the first phase.

The borehole program to elucidate site hydrogeology generally

reguires srore than one iteration. A benefit to this technique is that
data and observations derived from previous boreholes may be used to
guide the placement of future ones.

It is irnperative that the owner/operator reEearch local hydrogeologty

before initiating a borehole program. Existing reports, maps, and

research paperE gathered from a variety of sources can be used to
understand, in a broad sense, the hydrogeologrical regime in which the

facility is located. Thusr such information as local stratigraphy,
depositional. environment, and tectonic history ser-\tes to provide an

estinate of the distribution and tlzpes of geologric materials likely to be

encowrtered. Similarly, knowledge of regional gror.nd-water flow rate,
depth, quality, and direction, local pumping, eva6ntranspiration rates,
and surface water hydrology represents an effective first approximation

of site-specific ground-water charaeteristics. lhe next phase should

have been the progressive placement of boreholes based, at first, on

research and, subsequently, on previous boreholes and data from reseafch.

The number of initial boreholes should hawe been sufficient to
provide initial inforrnation uEon which to detennine the scope of a more

detailed evaluation of geology and potential pathways of contaminant
migration. An example of a simple case is illustrated in Figure 1-1.
The objective of the initial boreholes is to begin to reconcile the
broad, conceptual model derived from research data with the true site-
specific hydrogeologic regime. In other $rordE,r the borehole program is
necessary to establish the small-scale geology of the area beneath the

facility and place it in the context of the geologry of the region or
locale.

-9-
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The digtance between these initial boreholes should be v.aried based

on site-specific criteria, yet should have been close enough so that
cross sections would have accurately p,ortrayed stratigraphy with minimal

reliance on inference (see Table L-2). In this w3!r a suitably restricted
configuration of a limited nunber of initial boreholes, in combination

with indir:ect investigative techniques and research data; will serve to
.guide efficiently the placement of additional boreholes where needed to
characterize potential pathways for contaminant migration. A 1nral1el
progran using piezometers should also be undertaken. Lithologic data

should ultirnately correlate with hydraulic parameters (e.9., qlean, well
sorted, unconsolidated sands should exhibit high hydraulic conductivity).
If they do not, further hydraulic testing should be done.

During the completion of the borings, the owner/operator should

check drill logs for;

Correlation of

Identification
conduct ivi ty;

stratigraphic units between soi I /rock borings ;

of zones of potentially high hydraulic

Identification of the confining formation/layer;

Indication of unusual or rrrpredicted geologic features such as
fault zones, fracture traces, facies changes, solution charurels,
buried stream deposits, cross cutting structures, pinch out
zones, etc.; and

. Continuity of petrographic features Euch as sorting, grain size
distribution, cementation, etc. . in significant formations.

If the owner/operator is unable to define such structural anomalies, or
zones of potentially high conductivity, or to correlate petrographic

features and/ot stratigraphy between any two adjacent boreholes, then

additional intermediate boreholes should be drilled and ancillary
investigaiive technigues employed to describe potential contaminant

rnigration.

On the other hand, if the necessary characterization is largely
achieved at the initial placement, fewer additional boreholes and less

additional indirect investigation would be necessary to describe pathways.

-11-



Figure 1-2 illustrates how subsequent boreholes and indirect supple-
rnentary techniques can be added to the initial borehole configuration to
characterize potential pathways for contaminant migration, In most cases,
additional boreholes will be necessary to complete the characterization
because the majority of hydrogeologic settings are complex

It is vitally important that the owner/operator consider the thick-
ness and potential reactivity of confining clays or odher fine-grained
sedi.ments in the presence of site-specific waste t1pes. Marl, for
instance, is chemically attacked by low pH wastes because of its high
carbonate content. Smectites and, to a lesser extent, illitic clays are
ineffective irnpediments to the migration of various organic chemicals
(e.g,, xylene). In contaminated areas, a chemically degraded confining
layer may lead to hydraulic communication unanticipated by literature
reviews of stratigraphy. An example is shown in Figure I-3.. In pristine
areas, the possible future chemical degradation of a confining layer
should be of concern during any assessment monitoring or corrective
action necessary at the facility.

Atl samples should have been togged in the field by a qualified
professional in geology (see glossary). These sanples should have been

collected with a shelby tube, split barrel sampler, or rock corer, and

represent the sigrnificant formations and stratigraphic contacts.
Continuous cores should have been taken initially to obtain stratigraphic
control. Samples could have been taken at regrular intervals, depending

on site-specific conditions once stratigraphic control was established.
Drill.ing Logs and field records should have been pretrnred detailing the
following information:

o Gross petrography (e.9., soil classification or rock tlpe) of
each geologic unit, including the confining unit;

. Gross structural interpretation of each geologic unit and
structural features (e.9., fractures, fault gouge, solution
channels, buried streams or valleys), bioturbation zones,
petrology, and discontinuities;

-L2-
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DeveJ.opment of soil zones and vertical extent and field
description of soil tlpe (prior to any necessary taboratory
analysis ) ;

Depth of water-bearing unit(s) and vertical extent of each;

Depth and reason for termination of borehole;

Depth, location, and identification of any contamination
encountered in borehole; and

Blow counts, colors, and grain-s ize distributions ( s ) .

Table 1-3 identifies the ninimum required information that should have

been included in a drilling 1og. These itens are narked with asterisks.

In addition to field descriptions as described above, the owner/

operator should have provided, where necessary, a laboratory analysis of
each,significant geologic unit and sorl zone. These analyses should
contain the following information:

o Mineralogy and rnineralogic variation of the confining layer and
confining units/Iayers, especiatly clays (e.9., microscopic
analysis and other methods such as X-ray diffraction as
necessary);

Petrology and petrologic variation of the confining layer and
each unit above the confining unit/layer (e.9., petrographic
analysis, other laboratory nethods for unconsolidated materials
as deemed necessary) to determine anong other things:

- degree of crystallinity and cementation of matrix
- degree of sorting, size fraction, and textural variation
- existence of small-scale structures that may affect fluid flow

Moisture content and moisture variation of each significant soil
zone and geologic r.mit; and

o Hydraulic conductivity and variation of each significant soil
zone and type and geologic unit in the ungaturated zone.

Sone laboratory analysis methods available to investigate these
laboratory paraneters are shown in Table 1-4.

-15-



TABLE I -3
FIELO BORING LOG INFORMATION

0gne,r a 1

o

r1

r1

Project name

Hol e name/number

0ate started and fintshed
Geol og i st' s name

0rtller's name

Sheet number

Hole location; map and

el evat i on

lr1

*1 Percent sample recovery
t1 Narratrve descrtptton
r. Depth to. saturatlon

Rrg type
brt slze/auger slze
Petrologtc 1 tthologlc
cl ass r f lcat ton scheme used
(tJentworth, unified sotl
classtf ication system)

tj

*a

rt

a

ra

Informatlon Columns

ro 0epth
io Sample location/number
. Elow counts and advance rate

t{arrat.t,ve 0escf.r pt ron

. Geol oglc Observat tons:

*- sol'l lrock type r-
*- color and stain t-
t- gross petrology t-

frrabil ity r-
r- moi sture cont/ent
t- degree of r-

weather rng I -
* - presence of

carbonate

. 0rill ing Ob.servations :

loss of crrcu'lation r-
* - advance rates

rlg chatter r-
*- water levels

amount of alr
used. alr pressure t-

'- drill 1ng

drfflculties

frac tures
solutton cavlties
bedd i ng

drscontinuities;
e .9. , fol i at ron

water-bearrng zones

formattonal strrke
and di p

fosstls

cnanges tn drrll rng
method or equlpment
read 1 ngs from
detect tve equl pment,
rf any
amount of water
yreld or loss during
drrll ing at different
depths

t- depositrona'l
structurest- organrc content

t- odor
t - suspected

contamtnant

*
*

amounts and types
of any liqutds
used
runn r ng sands

cav i ng/ho'l e

stabtl ttY

r 
. 0ther Remarks:

equlpnent farlures
r- possrble contamtnatron
i- devtattons from drrllrng plan
* - weather

'Indrcates r tems that the owner/operator shou I d record , at a ml n lmum.
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TAELE I -4

SUGGESTEO LABORATORY HTTHOOS FOR SEDIMENT/ROCK SAHPLES

Sample 0rigrn Parameter Laboratory Hethod Used to Oetermrne

Geologrc formation, Hydraul tc conductivit,y
unconsol r dated
sediments, conso] r-
dated sedrments , sr ze fract I on

solum

Sort i ng

Specific yreld

Spectfic retention

Petrol ogl lPedol ogy

Mr neral ogy

Bedd i ng

Lami nat i on

Atterberg Ltmrts

Appropr t ate subset
of Appendix VIII
parameters ( 9261 )

Fallrng head, stattc
head test

Stevlng (ASTM)

Settl i ng rneasurements
( ASTH )

Petrograph tc anal ys r s

Col umn drawings

Cent r t fuge test s

Petrographic analysis

X-ray diffractton
confining clay
ml nera 1 ogylcnemt s lry

Petrographic analysrs

Pet rog raph i c anal ys I s

ASTM

sw-846

Hydraul ic conductivity

Hydraul ic conductivrty

Hydraul ic conduct tvity

Poros i ty

Poros i ty

Soil type, rock type

Geochemi stry, poten-
t i al fl ow paths

Sor'l Cohestveness

Ident t ty of
cont amr nan t s

Contamr nated samp 1 es
(e.9., sotls pro-
ducrng higher than
background organ l c
vapor readings )

*Owners and operators mrght also
the other types of rnformatron

want to consider performlng thrs
:l tsted on thrs table.

test whtle they are obtaining

-L7 -



I.Z.Z Interpretation of Geoloqv Beneath the Site
The technical reviewer should review the orvner/operator's geologic

characterization and verify:

o The completeness of the narrative and the accuracy of the
owner./operator' s interpretation, and

o That the geologic assessment addresses or provides means to
resolve any inforrnation gaps which rnay be suggested by the
geologic data.

In order to assess the completeness and accuracy of the owner/
oPeratorrs interpretation, the technical reviegrer should:

o Exanine and evaluate the raw data;

o Compare his orrn interpretation, based on the raw data, with that
of the owner/operator;

Compare with other studies and information; and

Identify any information gaps that relate to incomplete data
and/or to narrative presentation.

The technical reviewer should independently conduct the following
tasks to supgnrt and develop his interpretation of the site geology:

o Review drilling logs to identify major rock or soil tlpes and
establish their horizontal and vertical variability;

Construct representative sross sections from well log data;

Identify zones of suspected high permeability, or structures
likely to in'luence contaminant nrigration through the unsaturated
and saturated zones;

Review laboratory data, deterrnine whether laboratory data
corroborate field data and that both are sufficient to define
petrologi]r; and

Review mineralogic identification of confining clays and the
owner/operator's assessment of general geochemistry and determine
comoboration between analytic and field data.

o

o

- 18-
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After the technical reviewer has interpreted the geologtic data, these

results should be compared to the results developed by the owner/operator.

The technical reviewer Should:

Identify information gaps between narrative and data.

Determine whether resolution requires collection of addiLional
data or reassessnent of existing data; and

Identify any information gaps that will affect the owner/
operator's ability to have located his/her RCRA monitoring well
system.

1.2.3. Presentation of Geoloqic Data

In addition to the generation and interpretation of site-specific
geologic futa, the technical reviewer should review the owner/operator's

presentation of data in geologic cross sectiong, topographic maps, and

aerial photographs.

An adequate number of cross sections should be presented by an

owner/operator to depict significant geologic or structural trends and

reflect geologic/structural features in ralation to local and regiornl
ground-water flow. Figure I-4 illustrates an example of a waste disSnsal

rrnit that is traversed by an adequate number of cross-section lines from

which a fence diagram may be created.

On each cross section, the onner/operator should have identified:
petrography of significant fonnations/strata, significant structural
features, stratigraphic contacts between significant formations/strata,
zones of high permeability or fracture, the location of each borehole'

depth of tennination, depth to the zone of saturation, and depiction of
any geophysical logs. If the owner/operator ig urnble to supply such

details, the site characterization may be inadequate. Figure 1-5

illustrates an exarnE,le.of a geologic cross section. Vertical exaggera-

tion in cross sections should be mininrized.

AdditionalIy, surficraL features may affect ground-water hydro-

geology. An owner/operator should have provided a surface togographic

- I9-
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maP and aerial photograph of the site. The top,ographic nap should have

been constructed under the supervision of a ]icensed surveyor and should
provide contours at a two-foot contour interval, locations and illustra-
tions of man-made features (e.9., parking lots, factory buildings,
d,rainage ditches, storm drains, pipelines, etc.), descriptions of nearby

water bodies and/or off-site wells, site boundaries, individual RCRA

units, delineation of the waste management areas, solid waste nanagement

areas, and well and boring locations. An example cif a site map is
depicted in Figure 1-5. An aerial photograph of the site should depict
the site and adjacent off-site features. This photograph should have the
site clearly delineated and labeled. In addition, adjacent surface water

bodies, municipalities and residences should be 1abeled.

I,3 fdentification of Ground-Water Flow Paths

In addition to evalr.nting the owner/operator's characterization of
geologlt, technical reviewers must detennine whether owner/operators have

identified ground-water flow paths. The characterization must have

included:

o The direction(s) of ground-water flow (including both horizontal
and vertical components of flow);

o The seasonal/tenporal, naturally and artificially induced (i.e.,
off-site production well pumping, agricultural use) variations in
ground-water flow; and

. The hydraulic conductivities of the significant hydrogeologic
units underlying their site.

In addition, technical reviewers must ensure that owner/operators used
appropriate methods for obtaining the above information.

1.3.1 Determininq Ground-Water Flow Directions

Io locate wells so as to provide upgradient and dovrngradient well
samples, ovner/operators should have a thorough understanding of how

ground water flows beneath their facility. of particular importance is

-2?-
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the direction of ground-water flow and the impact that external factors
(intermittent well pumping, temporal variations in recharge patterns,
etc.) rnay have on gror:nd-wat,er patterns. In order for an owner/operator
to have assessed these factors, a progran should have been developed and

implemented for precise water level monitoring. This progran should have

been structured to provide.precise water level measurenents in a

sufficient number of piezometers and at a sufficient frequency to gauge

both seasonal average flow directions and to account for seasonal or
tenporal fluctuation of fl.ow directions.

fn addition to considering the components of flow in the horizontal
direction, a program should have been undertaken by the owner/operator to
accurately and directly assess the vertical comgcnents of ground-water
flow. Ground-water fl.ow information must be based at least in part on

empirical data from borings and piezoneters. Technical reviewers should
review independently an owner/operator' s rnethodology for obtaining
information on ground-water flow and account for factors that rnay

influence that flow at the facility. The following sections provide
acceptable rnethods by which an or*ner/operator should have assessed the
vertical and horizontal comlnnents of flow at the site.

1.3.1.1 Ground-water level measurements

In order for the owner/operator to have initially determined, the
elevation of the potentiometric surface in any ronitoring well or
piezometer, several criteria should. have been considered by the
owner/operator.

The casing height should have been neasured by a ticensed
surveyor to an accuracy of 0.01 f,eet. This may have required the
placement of a topographic benchnark on the facility property.

Generally, water level measurements from boreholes, piezoneters,
or nonitoring wel1s used to construct a single potentiometric
surface should have been collected within a Z4-hour period. This
practice is adequate if the magnitude of ehange is small over
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There are other
measurements be

os!{ER-9950. I

situations, however, which
taken within a short time

that period of time.
necessitate that all
inte rval :

tidal ly inf luenced

aguifers affected
ditches;

aquifers stressed
and

aquifers;

by river stage, ,impoundments, and/or unlined

by inte rmittent pumping of product ion wel ls ;

- aquifers being actively recharged due to a precipitation event.

o fhe method used to meaEure water levels should have been adequate
to attain an accuracy of 0.01 feet.

o A survey rmrk should be placed on the casing for use ag a
rneasuring point. !4any tirnes the lip of the riser pipe is not
ftat. Another measuring reference should be located on the grout
aPron.

o Piezometers should be re-surveyed periodically to determine the
extent of subsidencg or rise in ground surface.

o gfater levels in piezorneters should have been allowed to stabilize
for a minimum of 24 hours after weII constnrction and develop-

. ment, prior to measurement. In low yieJ.d situations, recovetry
may take longer.

If an owner/operator carurot produce accurate documentation or
provide assurance that these criteria were net during the collection of
water level meaEuremente, this rnay indicate that the generated

information may be inadequate.

In cases where iruniscible contanination is fotrnd during the

characterization, water level measurements should be adjusted to reflect
its true elevation.

1.3.1.2 Interpretation of ground-waler level neasuremEnts

After the technical reviewer has assured that the water level data

are valid, he should proceed to independently interpret the information.
The technical reviewer should:
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Use the owner/operator's raw data to construct a potentiornetric
surface rnap (see Figure 1-7). The data used to develop the
Sntentionetric nap should be data from piezometers/wells screened
at equivalent, stratigraphic horizons;

Compare these data with that of the owner/operator and deter-
mine whether the owner/operator has accurately presented the
information, and ascertain if the infonnation is sufficient to
describe ground-water flow trends; and

Identify any information gaps.

, In reviewing this inforrnation, the technical reviewer should now have

an approximate idea of the general flow direction; however, 1n order to
have properly located rnonitoring wells, the owner/operator should haue

established hydraulic aradient (flow direction) in both the horizontal and

vertical directions

1.3.1.3 Establishing vertical components of ground-water flow

In order for the owner/operator to have determined the direction of
flow, vertical components of flow rnust have been directly determined.
This will have required the installation of piezometers in clusters.
A piezometer cluster is I closely spaced group of wells screened at,

different depths to measure vertical variations in hydraulic head. To

obtain reliable neasurements, the following criteria should be considered
in the placenent of Biezometer clusters:

. Infornation obtained from multiple piezometer placement in single
boreholes may generate erroneous data. Placement of vertically
nested piezometers in closely spaced separate boreholes is the
preferred method.

o Piezoneter measurements should have been coflected at least
within a 24-hour period, and wi.thin shorter intervals under
certain conditions, if measurernents are to be used in any
correlative presentation of data.

o' Piezometer measurements should have been determined along a
ninimum of two vertical profiles across the site. These profiles
should be cross sections roughly parallel to the direction of
ground-water flow indicated by the potentiometrrc surface.

o
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When reviewing piezometer information obtained frorn multiple
placenent of piezometers in single boreholes, the technical reviewer
should closely scrutinize the construction details for the well. It is
extremely difficult to adequately seal several piezometers at discrete
depths within a single borehole, and special design considerations should
have been considered by the oyrner/operator. If detailed information for
the design is not available, it may indicate that adequate construction
considerations have not been used. Placement of piezorneters in closely
spaced welL clusters, where piezometers have been gcreened at different,
discrete depth intervals, is more likely to produce accurate
information. Additionally, nultiple well clusters sample a greater
proportion of the aquifer, and thus may provide a greater degree of
accuracy for considerations of vertical potentiometric head in the
aquifer as a whole

The information obtained from the piezoneter readings should have

been used by the owner/operator to construct flow nets (see Figure 1-8).
These flow nets should include information a6 to piezometer depth and

length of screening. The flow net in Figure I-8 was developed from
information obtained from piezometer clusters screened it different,
discrete intervals. lhe technical reviewer should be able to verify the
accuracy of the owner/operatorrs presentation and calculations by either
constructing a frow net independently from the owner/operator's data or
sPot-checking the owner/operator's presentation. It is also imp,ortant to
verify that the screened interval is accurately Snrtrayed and to
determine whether the piezometer is actuatly rnonitoring the water level
of the desired water-bearing unit.

If there is reasonable concurrence between the infornation presented
by the owner/operator and the technical reviewer's interpretation, the
technical reviewer should next interpret the flow directions from the
waste management area.
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1.3.1.4 Interpretation of flow direction and flow rates

fn considering flow directions established by the owner/operator,
the technical reviewer should have first estabtished:

That the potentiornetric surface measurements are valid; that is
the distributions of hydraulic head and hydraulic conductivity
are known, and that the total porosities as approximations of
effective porosities (determination of effective porosity can be
time consuming) of significant strata are known to germit
estimation of flow rate; and

o That the vertical. components of flow have been accurately
depicted and are based on valid data.

At this point, general direction(s) and rate(s) of ground-water flow
may be estimated. The technical reviewer should construct vertical
intercepts with the potentiometric contours for both the potentiometric
surface rnap and flow nets. Once the vertical and horizontal directions
of flow are established (from points of higher to lower hydraulic head),
it is p,ossible to estimate where rnonitoring wells will most like1y
intercept eontaminant flow in the vertical plane. To consider the
placement that wiil most effectively intercept contaninant flow,
hydraulic conductivity(ies) nust be calculated.

. 1.3.2 Seagonal and Temporal Factors: Ground-Water Flow

It is inportant to note if the owner/operator has identified and

assessed, factors that may result in short-term or long-term variations in
ground-water level and flow patterns. Such factors that may influence
grorrnd-water conditions include :

Off-site well pumping, recharges, and
Tidal processes or other intermittent
river stage, etc. ) ;
On-site well pumping;
Off-site. on-site construction or changing land use patterns;
Deep weII injectiou and
Waste disp,osal practices.'

Off-site or on-site well pumping nray affect both the rate and

direction of ground-water flow. Municipal, industrial, or agricultural

o

o
discharges;
natural variations ( e. g, ,

o

o
t
o
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ground-r{ater use may significantly change ground-water flow patterns and

levels over time. Pumpage may be seasonal or dependent upon complex

water use patterns. The effects of pumpage thus may reflect continuous

or discontinrous patterns. Water ]evel measurements in piezorneters mugt

have been frequent enough to detect such water use patterns.

Natural processes such as riverine, estuarine, or narine tidal mcrve-

ment may result in variations of well water leve1s and/or ground-water

quality. An owner/operator should have documented the effects of such

patterns. Seasonal patterns have a significant effect on hydraulic head

and ground-water flow. Short-term recharge patterns.rnay affect ground-

water flow patterns that are markedly different from gror.rnd-water flow
patterns determined by seasonal averages. An owner/operator should have

gauged such transitional patterns.

Additionally, an owner/operator should have implenented rneans for
gauging long-term effects on water movement that may result from on-site
or off-site construction or changes in land-use patterns. Development

rnay affect ground-water flow by altering recharge or discharge patterns.

Exarnples of such changes might include the trnving of recharge areas or
darnning of waterways.

In reviewing the owner/operator's assessnent of ground-water flow
patterns, the technical reviewer should consider whether the owner/

operator's program was sensitive to such Eeasonal or tempnral variations.
An oerner/operator should have, in effect, determined not only the location
of water resources, but the sources and source patterns that contribute
to gr affect ground-water patterns belotr the regulated site.

1.3.3 Determininq Hvdraulic Copductiv.ities

In addition to defining vertical and horizontal gradients and

sources of spatial and temporal variation, the owner/operator nust

identify the distribution hydraulic conductivity (K) values within each

significant formation. Variations in the hydraulic conductivity within
or between formations or strata. can create irregularrties in ground-water
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flow paths. Strata/fornations of high hydraulic conductivity represent
areas of greater ground-water flow and therefore zones of potential
migration. Further, anisotropy within strata or formations affects the
magnitude and direction of ground-water flow. Thus, information on

hydraulic conductivities is necessary before ovrner/operators can rnake

reasoned decisions regarding well placements.

Technical reviewers should review the owner/operator's hydrogeo-

logic assessment to ensure that it contains data on the hydraulic
conductivities of the significant formations rurderlying the site.
In addition, technical reviewers should review the nethod the owner/

operator used to derive the conductivity values. ft may be benefieial to
use analogous or laboratory methods to augrnent results of field tests;
however, field methods provide the best definition of the hydraulic
conductivity in most cases.

Hydrautic conductivity can be determined in the field using either
single or rnultiple well tests. Single well tests, rnore comrnonly referred
to as slug tests, are performed by suddenly adding or removing a slug
(known volume) of water fron a well and observing the recovery of the
water surface to its original level. Similar results can be achieved by

pressurizing the well casing, depressing the water 1evel, and suddenly
releasing the pressure to.sirnulate removal of water from the well. Orre

recomnended method, which will be proposed for inclusion in S9f-845 (Test
Methods for Evaluating Solid gtaste, u.s. EPA, July 1982), is Method 9100,
which is also reconmended for use in determining aguifer rnrlnerability.

When reviewing inforrnation obtained from single well tests, the
technical reviewer should consider several criteria. First, they are nm
on one well and, as such, the information is lirnited in scope to the
geologic area directly adjacent to the screen. Second, the vertical
extent of screening will control the part of the geologic forrnation that
is being tested during the test. That part of the colunn above or below

the screened interval that has not been tested rnay also have to be tested
for hydraulic conductivity. Third, the methods that the owner/operator
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used lo collect the infornation obtained from single well tests should be

adequate to measure accurately paraneters such as changing static water

(prior to initiation, during, and following conpletion of the test), the

amonnt of water added to, or removed from, the well, drd the elapsed time

of recovery. This is especially irnportant in highly perrneable formations

where pressure transducers and high speed recording equipnent may need to
be used. The owner/operator's interpretation of the single well test
data should be consistent with the exist,ing geologic information (boring

Iog data). Ihe well screen and filter pack adjacent to the interval
under examination should have bee4 properly developed to ensure the

removal of fines or correct deleterious drilling effects. It is,
therefore, inportant that reviewers examine the owner/operator's E,rogram

of single well testing to ensure that enough test,s lrere run to provide

representative measures'of hydraulic conductivity and to document lateral
variations of hydraulic conductivity at various depths in the subsurface.

Multiple well tests, lrtore comnonly referred to as pumping tests, are

performed by pumping water from one well and observing the resulting
drawdown in nearby wells. Tests conducted with wells screened in the
same water-bearing forrnation provide hydraulic conductivity data. Tests

conducted with wells screened in different water-bearing zones furnish
information concerning hydraulic comrmrnication. Multiple well tests for
hydraulic conductivity are advantageous because they characterize a

greater proportion of the subsurface and thus provide a greater anrount of
detail. MuJ.tiple well tests are subject to sirnilar constraints to those

listed above for single well tests. Sone additional problems that should

have been considered by the owner/operator conducting a multiple well
test include: (1) storage of potentially contarninated water pumped from

the well system and (2) potential effects of ground-water pumping on

existing waste plumes. The technical reviewer should consider the
geologic constraints that the owner/operator has used to interpret the
punping test results. Incorrect assumptions regarding geology may

translate into incorrect estimations of hydraulic conductivity.
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In reviewing the owner/operatorts hydraulic conductivity measure-

ments, the technical reviewer should use the following criteria to
deterrnine the accuracy or completeness of inforrnation.

Values of hydraulic conductivity between wel1s in similar
lithologies should not exceed one order of magrnitude difference.
If values exceed this difference, the ovrner/operator may not have
provided enough information to sufficiently define a potential
flow.path, or there is a mistake in the logs.

Hydraulic conductivity detenninations based up,on multiple well
tests are preferred. Multiple well. tests provide more eomplete
information because they characterize a greater portion of the
subsurface.

Use of single welt tests will require that nore individual tests
be conducted at different locations to sufficientJ.y define
hydraulic conductivity variation across the site.

Hydraulic conductivity inforrnation geneially provides average
values for the entire area across a well screen. For more depth
discrete inforrnation, well screens will have to be shorter. If
the average hydraulic conductivity for a forrnation is required,
entire formations may have to be screened, or data taken from
overlapping clusters.

It is important tlrat measurenents define hydraulic conductivity both
verticalty and horizontally across an or",ner/operator's regulated site.
Laboratory tests may be necessary to ascertain vertical hydraulic
conductivity in saturated formations or strata. In assessing the
conpleteness of an owner/operator's hydraulic conductivity measurements,

the technical reviewer should also consider results from the boring
program used to characterize the site geologry. Zones of high permeability
or fractures identified from drilling logs should have been considered in
the determination of hydrautic conductivity. Additionally, information
from boring logs can be used to refine the data generated by single well
or pumping tests.

1.4 tlent-if icatio{r of the Uppermost_:}quifer

The owner/oPerator is requrred under 40 CFR SZ0S Sulpart F to monrtor
the uppermost aquifer beneath the facility in order to irrmediately detect
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a release. Proper identification of the uppermost aguifer is therefore
essential to the establishment of a comptiant ground-water monitoring

system. EPA has defined the upperrnost aquifer as the geblogic formation,
group of formations, or part of a forrnation that is the aquifer nearest

to the ground surface and is capabte of yielding a significant amount of
ground water to wells or springs (40 CFR SZeO.fO) and may inctude frII
materiat that is saturated. The identification of the confining layer
or lower boundary is an essential facet of the definition of uppermost

aguifer. There should be very limited interconnection, based up,on

pr.rmping tests, between the upperrrnst aquifer and lower aquifers.* If
zones of saturation capable of yietding significant amounts of water are

intercormected, they all comprise the uppermost aquifer. Quality and use

of gror.rnd water are not factors in the definition. Even though a
saturated formation rnay not be presently in use, or may contain'water not

suitable for human consurnption, it rnay deserve protection because contani-
nating it rnay threaten human health or the environment. Identification
of forrnations capable of "significant yield" must be rlade on a case-by-

case basis.

There are saturated zones, such as low permeability ctay, that do

not yield a significant arpunt of water, yet act as gnthways for
contamination that can migrate horizontally for sorne distance before
reaching a zone which yields a significant amount of water. If there is
reason to believe that a potential exists for contamination to escape

along such lnthways, the technical reviewer may invoke enforcement and

permitting authorities other than 5255.91 to reguire such zones to be

nonitored. These authorities includ.e 3008(h) for interim status

*Sone hydrogeologic settings (e.9., basin and range provinces, alluvial
depositional environments) do not offer a clear confining layer. In
such cases, the technical reviewer should note the situation and
concentrate on the placenent of wells in the uppermost aguifer to
irunediately detect potenlial releases of contaminants.
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corrective action, 3004(u) for corrective action for permitting, the
omnibus condition authority under 3005(c) which mandates permit
conditions to protect human health and the envirorunent, and 3013

authority which permits broad investigations. Of course, if a release
has been detected the plume should be characterized in such saturated
zones regardless of yield.

In all cases, the obligation to assess any hydraulic comrnunication

and the proper definition of the uppermost aquifer rests wiEh the
owner/operator. The owner/operator should be able to prove that the
confining unit, is of sufficiently low permeabitity as to minimize the
pasEage of contaminants to saturated, stratigraphically lower uni.ts.

The following examples illustrate geologic settings wherein hydrau-
lic communication must be demonstrated before proper identification of
the uppermost aquifer can be made. The examples are not intended to be

exhaustive in the situations they portray; rather, they are meant to
provide a sample of geologic settings that depict hydraulic communication.

Figure I-9 illustrates a site where preliminary drrll logs indicated
a confining layer of unfractured, continuous clay beneath the site.
(Note: the actual geologic conditions are pictured for purposes of
clarity in the figure. ) In order to confirm whether the clay layer is
contr.nuous or discontinuous. the owner/operator conducted a pumping

test. A well at drill point No. 2 vras screened at the uppermost part of
the potenticimetric surface. Another wetl at drill point No. 3 was

Iocated close by and screened below the clay layer. Measurable
drawdown $tas observed in the upper well when the wefl below the confining
layer was punped. This indicated that the confining unit is not of
sufficient impermeability to serve as a significant boundary to
contaminant flow. rn this case, the water-bearing unit below the clay
layer and the formation above the clay layer are both part of the
uppermost aquifer.
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In Figure 1-I0, the owner/operator drilled test borings through sand

and limestone formations into a sandstone unit. In the initial cores, no

indication of fracturing of the limestone unit was observed. The owner/

operator initially assuned that the linestone unit dips at a moderate

slope due to differing levels of contact. However, as illustrated by the
figure, actual conditions involve faulting and post-depositional erosion
of the linestone formation (additional corings and geophysical studies
detected fracture zones). These fractures represent hydraulic conununica-

tion between the upper unconsolidated sand layer and the sandstone

formation below the limestone unit. The uppermost aguifer, therefore,
includes the unconsolidated sand formation, the limestone formation, and

the sandstone formation.

Figure 1-11 illustrates a situation where perched water zones lie
above the potentiometric surface. The containment pathway includes the
perched water zones and that part, of the sand formation from the top of
the potentiometric surface to the top of the granitic basement

fn Fignrre 1-12, initial test borings indicated that horizontal sand

units are underlain by a consolidated, well-cemented, limestone unit.
Initial borings did not indicate the presence of the anticline. The

owner/operator incorrectly assumed that the sandstone unit was a confining
layer that extended across the subsurface below the site. A dolomite
unit, in contact with the unconsolidated sandy silts and directly below
the waste unit. is fractured and highly permeable. Additional investiga-
tio:t including pump tests, borings, and/or geophysical analysis better
defined the subsurface. The uppermost aquifer, in this case, includes
the anticlinal formations.

In Figure 1-13. unconsotidated units are underlain by a consolidated
series of yariabre, near-shore, ghalfogr narine sedinents. The owner/
operator has installed three borings near the waste managenent unit to
identify the upperrnost aquifer. fnterpretation of these borings indicates
that the unconsolidated units are underlain by a well-cemented limestone
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of very low perneability. However, an undetected sandstone unit, which

is taterally continuous with the limestone unit, is highly permeable and

saturated and represents an undetected Snrtion of the uppermost aquifer. '

Interpretation of the depositional envirorunent of the limestone unit,
coupled with a knowledge of the local or regional geology, should have

been used in addition to other investigatory techniques to establish the

presence of the transitional lateral structural feature and thus properly
define the uppermost aquifer.

A special case that should be considered by the technical reviewer

is the p,ossibility that existing wells may provide avenues for hydraulic
cornrnunication between hydrogeologic units, This is of special inportance
when considering a site where a contaminant plume may have migrated down-

gradient to the extent Ehat the plurne approaches off-site wells. Such

wells rnay not have been constructed in a maruter sensitive to problems of
cross-contanination between aquifers (see Chapter Four).

The goal of the site characterization is the identification of
potential pnthways for contaninant migration in the uppermost aquifer.
The next step is to Complete the installation of rnonitoring wells and

piezometers in those pnthways and utrryradient, which will comprise the
detection nonitoring network.
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CHAHTER T'{O

PLACEMENI OF DSTECTION MONITORING I.IELLS

The purpose of this chapter is to examine criteria the technical
reviewer shoutd use in deciding if the owner/operator has made proper

decisions regarding the number and location of detection nonitoring
wells. In evaluating the design of an owner/operator's detection
monitoring system, the technical reviewer should examine the placement of
upgradient and downgradient monicoring welIs relative to hazardous graste

management.units, and review the placement and screening of detection
monitoring wel1s for their interception of predicted pathways of
nigration. The minimurn number of monitoring wells an owner/operator may

install. in a detection monitoring system under the regulations is
four--one upgradient weII and three downgradient wells. Tlpically, site
hydrogeologry is too complex or the hazardous waste unit is too large for
the regulatory minimum number of wells to prove adequate in achieving the
perf,ormance objectives of a detection nronitoring system.

A fundamental concept that will be emphasized throughout this chapter
is that the Blacement and screening of wells in the detection monitoring
network will be based on the results of a thorough site characterization.
The basic Aoals of the site characterization procesE as described in
Chapter One are the description of the hydrog'eological regime and the
identification of the upperrnost aquifer and potential pathways for
contarninant nigration. This inforrnation is the foundation for the entire
ground-water monitoring program and crucial to the placement of detection
rnonitoring wells in particular. It is likely that the technical reviewer
may encounter Eituations where the owner/operator has collected little or
no site hydrogeologic information or has relied exclusively on regional
data to desigrn a nronitoring systern. In this situation, the technical
reviewer should carefully exarnine the decisions the owner/operator has

made regarding well placement and screen depths, Erd it may be necessary

to require the owner/operator to collect additional site inforrnation.
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Upgradient monitoring wells are to provide background ground-water

quality data in the upperrnost aquifer. Utrryradient wells must be

(1) located beyond the upgradient extent of p,otential contanination fron
the hazardous waste management unit to provide samples representative of
background water quality, (2) screened at the same stratigraphic
horizonts) as the downgradient wells to ensure comparability of data, and

(3) of sufficient number to account for heterogeneity in background

ground-water quality

It is imSnrtant to recognize that pntential pathways for contaminant

migration are three dimensional. Consequently, the design of a detection
monitoring network that intercepts these potential pathways requires a

three-dimensional approach. Downgradient monitoring wells must be

located at the edge of hazardous waste management r;nits to satisfy the

regulatory requirements for irnmediate detection. The placement of
detection monitoring wells along the downgradient perineter of hazardous

waste management units must be based upon the abundance, extent, and the
physical/chemical characteristics of the potential contaminant pnthways.

The depths at which contaminants may be located and at which downgradient
wells must be screened are functions of (1) geologic factors influencing
the potential contaminant pathways of migration to the uppermosl aguifer,
(2) chemical characteristi.cs of the hazardous waste controlling its
likely movement and distribution in the aquifer, and (3) hydrologric
factors }ikely to have an impact on contaminant movement (and

detection). Ihe consideration of these factors in evalr.nting the design
of detection monitoring systems is described in Section 2.1.3.

A sufficient number of detection monitoring wells screened at the
proper depths must be installed by the owner/operator to ensure that the
ground-water npnitoring system provides prompt detection of contaminant
releases. A detection monitoring system shouid be judged against site-
specific conditions; however, there are a number of eriteria that
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technical reviewers can apply to ensure that detection nonitoring systerns

satisfy the RCRA regulatory reguirements. This chapter describes those

criteria and provides examples on how technical reviewers can evaluate

detection monitoring systems rn various hydrologic situations. This

chapter also examines three comnon geologic environments: alluvial,
karst, and a glacial till. The rationale for well placement'and vertical
sampling intervals within each geologic environrnent is discussed.

2 . L Placement o€_Doungradi_g{rt. Detec!, ion*l,lonilor ing. 90e I 1 s'

The criteria for evaludting the location of downgradient wells
relative to waste managenent areas are described in Section 2.I.1.
Section 2.I.2 qontains the criteria for evaluating horizontal placement

of downgradient detecti.on wells. Section 2.1.3 details the rationale for
selection of the vertical placement and sampling intervals of detection
monitoring welIs. Discussed in Section 2.L.4 are three geologic settings
that have been encountered at hazardous vraste sites and the rationale for
detection well placement at each site.

2 . 1 . I Locat ion of 9{eI ls Re lat ive to glaste lCanggemen! Ar-eas

In order to inmediately detect reLeases as reguired by the

regrulations, the owner/operator must install dovrngradient detection
nonitoring wells adjacent to hazardous waste rnanagement units. In a

practical sense, this means the owner/operator must install detectron
nonitoring wells as close as physically pnssible to the edge of hazardous

waste management unit(s). The two drawings in Figure 2-1 (A and B)

illustrate the concept of the placement of welli inunediately adjacent to
trazardous waste management unit(s). Nolg: the placement of wells
relative to the unit.s shifts as a function of the direcr:ion of
ground-water flow.

Geologic environments with discrete solution chann"ls strr-'h as Karst

formations must have detection monitoring welLs located in those solution
channels likely to serqe as conduits fon contamination rnigraLron.
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At sites underlain by interbedded, unconsolidated sands, silts, and

clays (e.9., alluvial facies) where the potentrometric surface is
deep-seated. the lateral component of contaminant migration may carry
contaminants beyond the grotrnd-water rnonitoring system before they reach

ground water, and theref,ore beyond detection. The owner/operators could

institute a program of vadose zone monitoring as a supplement to the

ground-water monitoring progran in such cases, to provide irunediate

detection of any release(s) from the hazardous waste managenent area.

Volatile organics that escape to the vadose zotre, for instance, may be

detected and characterized through soil gas analysis.

2.I.2 Horizontal Placement of Downqradient Monitorinq Wells

The horizontal placement of detection monitoring wells along the
downgradient perimeter of hazardous waste marngement units should be

predicated on the interception of potential pathways for contaminant

nigration. The majority of hazardous waste sites wiII have identifiable
lnthways for potential contaminant rnigration. Some potential pathways

for contaminant migration are: zones with relatively high intrinsic
(natrix) hydraulic conductivities, fractured/faulted zones, solution
charmels, and zones suspected to be incompatible with the waste(s)

present. Sites located in heterogeneous geologic settings can have

nunerous, discrete zoneg of potential rnigration. Each zone of potential
migration must be identified and monitored.

t{ithin a Sntential rnigration pathway, the horizontal distance
between wells should be based upon site-specific factors such as those
described in Table 2-1 should be considered by technical reviewers when

evah.rating the horizontal distance between detection wells. These

factors covsr a variety of physical and operationa). aspects relating to
the facility, including hytlrogeologic setting, dispersivity, seepage

velocity, facility design, and waste characteristics.
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TABLE 2-1

FACTORS TNFLUENC TNG THE IT{TERVALS BETT.IEEN Ii{OIVIOUAL I,IONITOR TI'IG WELLS

WITH Iil A POTTiITIAL MIGRATIOiI PATHWAY

IELL r$TERVALS.MA-y !g clgsEB _rF TIE SJTE:

I Manages or has nanaged ligurd waste

Is very smal I

Has fill material near the waste
manaiement units (where preferent ial
flow mrght occur)

Has burred plpes, utilrty trenches, etc.
where a pornt-source leak mrght occur

Has cornpl tcated geol ogy
closely spaced fractures
faul ts
t tght fol ds

sol ut r on channe'l s
di scont rnuous structures

Has heterogeneous condrt rons
variable hydrau'l rc conductivrty
variable lithology

Is located in or near a recharge zone

Has a steep or varrable hydraul rc
grad i ent

Is characterized by low drspersrvrty
potent i al

Has a high seepage velocrty

hTELL INTERVALS },tAY BT WIOER IF TH-E SITE:

Has s lmple geology
no fractures
no faults
no fol ds

no sol ut ion channel s
cont inuous structures

Has horngeneous condit tons
unrform hydrau'l ic conductivity
unrform lithology

Has a low (flat) and constant hydraulic
grad r ent

Is characterized by htgh disperstvity
potent i al

Has a 1ow seepage' veloctty
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In the less conunon homogeneouq geologic setting where no preferred
pathways are identified, a more regular well placement pattern can be

utilized based on formational characteristics (e.g., dispersivity'
hydraulic conductivity. and other factors listed in Table 2-1).

2.L.3 Vertical Placernent and- Scre-en Lenqths

This document addresses separately the horizontal placement and the

vertical. samplrng intervals of detection monitoring we1ls. These two

parameters, however, should, be evaiuated together in the design of the

ground-water detection monitoring system. Proper selecfion of the

vertical sampling interval provides the third dimension to the detection
rnonitoring of potential contaninant pathways to the uppermost aquifer.
Site-specific hydrogeologic data obtained by the owner/operator during
the site characterization are essential for the determination of the

horizontal placernent of detection wells, and for the selection of the
vertical sampling interval(s). Proper design of a detectron monitoring

system enables the owner/operator to select the vertical sampling

interval capable of irnmediately detecting a release from the hazardous

naste nanagement area. It is essential, therefore, that the

owner/operator' s decisions regarding vertical sampling intervals are

based upon a full site characterization, which defines both the depth and

thickness of the stratigraphic horizon(s) that could serve as contaminant
pathways. There are several guidelines or criteria that the technical
reviewer should follow in evaluating owner/operator decisions, A

discussion of these guidelines follows in the exarnples in Section 2.1.4.

The owner/operator should have determined from the site characteri-
zation which stratigraphic horizons represent potential pathways for
contaminant rnigration, and should screen nonitoring we1]s at the

appropriate horizon(s) to provide rrunediate detection of a release. It
is extremely important to screen upgradient and downgradient wells in the

-5 1-



same stratigraphic horizon(s) to obtain comparable ground-water quality
data, as long as the strata are not dipping too strongly. The owner/

operator should have ensured and demonstrated that the upgradient and

downgradient well screens intercepted the sane_ uppermost aquifer. The

determination of the depth to a potential contaminant migration pathway

may be nade from soil/rock cores, supplemented by geophysical anci

availabLe regional/local hydrogeological data.

Another facr-or to be considered in selecting the depth at which

wells should be placed (and the selection of well screen lengths) is the
physical/chemical characteristics of the hazardous waste or hazardous

waste constituents controlling the novement and distribution of contamina-
tion in the aquifer. The technical reviewer should consider the mobility
of the hazardous waste, its potential reaction products, and the potential
for chemical degradat,ion of clays. Different transport processes control
contaminant movement depending on whether the contaminant dissolves in
water or is immiscible. Immiscible contaminants nay vary from extremely
light volatiles to dense organic liquids whose migration is governed

largely by density and viscosity. Lighter than water phases spread
rapidly in the capillary zone just above the potentiometric surface.
Alternatively, "the migration of dense organic liquids is largely
uncoupled from the hydraulic gradient that drives advective transport and
movenent may have a dominant vertical component even in horizontally
flowing aquifers" (MacKay, et al., 1985).

In' addition to the nornal flow of ground water (advection), the
chemical processes of dispersion and sorption (retardation) greatly
influence the potential rnigration pathways of contaminants wrthin an

aguifer. Dispersion is the spread of contaminants resulting fron
molecular diffusion and mechanical mixing and "may result in the arrival
of detectable contaminant concentrations at a given location significantly
before the arrival tirne that is expected solely on the basis of the
average ground-water flow rate" (MacKay, et aI., 1985). The mobility of
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different leachate constituents will vary depending upon the extent to
which each constituent is adsorbed to solid surfaces (sorPtion processes).

Some nonreactive ionic species (e.g., chloride ion) and low nolecular

weight organics of relatively high water solubility (e.g.' trichloro-
ethylene) can be quite mobile. Heavy metals (e.9.. lead) aqd organics

with high nolecular weights and retatively low solubili'ties in water.

(e.g., chlorinated benzenes) tend to be the least mobite in natural

conditions of near neutral pH and Eh.

All of these proc€sses are inp,ortant in choosing the depth of the

screened interval and locating monitoring wells, because contaminants tnay

be confined to and move within narrovr zones. For instance, to monitor

for heavy netals the screened interval should be just above 'the confining

layer--for tight organics, at the potentiometric surface/capillary zone

interface. The local lithological variation can influence the rate'
gr.rantity, and degree of sorption of particular contaminants and is
irnpnrtant in the proper location of rnonitoring welIs.

Studies have shown that certain organic liquids can cause desiccation
cracks in clay which can lead to significant increaseg in permeability.

When organic chenicalg and strongly acidic wastes are Present, the ccim-

patibility of thege wastes and chemicals with any potentially confining
clay layer(s) should be confirmed.

Deterrnination of the appropriate thickness of the vertical sampling

interval(s) is a natural extension of the depth selection. the owner/

operator should have made the decision on the basis of site characteriza-
tion data. Sources of inforrnation that can be used in determining t'he

thickness of potential contaminant pathways can include isopach maps of
highly permeable strata, coring data, sieve analysis, and fracture traces.

The lengths of well screens used in ground-water monitoring we1ls

be a sigrnificant factor in the detection of releases of contaminants.

complexity of the hydrogeology at a site is an important consideration
can

The
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$then selecting the lengths of welr screens. Most hydrogeologic settings
are complex (heterogeneous, anisotropic) and the permeabitity is variable
with depth due to interbedded sediments. Highly variable formations
require shorter welr screens, which arlow sampling of discrete pnrtions
of the fornation. Longer well screens that span rpre than a single flow
zone can result in excessive dilution of a contaminant present in one

zone by uncontaminated ground water in another zone. This ditution can
make contaminanu detection difficult or imp,ossible, since contaminant
concentrations may be reduced to levels below the detection limits for
the prescribed analytical rnethods.

Even in hydrologically simple (homogeneous) formations or within a

p,otential pathway for contaminant migration, the use of ghorter wel,I

screens nay be required to detect, contaminants concentrated at a

particular depth. A contaminant nay be concentrated at a trnrticular
depth because of its physical/chemical properties and/or hydrologic
factors. rn this situation, a longer well screen (tength of welr screen
)) thickness of the contamination zone) can permit excessive anounts of
uncontaminated forrnation wat,er to dilute the contarninated ground water
entering the well. This resultant dilution may prevent the detection of
statistically sigrnificant changes in indicator parameters (pH changes)
and, in extrene cases, the diluted concentration of contaminants rnay be

below detection linits of the laboratory method being used.

The use of shorter well screens helps to maintain cbemical resolution
by reducing excessive dilution and, when placed at depths of predicted
preferential flow, such screens can nronitor the aguifer or portion of the
aquifer of concern. The importance of determining these preferential
flow paths in the ground-water monitoring process confirms the need for
a complete hydrogeologic site investigation prior to the design and
placement of detection wells.
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Monitoring wells can be used to confirm or detect changes in ground-

water flow directions (deterrnined during the site characterization) by

con4nrisons of potentiometric levels in neighboring wells. In hetero-
geneous geologic settings, however, Ionger well screens can intercept
stratigraphic horizons with different (contrasting) ground-water flow
directions. In this situation, the potentionetric surface wifl not
provide the depth discrete head measurenents required for accurate

ground-water f low direction deterrnination.

Certain hydrogeologic settings necessitate the use of longer well
screens for detection monitoring. Hydrogeologic sett,ings with widely
fluctuating trntentiometric surfaces are better monitored with longer

screens that continuously intercept the water surface and provide moni-

toring for the presence of contarninants less dense than water. Formations

with low hydraulic conductivities can also necessitate the use of longer
well screens to allow sufficient amounts of formation water to enter the

weII for sampling.

Note: The vertisal sampling interva'l is not necessarily slmonymous

with aguifer thickness. fn other words, the owner/operator may select an

interval which represents a portion of the thickness of the uppermost

aquifer. When a single well carurot adequately intercept and monitor the

vertical extent of a gntential pathway of contaminant migration at each

sarnpling location, the owner/operator should have installed a well
cluster. A well cluster is a nunber of wells grouped closely together
but not in the same borehole and often screened at different stratigraphic
horizons. The greater the need for stratified sampling, the more wel,ls

the owner/operator should place in a cluster. The use of well clusters
is illustrated in the examples in Section 2.I.4.

There are. situations where the owner/operator should have multiple
wells at a sampling }ocation and others where typical.ly one well is
sufficient. They are sunmarized in Table 2-2. The potential for
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FACTORS A TECTING

TABLE 2-2

NI,JI{BER OF 9{ELLS

One Well Per Sampling Location

No " s inkers " or tt f loaters "
( inuniscible liquid phases;
see glossary for more detaif )

Thin flow zone ( relative to
screen length)

Homogeneous uppermost aquifer;
simple geology

PER LOCATION (CLUSTERS }

More_lhaq_One'9{g I 1 Pe r Sampl ing

Presence of sinkers or
floaters

Heterogeneous uppermost aquifer ;
cornpl icated geology

multiple, interconnected
aquifers
variable lithology

- perched water zone
- discontinuous structures

Discrete fracture zones
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irnmiscibles in a thick, complex saturated zone of the uppermost aquifer
should prompt the owner/operator to use well clusters. Conversely, in
situations where gronnd water is contaminated by a single contaminant,

and geologically there is a thin saturated zone within the uppermost

aquifer or homogeneous hydrologic properties are prevalent in the

uppermost aquifer, the need for nultiple wells at each sampling location
is reduced. The number of.wells screened at specific depths that should

be installed at each sampling location increases with site complexity.
Each Sntential contaminant pathway must be screened to ensure prompt

detection of a hazardous waste or hazardous waste constituent release.

2.1.4 Examples of Detection lfell Placement in Three Conmon Geol 1C

Envi ronments

The following examples are based on actual geologtic environments

encountered during hydrogeologic investigations. The three geologic

settings presented--a Karst, an alluvial, and a glacial till--are not

intended to be inclusive of alt hydrogeologic factorsi however, they are

illustrative of the technique used in the design of a minimurn detection
monitoring system. The basic steps in the development of a detectron
monitoring network include: (1) a review of existing information to
determine the regional geologic regime and regional gror.rnd-water flow
rates and direction; (2) a hydrogeologic investigation of the site to
deternine the depth to and the extent of the uppermost aquifer; the
presence and extent of any confining layers/units; the abundance,

location(s), and.extent of any potential pathways for contaminant

rnigration; and the directionrand,flow rates of the grornd wateri (3) a

review of the waste analysis plan to determine the chenical/physical
properties that rnay affect the distribution of a contaminant in the

aquifer; (4) the installation of detection wells in order to intercept
and conpletely monitor the potential pathways of contaninant migration;
(5) the selection of well screen lengths to provide resolute ground-water

sarnples; and (6) the placement/screening of upgradient monitoring wells
to provide representative background samples.
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Figures Z-2, 2-3, and 2-4 depict a btock diagram, a cross section,
and plan views of two lined waste imgnundnents located in a glacial till
environment. This heterogeneous glacial terrain is encountered in many

parts of the country, especially northern states. A review of the
published regional geologic data aided the subsequent and thorough site-
specific hydrogeologic investigation that made it possible to identify
three lithologic units in the upper 100 feet of sediments overlying a
granite with low hydraulic conductivity. These units were identified by

geologic and geophysical analysis. Color, grain size, and texture were

also used to characterize each unit. Two sand units are separated by an

undulating glacial tiL1 varying between 10 and 50 feet thick. Pumping/

slug. tests were conducted to detennine the hydraulic conductivities of
each unit. These tests in conjunction with piezoneter (not shown in
Figure 2-3) readings identified hydraulic intercommunication between the
two sand units. This vertical flow from the upper sand unit to the lower
sand unit is predominantly a function of the thickness and continuity of
the till unit. trn locations where the till is thinnest, vertical flow is
tttost prevalent. Borings show that the granite confining unit extends
laterally across the entire site. Therefore, the uppermost aguifer
includes the two sand units and the till.

Flow in the upper sand unit is southerly, towards a nearby river,
and has a moderate hydraulic Aradient of 0.01. Flow in the lower sand is
representative of regional ground-water flow generally to the south-
east. Ihis lower outwash sand has a low hydraulic Aradient of .004.
Figure 2-4 contains two plan views showing the equipotential lines in the
uPper and lower sand units. These equip,otential lines rere drawn using
information from the wetl/piezometric data tabulated on Figure 2-4. The

block diagrarn in Figure 2-2 illustrates the multiple ground-water flow
paths present in this glacial terrain. The southern and eastern
perimeters of the waste lagoons are downgradient and therefore require
moniloring. The cross section in Figure 2-3 depicts the well placement
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DIBECTION OF
GROUNDWATER FLOW
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FIGURE 2.2 ILLUSTRATION OF MULTIPLE GROUND.WATER FLOW PATHS IN THE
UPPERMOST AOUIFER DUE TO HYDROGEOLOGIC HETEROGENEITY
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and screen lengths for the detection monitoring network along the
southern perimeter of the irnp,oundnent. Along the southern perimeter, the
upper sand unit requires more stringent rnonitoring than the lower sand

unit because of the higher ground-water velocity and steeper gradient in
the upper zone. Any release must seep through the upper sand before it
reaches bhe tilI. The hydraulic head resulting from the depth of liquid
in the lagoons, and an inventory of wastes and blproducts, indicate the
potential for "sinkers and floaters.'r The decision regarding horizontal
well placenent was also based upon the likely size of a leak, the
distance from a leak source to the downgradient perimeter, dispersion,
and seepnge velocity. Well placenent in the lower sand unit along the
southern perimeter reflects the easterly component of ground-waler flow
in the lower sand, that is, wells screened in the lower sand are located
toward the eastern end of the lagoons. rt is important to note the care
that must be taken to properly grout the boreholes (wells) penetrating
the less permeable till to avoid increasing the (or cause a) hydraul.ic
conununication between the sand units.

Figure 2-5 illustrates a cross section and plan view of a landfill
that may occur in an alluvial setting. A review of the regional and
local geology indicated that the area was possibly underlain by

interbedded sand and clay units. split spoon sanples corrected during
the site-sBecific characterization revealed a nassive clay unit extending
across the entire area at a depth of approximately 100 feet. Borehole
samples and interpretation of geophysical logs suggested that two sand
rmits overlie the massive clay, separated, by a clay 1ayer of variabte
thickness. The upper sand contains several clay lens, each averaging
approximately 20 feet thick, beneath the disposar area. punping tests
within the sand units provided hydraulic conductivity values for the sand

units. Laboratory tests were used to determine hydraulic conductivity
values for the clay. Further analysis of clay samples identified an
illitic cray. Pumping tests across the intervenrng cray established
hydrauric comnunication between the sand units with downward flow.
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It is determined through research and substantiated by piezometers
that the direction of ground-water flow is predominantly east northeast
(out of the page). This direction fluctuates seasonally, however, due to
the influence of the river. rn the surrner, frow is toward the east; in
the winter' it Ehifts to the northeast. The potentiometric surface in
the upper sand varies by approximately six feet during the year. Dense

phase inuniscible wastes are known to be disposed of at the site.

The resultant horizontal and vertical placement of wells (and screen
Iengths) reflects all of the waste nanagement practices and hydrogeologic
factors at the site. The lntential pathways for contaminant migration
are the two sand units. A greater number of wells are established in the
overlapping east-northeast flow zone, because ground-waler flow there is
continuous and not seasonal. Wells are also placed in the area of
intermittent frow. Generarly, the rengths of well screens instatled at
the site reflect the vertical extent of the p,otential contaminant pathway

at the desired sampling location. However, shorter welr screens (not
furly penetrating the depth of the sand ranit) are employed in the thick
sand units where dilution effects rnay impair potential contarninant
detection. Several wells are screened at the sand/c1ay interfaces where

high specific gravity (dense) inmiscibles rnay be expected to accumulat,e.
Arso, those screens that intercept the protentiometric surface in the
uPPer Eand are at least long enough to accorunodate seasonal fluctuations
in ground-water elevations.

Eigure 2-6 ill.ustrates a cross-sectional and plan view of a efaste

landfill situated in a mature Karst envirorunent. This Eetting is charac-
teristic of carbonate environments encountered in various parts of tha
country, but especially in the southeastern states. An assessment of the
geologic conditions at the site, through the use of borings, geophysical
surveys, aerial photography, tracer studies, and other geological
investigatory technigues, made it lnssible to identify a nature Karst
geologic formation characterized by wetl-defined sinkholes, sorution
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channels, and extensive vertical and horizontal fracturing in an

interbedded lirnestone/dolomite. Using Eotentiometric data, ground-water
flow direction was fotrnd to be to the east. Solution channels are forrned

by the flow of water through the fractures. The chenical reaction
between the carbonate rock and the ground water in the fractures produees

voids. These voids are referred to as solution channels. Through time,
these solution channels are enlarged to the point where the weight of the
overlaying rock (overburden) nray be too great to provide support, thereby

causing a "roof" collapse and the formation of a sinkhole. The location
of these solution channels dictates the pl.acenent of detection rronitoring
weIls. Note in the plan view the placement of well l{o. 2 is offset
50 feet from the perineter of the landfiIl. The horizontal placement of
well No. 2, although not irnmediately adjacent to the landfill, is
necessary in order to nonitor all potential contaminant pathways. The

discrete nature of these solution channelE dictates that each potential
pathway be monitored.

The distance between the "floor" and "ceiling" (vertical extent)
(height) of the solution channels ranges from three to six feet directly
beneath the sinkhole to one foot under the landfill except for the
40-foot deep cavern. This limited vertical distance of the cavities
a}lo+rs f.or a full screened interval in the solution charurels. (Note the
change in orientation of solution channels due to the presence of the
shell hash layer. )

2.2 Placement of Upqradient (Backqround) ltgnitoring 9lells

The downgradient we1ls must be designed and installed to irrunediately
detect releases of hazardous waste or hazardous waste conEtituents to the
uppermost aquifer. The ulryradient wells rmrst be located and constructed
to provide representative samples of ground water in the same portion of
the aquifer monitored by the downgradient wells to permit a comparison of
gror.rnd-water qual ity ( 40 CFR 265, Subpart F, 255.92 ( a ) ( 1) ) .
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There are at least three rnain questions that the teehnical reviewer

should ask when reviewing the decisions the owner/operator has nade

regarding the placement of the background rnonitoring wells:

o Are the background wells far enough away from waste management
areas to prevent contamination from the hazardous waste
nanagemeni units?

Are enough weIls ihstalled and
adequately account for spatial
gual ity?

screened at appropriate depths to
variability in background water

o Are well clusters used at sanpling locations to permit
cornparisons of background ground-water data with downgradient
ground-water data obtained from the same hydrologic unit?

By regulation, the owner/operator must install as a ninimum one

backgrormd well. However, a facility that uses only one well for
sarnpling background water quality may not be able to account for spatial
variability. It is, in fact, a very unusual circumstance in which only
one background well will fully characterize background ground-water

quality. The owner/operator who makes comparisons of background and

downgradient monitoring well results with data from only one background

well increases the risk of a false indication of contaninant release. In
nost cases, the owner/operator should install multiple background

monitoring wells in the upperrnost aquifer to account for spatial
variability in background water quality data.

The owner/operator should also install enough background monitoring
wells to allow for depth-discrete comparisons of water quality. This

means sinply that for downgradient wells cornpleted in a particular
geologic formation, the bwner/operator should insfall upgradient well(s)
in the sarne portion of the aquifer. so that the data can be compared on a
depth-discrete basis (Figrure 2-7',.

Orner/oBerators should avoid installing background monitoring wells
that are screened over the entire thickness of the uppermost aquifer.
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FIGURE 2.7 PLACETUENT OF BACKGROUND WELLS
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Screening the entire thickness of the uppermost aguifer will not allow
the owner/operator to obtain depth-discrete water quality data. Instead,

the owner/operator should use shorter well screens in order to obtain
depth-discrete water quality data.

In order to establish background ground-water quality, it is
necessary to properly identify the ground-water flow direction and place

wells hydraulically upgradient to the waste inanagement area. Usually,
this is accornplished by locating the background wells far enough from

waste nanagernent units to avoid contamination by the hazardous traste

management units. There are geologic and hydrologic situations for which

deterrnination of the hydraulically upgradient location is often
difficult. These cases require further site-specific exarnination to
properly position or place background wells. Examples of such cases

include the following:

o Waste management areas above ground-water mounds;

Waste management areas located above aquifers in which
ground-water flow directions change seasonally;

Waste management areas located close to a property boundary that
is in the upgradient direction;

9faste facilities containing sigmificant amorrnts of irmiscible
contaninants rith densities greater than or less than water;

Waste management facilities located in areas where nearby surface
water can influence ground-water levels (e.g., river floodplains);

lfaste management facilities located near intermittently or
continuously used production wells; and

llaste nanagement facilities located in l(arst areas or faulted
areas where fault zones may modify flow.
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CHAPTER TfIREE

UONITORING WELL DESIGN AI{D CONSTRUCTION

The purpose of this chapter is to examine irnportant aspects of RCRA

nionitoring well design and construction. Included in this chapter are

discussions on the fol lowing topics:

o Drilling methods for installing wells

o Monitoring wel l construction rnaterials

o Design of well intakes (Section 3.3);

o Development of wells (Section 3.4);

(Section 3.I) ;

(Section 3.21 t

o documentation of well construction activity (Section 3.5);

o Specialized well design (Section 3.5); and

o Replacernent of existing wells (Section 3.7).

In order to better understand proper ground-water monitoring
procedure, a differentiation between rnonitoring we1ls and piezoneter

wells should be made. Uonitoring wells provide for the nreasurenent of
total well depth, the collection of representative ground-water samples.

the detection of light- and dense-phase organics, and, under certain
circunrstances, the collection of samples of light- and dense-phase

organics. Piezometer wells are used to deternine static water level, in
addition to establishing horizontal and vertical grotrnd-water flow
directions.

3.1 Drillinq Methods

A variety of well-drilling rnethods can be used in the installation
of ground-water nonitoring wells. It is important that the drilling
nrethod or nethod.s used. ninimize disturbance of subsurface materials and

not contaninate the subsurface and ground water (40 CFR 255.91.(c)).

lable 3-1 lists the drilling methods that are most conunonly used to
install wells., The selection of the actual drilling method is, of course,
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TABLE 3- I

ORILLING HETHOOS FOR

VARIOUS TYPES OF GEOLOGIC SETTINGS

Drillino Methods

Geologlc Environment
Ai rtr

R ot ary
Water/Mud Cabl e Hol 1 ow-Stem So1 i d-Stem

-- 
-- - Continuous ContrnuousRotarY Tool Auger Auger'

Gl ac t ated or unconsol i dated
materials 'less than 150 feet
deep

Gl ac iated or unconsol i dated
mater t al s npre than I 50 f eet
deep

Consol i dated rock format i ons
less than 500 feet deep (minimal
or no fractured formations)

Consol idated rock format rons
1es s than 500 f eet deep ( h i ghl y
fractured format ions )

Consol t dated rock format i ons
more than 500 feet deep (minimal
format i ons )

Consol r dated rock format I ons
more than 500 feet deep (hrghly
fractured format i ons )

T

tl
Above potentiometrrc surface.
Incl udes convent iona'l and wi rel i ne core dr r I I I ng,

IIOTE:

Although several methods are suggested a3 approprtate for slmr:lar condltlons, one ncthod
may be more sultable than the others.
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a function of site-specific geologic conditions. Table 3-1 provides an

interp.retation of how geologic conditions nay influence the choice of

drilling method. The following sections discuss each drilling method and

its applicability to the installation of RCRA nonitoring wells. It is
important to note that regardless of the drilling rnethod selected, the

owner/operator is responsible for the drilling equipment and for having it
decontarninated. This procedure should be followed before use and between

borehole locations to prevent cross contarnination of wells where contamin-

ation has been detected or is suspected from the site characterization
work that precedes the well installation work. fn addition to selecting
the proper drilling technigues, other precautions to prevent distribution
of any existing contaminants throughout a borehole should be taken.

3. 1.1 Hollow-Stem Continuous-Plight Auqer

The hollow-stem continuous-flight auger is anong the most freguently
ernployed tools used in dril.ling monitoring wells in unconsolidated

rnaterials. The drill rigs used for this drilling method are usually
mobile, fast, and relatively inexpensive to operate. Drilling fluids
normally are not used, ahd disturbance to the aquifers of concern is
minirnal. Auger drilling is usual,ly limited to unconsolidated materials

and to depths of approximately 150 feet. In format,ions where the borehole

will not stand open, the well is constructed inside the hollow-sten auger

prior to the auger.'s removal fron the ground. Hollow-sten augers with
inside diameters of six inches or six and one-quarter inches are readily
available for this purpose. Generally, the diameter of the well that can

be constructed with this type of drill rig is limited to four inches or
less, although firms now manufacture eight and one-guarter inch inside
dianeter hollow-stem augers and are experimenting with ten and one-guarter
inch inside dianeter hollow-stem augers. The differential between the

inner diarneter of the auger and the outer dianeter of the well casing

should ideally be at least three to five inches to pennit effective
placenent of filter pack and, annular sealant.

-7 3-



The use of hollow-stem auger drilling in heaving sand environments
also presents some difficulties. Howgvsl', with care and the use of proper
drilling procedures, this difficulty can be overcome. For example, a

gositive pressure head within the auger stem can be developed by filling
the auger with clean water. The heaving sands are thus displaced when a

knock-out ptug (which is part of the auger) is removed. If casing is
driven, the added outer drameter of the drive shoe must be considered in
the calculation of sealant and filter pack volume.

3.1.2 Solid-Stem Continuous-Flioht Auser

The use of solid-stem continuous-flight auger drilling techniques
for monitoring well construction is limited to fine-grained unconsoli-
dated naterials that will maintain an open borehole or in consolidated
sediments. The method is similar to the hollow-stem continuous-flight
augers except that the augers must be removed from the ground to allow
insertion of the welt casing and screen. This method is also lirnited to
a depth of approximately 150 feet. In areas characterized by less
competent sediments or soils (i.e., unstable, unable to retain the
sphericity of the borehole during drilling operations), solid-stem auger
drilling can be utilized to limited depths, Caving of the borehole,
however, is an imposing problern. Another limitation of the solid-stern
auger is its use belox the potentiometric surface. Maintaining the
integrity of the borehole in the saturated zone is also difficult at
times, especially in poorly consolidated sediments. Solid-stern auger
drilling is not used for in-place well construction, whereas hollow-stem
auger drilling is. Colleqtion of soil or forrnation samples is
impractical, and therefore, accurate depiction of site stratigraphy is
difficult. Solid-stem augers have very limited utility in the boring
program for site characterization.

3 . I .3 Cable TooI

Cable tool
for monitoring
formations and

drilling is relatively slow but
well constructton in relatively
unconsolidated formations. The

offers many advantages

shallow consolidated
method allows for the
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collection of excellent formation sanples and detection of even relatively
finejrained, permeable zones. The installation of a steel casing as

drilling progresses also provides an excellent tenporary host for the

construction of a monitoring well once the desired depth is reached.

Small anounts of water must be added to the hole as drilling
progresses until the potentiomelric surface is encountered. The

onner/operator should only use water that cannot itself contaminate

forrnation water. A minimum six-inch dianeter drive pipe should be used to
facilitate the placement of the well casing, screen, and gravel pack, and

a ninimum five-foot long seal should be made prior to beginning the

removal of the drive pipe. The drive pipe should be pulled while the

sealant is still fluicl and capable of flowing outward to fill the annular

space vacated by the drive pipe and shoe. The drive pipe also should be

pulled in sections and additional sealant added to ensure that a

satisfactory.seal is obtained. Cable tool rigs have generally been

replaced by rotary rigs for water well construction in most areas of the
United States. Therefore, cable tool rigs may not be readily available in
many regions.

3.1.4 Air Rotary

Rotary drilling involves the use of circulating fluids, i.e.. mud,

water, or air, to remove the drill cuttings and maintain an open hole as

drilling progresses. The different types of rotary drilling methods are

named according to the type of fluitl and the direction of fluid flow.
Air rotary drilling forces air down the drill pipe and back up the bore

hole to rerrrclve the drilt cuttings. The use of air rotary drilling
techniques is best suited for use in hard-rock forrnations. In soft
unconsolidated forrnations, casing is driven to keep the formations fron
caving.

Air rotary drilling can be used without affecting the quality of
ground water from monitoring wells in hard rock formations with mrnimun

unconsolidated overburden. The successful construction of monitoring

-7 5-



wells using this drilling technique hinges on the bore hole remaining

open after the air circulation ceases. It is an inappropriate method in
areas where the upper soil horizons are contaminated and sl.oughing of
sidewalls would likely result in contamination of the well. The air from

the compressor on the rig should be filtered to ensure that oil from the

compressor is not introduced into the ground-water system to be monitored.

Foam or joint compounds for the drill rods should not be used with air
rotary drilling because of the potential for introduction of contaninants
into the hyd,rogeologic environment. Caution should be taken in using air
rotary drilling technigues in highly pnlluted or hazardous environments.

Contaminated solids and water that are blown out of the hole are difficult
to contain and may adversely affect the drill crew and observers. ,When

air rotary is used, shrouds, canopies, bluooey lines, or directional
pipes should be used to contain and direct the drill cuttings away from

the drill crelr. Any contaminated materials (soil and/or water) should be

collected and disposed of in air approved waste disposal facility. On the

other hand, air rotary drilling techniques have actually irrproved safety
conditions.

3.1.5 Water Rotary

!{ater rotary drilling involves the introduction of water into the
borehole through the drill pipe and subsequent circulation of water baek

up the hole to renove drill cuttings. Great care must be taken to ensure

that water used in the drilling process does not contain contaminants.
If the driller uses water rotary drilling to install wells, drilling
water should be analyzed to ensure that it is contaminant-free.
Generally, except when core drilling in hard rock r:nits, the water

becomes muddy after a few circulations.

There are problens associated with the use of water rotary drill-
ing. The recognition of water-bearing zones is hampered by the addition
of water into the system. A1so, in poorly consolid,ated sediments, the
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drillers may have a problem with caving of the borehole prior to instal-
lation of the screen and casing. In highly fractured terrains, it may

also be hard to maintain water circulation.

3.1.5 Mud Rotary

lfud rotary drilling technigues involve the use of various tlpes of
drilling muds as the fluid that is introduced into the borehole. The mud

circulates back up the hole during drilling, carrying away drill cuttings
in the same manner as the air and water rotary drilling methods. Muds

provide the additional benefit of stabilizing the ho1e.

There are several tlpes of muds available at present, primarily
bentonite, barium sulfate, organic pol1mers, ce1lulose polymers, and

polyacrylamides. The owner/operator should provide any chemical data

regarding potentiat impacts on water guality. While there are

hydrogeologic conditions under which mud rotary drilling is the best
option, the technical reviewer Ehould make certain that the mud(s)

utilized do not affect the chemistry of ground-water samples, samples

from the borehole, or the operation of the well. The latter may

adversely af,f,ecE the assessment of aquifer characteriEtics, for examplel

. Bentonite muds reduce the effective perosity of the formation
around the well, thereby conpromising estimates of well recovery.
Bentonite may also affect local ground-water pH. Additives to
rpdulate viscosity and density mey also introduce contaminants to
the systen or force large, irrecoverable quantities of mud into
the fornation.

. Some organic pollmers and compounds provide an environment for
bacterial growth which, in turrn, reduces the reliability of
sanpling results.

3.2 Monitorino 9leJ.l. Construction Materials

The technical reviewer mrst ensure that the owner/operator used well
construct'ion naterials that are durable enough to resist chemical and

physical degradation and do not interfere with the quality of ground-water

sarnples. Specific weII components that are of concern include well
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casings, weII screens, filter packs, and armular seals or backfills.
Figure 3-1 is a drawing of a tlpical gronnd-water monitoring well. The

following sections describe various acceptable materials the owner/

operator should have used in constructing the well as depicted in
Figure 3-1.

3.2.1 Well Casings and gletl Screen

A variety of construction materials have been uged for the casings

and well screens, including virgin fluorocarbon resins (i.e., fluorinated
ethylene propylene (FEP), polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE), Tef,lono),
stainless steel (304, 315, or 2205), cast iron, galvanized steel,
ptolpinyl chloride (PVC), polyethylene, epoxy biphenol, and pollpropylene.
!{any of these materials, however, may affect the quality of ground-water

samples and may not have the long-term structural characteristics reguired
of KRA monitoring wells. For example, steel casing deteriorates in
corrosive environnents; PVC deteriorates when in contact with ketones,

esters, and aromatic hydrocarbons; polyethylene deteriorates in contact
with aromatic and halogenated hydrocarbons; and pollprogylene deteriorates
in contact with oxidizing acids, aliphatic hydrocarbons, and aromatic
hydrocarbons. In addition, steel, PVC, polyethylene, and p,olypropylene

nay adsorb and leach constituents that may affect the quality of
ground-water samples.

The selection of well casing and screen materials should have. been

made with due consideration to geoehemistry, anticipated lifetime of the
monitoring program, well depth, chemical parameters to be monitored and

other site-specific factors. Fluorocarbon resins or stainless steel
should be specified for use in the saturated zone when volatile organics
are to be determined, or may be tested, during a 3O-year period. In such

cases, and where high corrosion potentiat exists or is anticipated,
fluorocartron resins are preferable to stainless steel. An exanple of a

stainless steel monitoring well is provided in Frgure 3-2. Nat:.onal
Sanitation Foundation (NSF) or ASTM-approved polyvinylchlorrde (PVC) well
casing and screens $ay be appropriate if only trace metals or nonvolatile
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organics are the contaminants anticipated. As research demonstrates the

appropriateness of other materials for screens or casing in the saturated

or vadose zones, they may be utilized on a site-specific basis.
Stainless steel, fluorocarbon resins, or PVC are appropriate casing

materials in the unsaturated zone.

Figure 3-3 illustrates the concept of a composite well. !4any

conbinations of materials rnay be employed in a marurer consistent with
this guidance. One combination that should be avoided is the use of
dissinilar metals, such as stainless steel and galvanized steel, without
an electrically isolating (dielectric) bushing. If such dissimilar
metals are in direct contact in the soil, a gntential difference is
created and leads to aicelerated corrosion of the galvanized steel (in
this exarnple). More generically, in the Galvanic series the less noble

metal becomes the anode to the more noble metal and is corroded at an

accelerated rate. fn well construction, this acceleration in corrosion
at the point of connection wiII lead to failure of the construction
materials and IoEs of a RCR.A rnnitoring.well. Theoretieally, a potential
difference is created in one ty5le of, metal penetrating heterogeneous

strata, but the difference in trntentials would not be as great. In
conclusion, a dielectric coupling should be used for connecting
diEsimilar rnetals in either the saturated or vadose zone.

There are two reasonE why ownersloperators should have selected
appropriate well screen and casing materials:

o l.ong term structural integrity, i.e., 30 oE nc,re years, is
essential to the collection of unbiased ground-rater sarnples over
the active life of the facility and post-closure period.

o Orrner/operators of facilities whose Part B or post-closure per-
mit application has been called are required under 270.Ia(c)(a)
to analyze any plune(s) for Appendix VIII constituents (see the
RCRA Ground-Water ldonitoring Compliance Order Guide, August
1985). The remainder of facili'ties nust monitor for Appendix VII
constituents. Well construction rnaterials should not bias the
collection and analysis of low concentrations of hazardous
constituents by reacting with the ground-water samples.
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Plastic pipe sectionE must be flush threaded or have the ability to
be connected by another mechanical method that does not introduce

contaminants such as glue or solvents into the weII. Also, monitoring
welts must be structurally sound in order to withstand vigorous well

developrnent procedures. WeII casings and screens should be steam cleaned

prior to ernplacenent to ensure that all oils, greases, and waxes have been

removed. Because of the softness of casings and screens made of
fluorocarbon resins, these materials should be detergent-washed, not

stean-c1eaned, prior to installation.

The owner/operator should nornally use well casing with either a

two-inch or four-inch inside diameter. Larger casing dianeters, howgv6s,

may be necessary where dedicated purging or sampling eguipment is used or
where the well is screened in a deep forrnation.

The installation of a sump (sampling cup device) at the bottom of
a monitoring weII (Figure 3-1) is reconunended. The sump will aid in
collecting fine-grain sediments and result in prolonging the operating
life of the screen. An extra benefit of using a sunp is its ability to
capture intermittent dense-phasd contaminants for analysis. In zoneE

composed of fine-grained rnaterial (clays and silts) where turbidity may be

problematic, the decision flow chart (Figure 3-4) for turbid ground-water

sanples should be consulted to evaluate well construction and development.

3.2.2 Monitorinq Well Filter Pack and Annular Sealant

The materials used to construct the filter pnck should be chemically
inert (e.9,, clean guartz sand, silica, or glass beads), well ror.uded, and

dimensionalty stable (see Section 3.3 for more detail on well intake
design). Fabric filters should not be used as filter pack rnaterials.
Natural gravel lncks are acceptable, provided that the owner/operator
conducts a sieve analysis to establish the appropriate well screen slot
qize and determine chemical inertness of the filter pack materials in
anticipated environments.
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The materials used to seal the arurular s1lace must prevent the

migration of contaminants to the sanrpling zone from the surface or
intermediate zones and prevent cross contamination between strata. The

materials should be chemicall.y compatible with the anticipated waste to
ensure seal integrity during the Life of the monitoring well and

chemically inert so they do not af,fect the guality of the ground-water

samples. The perrneability of the sealants should be one to two orders of
magnitude less than the surrounding forrnation. Figure 3-1 illustrates an

appropriate distribution of arurular gealants. An exangle of an

appropriate use of annular sealant naterial is using a minimum of two

feet of certified sodium bentonite pellets inmediately over the filter
pack wlren in a saturated zone. The pellets are nost appropriate in a

saturated, zone because they will penetrate the column of water to create

an effective seal. Coarse grit sodium bentonite is likely to hydrate and

bridge before reaching the filter pack. A cement and bentonite mixture,
bentonite chips, or antishrink cement nixtures should be used as the
arutular sealant in the r.mgaturated zone above the certified-bentonite
pellet seal and below the frost line. Again, the appropriate clay rmrst

be selected on the basis of the envirorunent in which it is to be used.

In npst cases, sodiun bentonite is appropriate. The addition of
bentonite to the cement admixture should generally be in the anount of 2

to 5 percent by weight of cement content. This will aid in reducing

shrinkage and control. tine of setting. Calciun bentonite nay be more

appropriate in calcic sediments/soils due to reduced cation exchange

potential. Clays should be pure, i.e., free of additives that may affect
ground-water quality. From below the frost line, the cap should be

composed of concrete blending into a four-inch thick apron extending

three feet or more from the outer edge of the borehole.

The untreated sodium bentonite seal should be placed around the
casing either by dropping it directly down the borehole or, if a hollorr-
stem auger is used, putting the bentonite between the casing and the
inside of the auger stem. Both of these methods present a trntential for
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bridging. In shallow monitoring weIls, a tarnping device should be used

to reduce this potential. In deeper wells, it rnay be necessary to pour

a srnal1 arnount of forrnation water down the casing to wash the bentonite
down the ho1e. In either case, a spacing differential of 3 to 5 inches

should exist between the outer diameter of the casing and the inner
diameter of the auger or the surface of the borehole to facilitate
enrplacement of filter pack and annular sealants. Moreover, the precise
volume of filter pack and sealant required should be calculated to
establish their correct subsurface distribution. The actual volume of
materials used should be determined during well construction.
Discrepancies between calculated volumes and volumes used require
explanation.

The cement-bentonite mixture should be prepared using clean water
and placed in the borehole using a tremie pipe. The trenie method

ensures good sealing of the borehole from the bottonr.

The remaining annular space should be sealed with expanding cement

to provide for security and an adequate surface seals. Locating the
interface between thg cenent and bentonite-cement mixture below the frost
line serwes to prqtect the weII from darnage due to frost heaving. The

cement should be placed in the borehole using the tremie method.

Ugnn eompleLion of the well, installation of a suitable bhreaded or
flanged caP or compression seal should be placed or Locked in properly to
prevent either tampering with the wel.l or the entrance of foreign
material into it (Figure 3-2). A one-quarter inch vent hole pipe
provides an avenue for the escape of gas. Placenent of concrete or steel
bumBer gr.rards around the well wiLl prevent externat darmge by a vehicular
collision with the exposed casing.

3.3 Well fntake Desiqn

The owner/operator should have designed and constructed the intake
of the monitoring wells to (I) a1low sufficient ground-water flow to the
well for sarnpling; (2) minimize the passage of formation materials
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(turbidity) into the well; and (3) ensure sufficient structural integrity
to prevent the collapse of the intake structure.

For wells completed in unconsolidated rnaterials, the intake of a

monitoring well should consist of a screen or slotted casing with
openings sized to ensure that forrnational rnaterial is prohibited from

passing through the well during developnent. Extraneous fine-grained
rnaterial (clays and silts) that has been dislodged during drilling may be

left on the screen and the water in the well. These fines should be

rerroved frorn the screen and filter gnck during development of the well.
The owner/operator should use cofi[nercially manufactured screens or
slotted.casings. Field slotting of screens should not be allowed.

The annular space between the face of the formation and the screen

or slotted casing should be filled to mininize passage of formation

materials into the well. The driller should therefore install a filter
pack in each rnonitoring well that ig constructed on site. Furtherrnore, in
order to ensure discrete sample horizons, the filter Elack should extend

no nore than tro feet above the well screen as illustrated in Figure 3-1.

3.4 WelI Development

After the owner/operator cornpleted constructing nronitoring wells,
natural hydraulic conductivity of the fornntion should have been restored

and all foreign sediment removed to ensure turbid-free ground-water

sanples

A variety of technigues are available for develoBing a well. To be

effective, they require reversals or surges in flow to avoid bridging by

particles, which is common when flow is continuous in one direction.
Ihese reversals or surges can be created by using surge blocks, bailers,
or pumps. Forrnation water should be uEed for surging the well. In lot-
yielding water-bearing forrnations, an outside source of water may

sometines be int,roduced into the well to facilitate development. In
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these cases, this grater Ehould be chemically analyzed to evaluate its
potential inpact on in-situ water quality. The drilter should not have

used air to develop the rells. A11 developing equignent should have been

decontaminated prior to use as should have the materiale of construction.

The owner/operator should have developed wells to be cl.ay- and

silt-free. If, after developrnent of the well is conplete, it continues
to yield turbid ground-water sanples, the owner/operator should follow
the Proeedure described in Figure 3-4. The recormrended acceptance/
rejection value of five nephelonetric turbidity writs (N.f.U. ) is based

on the need to minimize biochemical activity and possible interference
with grorurd-water sanple quality. The sane criteria applies to turbidity
measurements expressed in other units such ag the forrnazin turbidity unit
(F.l.U.) or Jackson turbidity rurit (J.T.U.).

One should deternine the retative hydraulic conductivity of
different layers within the aquifer in whieh the screen is placed (the
transmissivity/purnping test nethod is reconrmended). Using this
inforrnation along with pH, temperature measurementE and mean seasonal
flovr rates, one should evaluate the initial perforrnance of the well and

use these values for periodic redevelopnent and naintenance asgesgments.

3.5 Docunentation of, WgIl. Desiqn and Construction

In the context of a courgliance order, the technical reviewer should
require the owner/operator to cornpile inforrnation on the design and

construction of wells. Such inforrnation rnay include:

Date/time of construction
Drilling rnethod and drilling f luid used

E{eIl location (t 0.5 ft. }

Bore hole diameter and well casing diameter
Well depth (t 0. I f t. )

Drilling and lithologic logs

Casing materials

a

o

t

o

o

o
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o Screan materials and design
e Gaging and gcreen joint tlpe
o Screen Elot sizellength
o Filter pack ngtErial/gize, grain arnlysis (D10)

o Filter track volume calculations
I Filter 6nck placernent method

o Sealant materials (percent bentonite)
o Sealant volume (lbs/gallon of cernent)

o Sealant placement method

o Surface seal design/congtruction
e t{ell developnent procedure

o Type of proteclive rel.l cap

o Ground surf,ace elevation (! 0,01 tt.)
. Surveyor's pin elevation (+ 0.01 ft.l on.concrete apron

. Top of nonitoring well caeing elevation (! O.Ol ft.)
o Top of protective steel casing elevatio:r (1 0.01 ft.)
. D€tailed drawing of well (include dimenEionE)

3.6 Specializeal Wett Desiqng

There are two caseE where owners/operatorg should use special
monitoring well designs:

. where the owner/operator haE chosen to use dedicated pu4ls to
draw ground-water sanqlles; and

o glhere tight and/or dense-Bhaee inuniscibles may be present.

If the ovrner/operator elected to uge a dedicated systen, it should

be a fluorocarbon resin or stainless steel bailar, or a dedicated gnsitive
gas displacenent bladder pu$p composed of th€ sarne two rnaterials. As

other sarngrling devices that can perform at least equivalently beconre

available, they nay be enrployed as weIl.

The introduction of this plJrnp, however, necessitates certain changes

in the well cross section depicted in Figure 3-1. Figrure 3-5 represents
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an appropriate cross section of a well that uses a dedicated positive gas

displacement bladder pump as the sampling device/weIl. evacuation device.

The principal change is the addition of a two-inch diameter pr:mp with
fluorocarbon resin outlet tulcing to the well. A four-inch interior
diameter outer welI casing should easily acconmodate this additional
equipnent. However, should a larger punp (e.g., three inches in
diameter) be reguired because of greater well depth or yield, a latger
outer casing nay prove necessary (six-inch inside diameter). The pump

should be positioned rnidway along the screened interval, and the top of
its outlet pipe should extend into the well cap as depicted in Figure 3-5.

If light and dense-phase immiscible layers are presumed to be

present, the owner/ operator must obtain discrete sanples of then. The

well system should have been designed to allow sampling of both light and

dense phases by using a well screen that extendg fron above the

potentionretric surface to the lower confining layer. Where well clusters
are employed, one well in the ctuster may be screened at horizons wJrere

floaters are expected (e.9., p,olentiometric surface, Figure 3-5), another

at horizons where dense phases are expected (e.9., aguifer/aquiclude
interface, figiure 3-6), and others within other portions of the uPPermost

aguifer.

A periodic check of the dedicated sampling system should be

exercised to prevent damage and maximize ef,ficiency. This inspection
should include renoval of samples for verification of proper function.
The design of the dedicated sarnpling system should also allow accegs for
regiular testing of aquifer characteristics. It is also recomtnended that
the well be periodically resurveyed using the protective casing and apron

(constructed to specific dimensions, Figure 3-1) as points of reference.
An option that can be exercised in constructing a monitoring well (e.9.,
dedicated sarnpler) is the use of fine sand at the top of the filter pack

to reduce or minimize invasion.
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3.7 Evaluation of Existino Wells

The technical reviewer must decide whether wells--as designed and

constructed--allow for the collection of representative ground-water

sanples. There are tno situations the technical reviewer nay encounter:

(11 where existing wells produce consistEntly turbid sarnples, i.e.,
greater than 5 N.T.U. (E'.T.U. or J.T.U. depending on the method usedl,

and (2) where the owner/operator can produce little or no docunentation

on how the wells were desigined and installed.

Wells with turbidity or lack of inforrnation on well design and con-

struction may prornpt the technical reviewer to order the owner/operator

to replace nronitoring welts. In other, legs obvious, caseE the technical

reviewer rnust use best judgnent in deciding when to order an owner/operator

to replace wells. fhe technical reviewer mrst decide whether the orvner/

operator's wells--as built--alfow the sampler to collect representative

ground-water samples (40 CFR 265.91(a)). This may not be an easy judgment

to make. In cases where it is not clear whether the wells can produce

representative grourd-water sainples, the technical reviewer may consider

reguiring the owner/operator to conduct a field demonstration. This

dernonstration would involve the installation of new well(s) near existing
wells. The onner/operator would sample and arralyze for the sane set of
Parameters in both wells. If lnrameter values are comParable, the

technical reviewer should assune the owner/operator's existing wells are

producing representative sarnples. The field demonstration for existing
and new wells will be extrenely difficutt to evaluate in practice.
Differences in construction may or rnay not manifest themselves during the

field test. the results may lead to false conclusions in view of the

norrnal variabilitiee inherent in water guality lnrameters or sampling

which nay be attributed to differences between old and new wellE.

Similarly, diff,erences in well construction, develolxnent, etc., that can

never ba duplicated may also result in negative or Eositive biases due to
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causes other than well construction. When such situations arise, the
wells should be deconwrissioned, sealed, and replaced. 9{here the only
question is whether or not the well casing material is negatively
affecting the chesrical quarity of the ground-water samples, a side-by-side
conparison at selected wells should be undertaken using stainless steel or
one of the fluorocarbon resins. If analysis results are comparable, then
it is likely that chemical bias is not a major issue at the time of the
test.

Once wells have been properly designed and constructed, an appro-
priate sampling and analysis plan must be developed and implemented.
These procedures are discussed in Chapter Four.
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CHAPIER EOIJR

SN,IPLIT{G AIiID $TALYSIS

FEderal regulat,ion {0 CFR Part 265, Subpart F, Section 265,92,

requiree the orner/og€rator to prepare and implenent a written
ground-water sarqrting and analysis (S&A) plan. This plan rnust include

procedures and techniquea for sample collection, samgla Breservetion and

shigmen!, anatltical proceduresr dtld chain-of-custody control. Ihe plan

is an irnportant docr:nent. It allowe the technicEl reviewer to thoroughly

review trow the owner/operator hag strustured the S&A Program. Also'

conqnrison of the written plan to field activitieg will allow the

teehnical reviewer to sngurs the ormer/operator is, in fact, following
his plan while collecting and analyzing growrd-water samples. lhE

purpose of this chapter ig to dcscribe irngrortant elenentg of written S&A

plans and to diccugr thc level of tletail ttrat ovrner/operators ghould

include in thcir plans.

EPA hag obranrod a number of problerns in the way in which ormer/

operatora prepars their S&A plans or irnplement their S&A prograns. Some

of thr nrore cofimon problern: are Listed belorr.

r Owner/oBerators have not prcpared S&A planr or do not keep plans
on gita.

o Plans contain very little infornation or do not adequately
describe the S&A program that the owner/operator iE enploying at
his facility.

o Fief,d sarnpling persorurel are not f,ollowing the written plan or
are not even aware that it exists.

o Improper well evacuation techniques are used.

o Sanpling equipnent iE used that rnay alter chemical conEtituents
in ground water.

o Sampling techniques are used that rnay alter chemical composition
of sarnples, particularly in regard to stripping of volatile
organic compounds in sarnples.
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Facility personnel are not using field blanks, chenical
standards, and chernically spiked samples to identify changes in
sample guality after coll.ection

Field personnel do not properly clean nondedicated sampling
equiprnent after use.

o Field persorurel are placing
tubing) on the grorrnd where
usg.

sampl ing equignent ( rope , bai I er,
it can become contaminated prior to

. Field persorurel do not docunent their field activities adequately
(e.9., keep sampling logs)

o Field personnel are not following proper chain-of-custody
'procedures.

o Litt]e attention is pid to data reporting errors or anomalies.

. QA/Qp protocol is inadequate (field and/or laboratory).

This chapter desc,ribes inrlnrtant elenentg in S&A plans (Section 4.1),
and then discusses the level of detail the onnerloperator should include
(Sections 4.2 through 4.6). Furtherrrore, this chapter describes ingnrtant
aspects of evaluating the field implementation of S&A plans (Sections 4.2
through 4.6). Section 4.7 describes how technical reviewers may examine
ground-water data to identify problems in the way owner/operators
acquire, process, and evaluate data.

4.1 Elements of Sarnplinq and Analvsis plans

The owner/operator's S&A plan should, at a miniflnrm, address a nunber
of elernents. Specifically, the S&A plan should include information on:

o Sample collection (Section 4.21;
o Sampl e preservat ion and handl ing ( Sect ion 4.31 ;
o Chain-of-custody control (Section 4.41 t
o Analytical procedures (Section 4.5); and

I Fiel.d and laboratory quality assurance/qrrality control
(Section 4.5 ) .
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4.2 Eamele Col1e.cticl}

4.2 .L Measurement of Static Water Level Elevation

The sampling and analysis plan should include provisions for
measurenent of static water elevations in each well prior to each

sanpling event. Collection of water elevation on a continuing basis is
impnrtant to determine if horizontal and vertical flow gradients have

changed since initial site characterization. A change in hydrologic

conditions nay necessitate npdification to the design of the owner/

operator's ground-water rnonitoring systen. The S&A plan should specify
the device to be used for water level tneasurenents, as well as the
procedure for measuring water levels

The owner/operator's field measurements should include depth to
standing water and total depth of the well to the bottom of the intake

screen structure. This information is required to calculate the vofume

of stagnant water in the well and provide a check on the integrity of the

well (e.g., identify siltation problems). The neasurernents should be

taken to 0.0L foot. Each well should have a pernanent, easily identified
reference pnint from which its water level measurement is taken. The

reference points should be eEtablished by a Iicensed surveyor and

typically located and narked at the top of the well casing with locking
cap remcrved or on the apron, and, where applicable, the protective
casing. The references points should be established in relation to an

established National Geodetic Vertical Datum (NGltD). In remote areas, a

tenporary benchnark should be estabtished to facilitate resurveying. The

reference gnint should be established in relation to an established NGVD,

and the survey should also note the well location coordinates and the

coordinates of any temporary benchmarks. The device used to detect the
water level surface nust be sufficiently sensitive so that a measurement

to +0.0I foot can be obtained reliably. A Eteel tape will usually
suffice; however, it is recormended that an electronic device (e.9.,
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M-Scope) be used to measure depth to the surface of the ground water or
Iight phase inmiscibles. 9lhenever nondedicated eguiprnent is used,
procedures need to be instituted to ensure that the sarople is not
contaninated. Equipment should be constructed of inert naterials and

decontaminated prior to use at another we1l.

4,2.2 Detection of fnuniscible Lavers

The S&A plan should include provisions for detecting imniscible
contaninants (i.e., "floaters" and "sinkers") where they would not be

detected in an aqueous phase if the owner/operator nanages wasteg of thig
tlpe at his faciLity. "Floaters'r are those relatively insoluble organic
liquids that are less dense than water and which spread across the
potentiometric surface. "Sinkers" are those relatively insoluble organic
liquids that are more dense than water and tend to migrate vertically
through the sand and gravel aquifers to the undertying confining layer.
The detection of these inuniscible layers reguires specialized equipment

that must be used before the well is evacuated for conventional
sarpling. The S&A plan should specify the device to be used to detect
Iight phases and dense phases, as well as the grocedures to be used for
detecting and sarnpling these contaninants.

Ovner/operalors should follow the procedures below for detecting the
presence of light and/or dense phase immiscible organic layers. These .

procedured should be undertaken before the well is evacuated for
conventional sampling :

1. Remove the locking and protective caps.

Z. Sample the air in the weII head for organic vaEors using either
a photoionization analyzeror an organic vapor analyzer, and
record measurements.

Determine the static tiguid level using a nanorneter and record
the depth.

4. lower an interface probe into the well to determine the
existence of any irnriscible layer(s), Light and/or dense.

3.
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The air above the well head should be monitored in order to detennine

the grotential for fire, explosion, and/or toxic effects on workers. This

test also serves as a first indication of the presence of light phase

irnniscible organics. A manometer or acoustical sounder (for very shallow

wells) will provide an accurate reading of the depth to the surface of
the liquid in the weIl, but neither are cagnble of differentiating
between the potentiornetrii surface and the surface of an insniscible

layer. Nonetheless, it is very useful. to detemine that surface clepth

firEt to gruide the lowering of the interface probe. The interface probe

serveE two related purlnses. FirEt, as it is lowered into the well, the

probe registers when it is exposed to an organic liquid and thus

identifies the presence of inuniscible layers. Careful recording of the

depths of the air/floater and floater/water interfaces establishes a

measurenent of the thickness of the light phase irnrniscible layer.
Secondly, after passing through the light phase innriscible layer, the

probe indicates the depth to the water level. The presence of floaters
precludes the exclusive use of sounders to make a determination of static
water level. Dense phase irnmiscible layers are detected by lowering the

device to the bottom of the well where, again, the interface probe

registers the presence of organic liquids

The approach to collecting light phase imriscibles is dependent on

the depth to the surface of the floating layer and the thickness of that
layer. The irnniscible phase must be collected prior to any purging

activities.Ifthethicknessofthisphaseis2feetorgreater,a
bottom valve bailer is the eguipnent of choice. The bailer should be

lowered slowly until contact is nade with the surface of the inniscible
phase, and lowered to a tlepth fess than that of the irmiscible/water
interface depth as deternined by preliminary measure with the interface
probe.

When the thicknesE of the floating layer is ]ess than 2 feet, but

the depth to the surface of the floating layer is less than 25 feet, a

peristaltic punp can be used to "vacuum" a sanple.
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When the thickness of the floating layer is less tlnn 2 feet and the
depth to the surface of the floating layer is beyond the effective
"reach" of a peristaltic punp (greater than 25 feet), a bailer must be

nodified to allow fitling onry from the top. sampling personnel should
disassemble the bottorn check varve of the bailer and insert a piece of
2-irrch diarneter fluorocarbon resin sheet between the ball and ball seat.
This will seal off the bottom valve. The barl from the top check varve

should be rernoved, to allow the sarnple to enter frorn the top. The

buoyancy that occurs when the bailer is lowered into the froater can be

oversome by placing a length of l-inch stainless steel Bipe (304, 3I5,
2205) on the retrieval line above the bailer (this pipe may have to be

notched to alrow sanple entry if the pipe rernains rithin the top of the
bailer). The device should be lowered, carefully, measuring the deplh to
the surface of the floating layer, until the top of the bailer is level
with the top of the floating layer. The bailer should be lowered an

additional one-half thickness of the floating layer and the sample

collected. This technique is the most effective method of col.lection if
the floating phase is only a few inches thick.

The best tnethod for collecting d€nse phase iruniscibles is to use a
ttouble check valve bairer. The key to sarnBre colrection is controlled,
slow lowering (and raising) of the bailer to the bottom of the well. The

dense ptrase must be collected prior to any purging activitieE.

4.2 .3 9,le I I Evacuation

The water standing in a well prior to sampling rnay not be

representative of in-situ grorurd-water quality. Therefore, the
owner/operator shoul.d remove the standing water in the well and filter
pack so that forrnation water can replace the stagnant water. The

owner/operator's S&A plan should include detailed, step-by-step
procedures for evacuating wells. The equiprnent the orrner/operator plans
to use to evacuate wells should also be described.
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The Owner/operator's evacuation proCedure Shoutd ensure that all
stagmant ltater is replaced by fresh format'ion water upon completion of

the process. The owner/operator's approach should allow drawing the

water down from above the screen in'the upperrnost Part of the water

column in high yield formations to ensure that fresh vtater from the

formation will move upward in the screen. In low-yield fonnations, water

shoutd be purged so thaE it is renoved. fron the botton of the screened

intervaf.

The procedure the owner/operator should use for well evactiation

depends on the hydraulic yield characteristics of the well. glhen

evacuating low-yield wells (welIs that are incaSnble of yielding three

casing volurnes), the owner/operator should evacuate wells to drlmess

once. As soon as the well recovers sufficiently, the first sample should

be tested for pH, ternperature, and specific conductance. Sarnples should

then be coltected and containerized in the orde.r of the lnrameters'
volatilization sensitivity. The well should be retested for pH,

temperature, and specific conductance after sampling as a measure of
purging efficiency and as a check on the stability of the water sanples

over tine. glhenever fuII recovery exceeds two hours, the owner/oPerator

should extract the sarnple as soon as sufficient volume is available for a

sanple for each parameter. At no time should an owner/operator pump a

well to drlmess if the recharge rate. causes the forrnation nater to
vigorously cascade down the sides of the screen and cause an accelerated

Ioss of volatiles. The owner/operator should anticignte this probtem and

purge three casing volumes fron the weII at a rate that does not cause

recharge water to be excessively agitated. For higher yielding welIs,

the owner/operator should evacuate three casing rrolumes prior to sampling.

fn order to minimize the introduction of contarnination into the

well pqsitive-gas-displacenent, fluorocarbon resin bladder punPs are

recomnended for purging wells. Fluorocarbon resin or stainless steel
bailers are also recomrnended purging equipment. Where these devices
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cannot be used, peristaltic purnps, gas-lift pumps, centrifugal purnps, and

venturi punPs may be used. Sone of these pumpE cauEe rrolatilization and

Broduce high pressure differentials, which result in variability in the
analysis of pH, sBecific conductance, netals, and rrolatile organic
samples. They are, however, acceptable for purging the welts if
sufficient time is allowed to let the water gtabilize prior to sanpling.

I{hen purging equipment must be reused, it should be decontarninated,
f,ollowing the sane procedures reguired for the sampling equipment. Clean
gloves should be worn by the sampling personnel. Meagureg shoutd be

taken to prevent surface soils f,ronr coming in contact with the Burging
eguitrxnent and lines, which in turn could introduce contaminants to the
well. Purged water ghould be collected and gcreened with photoionization
or organic vaEor analyzer8, pH, temperature, and conductivity rnetars. rf
thege trnrameters and facility backgrowrd data suggest that the water is
hazardouE, it ghould be drunqred and dislnsed of property.

4.2.4 Sanple lfithdrawal

The technique used to withdraw a ground+rater sample fron a well
should be sElected based on a consideration of the paraneters to be

analyzed in the sanBle. To engurs the grotrnd-water sample is represen-
tative of the formation, it is irnportant to minimile phyaically altering
or chenically contaninating the sample during the withdrawal process. rn
order to rninirnize the possibility of sarnple contamination, the
owner/operator shoutd:

. Use only fluorocarbon resin or stainless steel sanpling devices,
and

r Use dedicated sanplers for each wel1, (If a dedicated sampler is
not available for each welI, the owner/operator should thoroughly
clean the sampler between sampling events. and should take blanks
and analyze then to ensure cross-conlamination has not occurred. )

The S&A plan should specify the order in which sanples are to be

collected. Samples should be collected and containerized in the order of
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the rrolatiliaation eensitivity of, thc paranetere. A preferr€d collsctioa
order for sone comnon ground-water paraneters follows:

o Volatile organica (VOA)

o Rrrgeable organic carbon (P0C)

o Purgeable organic halogens (POX)

. Total organic halogens (lOX)

o Total organic carbdn (TOC)

o Extractable organics
o lotal rnetals
o Diesolved metale
o Phenols

o Cyanide

o Sulfate and chloride
o Turbidity
o Nitrato end armonia

o Radionuclideg

Temperature, BHr and specific conductanc€ m€asuremantr should be

nrede in the ficld before and aftcr aamglr coll€ction aa a check on the
stability of the water samSrled over tirne. Ths S&A plan chould also
specify in dEtail the devices tht Ofiner/operator will ugg for sanple

withdrawal. fhe plan rhotrld state thet devic.s arc olther dedicatad to
a specific well or are cagnble of being fully disassembled and cleaned
between sanpling events. Procedures f,or cleaning the sampling equiprnent

should be included in the plan. Any special sarnpling procedures that the
owner/operator must use to obtain samples for a lnrticular constituent
(e.9., TCDi or TOC) should also be described in the plan.

Equipment and procedures that minimize

reduc el eliminate contact with t,he atmosphere

be used. 9{hen used properly, the following
devices for all parameters:

sample agitation and

during sample transfer must

are accePtable sampling
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. Gag-oPerated, fl.uorocarbon resin or stainless steel squeeze pumE)
(a1so referred to as a bladder pump with adjustable flow control);

o Bailer (fluorocarbon resin or stainless steel), provided it is
equipped with dor.rble check valves and bottom emptying device;

. Syringe bailer (stainless steel or fluorocarbon reEin); and

o Single cheek valve fluorocarbon resin or stainless steel bailer.

Sarnpling eguiprnent should be constructed of inert rnaterial. Eguiprnent

with neoprene fittings, PVC bailers, tygon tubing, silicon rubber

bladders, neoprene itpellers, polyethylene, and viton is not acceptable.
If the owner/operator is using bailers, an inert cable/chain (e.g.,
fluorocarbon resin-coated wire, single strand stainless steel wire)
should be used to raise and lower the bailer. 

,

While in the field, the technical reviewer should observe the
owner/operator'E sampling technigue to ensure that the owner/operator
satisfies the following:

o Positive gas displacement bladder punps should be operated in a
continuous manner so that they do not produce pulsating samples
that are aerated in the return tube or upon discbarge.

r Check valves should be desigmed and inspected to assure that
fouling problerns do not reduce delivery capbilities or result in
aeration of the sample.

o SanPling equiprnent (e.g., especially bailers) should never be
dropped into the well, because this will cause degassing of the
water upon irnpact.

o The contents should be transferred, to a sample container in a way
that wilt ninimize agitation and aeration.

o Clean sarnpling equiprnent should not be placed directly on the
ground or other contaminated surfaces prior to insertion into the
well.

!{hen dedicatetl equipment is not used for sarnpling (or well
evacuation), the owner/operator's sampling plan should include procedures
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for disassernbly and cleaning of eguipment oefore each use. If the

constituents of interest are inorganic, the equipment should be cleaned

with a nonphosphate detergent/soap mixture. The first rinEe should be.a

dilute (0.I N) hydrochloric acid or nitric acid, followed by a rinse of

tap water and finally Type II reagent grade water. Dilute hydrochlorie

acid is generally preferred to nitric acid when cleaning stainless steel
because nitric acid may oxidize stainless steel. gfhen organics are the

constituents of concern, the owner/operator should wash equiprnent with a

nonphosphate detergent and rinse with tap water, distilled water,

acetone, and pesticide-guality hexane, in that order. The sampling

equipnrent should be thoroughly dried before use to ensure that the

residual cleaning agents (e.g., HCI) are not carried over to the sample.

The owner/operator should sample background wells first and then proceed

to dovrngradient wells.

When collecting samples where volatile constituents or gases are of
interest using a p,ositive gas displacement bladder pup, punping rates
should not exceed I00 milliliters/minute. 'Higher rates can increase the

loss of volatile constituents and can cauge fluctuation in pH and pH-

sensitive analytes. Once the portions of the sample reserved for the
analysis of volatile componentE have been collected, the owner/operator

nay use higher purnping rate, particularly if a large sample volume must

be coltected. The sampling flow rate should not exceed the flow rate
used while purging.

4.2.5 In-Situ or Field Analvses

Several constituents of the parameters being evah.rated are

physically or chemically r:nstable and nust be tested either in the

borehole using a probe (in-situ) or innediately after collection using a
field test kit. Exanples of unstable elements or properties include pll,

redox Eptential, chlorine, dissolved oxygen, and temperature. Although

specific conductivity (analogous to electrical resistance) of a sr.rbstance
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is relatively stable, it is recomnended that this characteristic be

determined in the field. Most conductivity instrrrnents require
tesperature compensation; therefore, the temperature of the sanples

should be neasured at the time conductivity is determined. If the
onner/operator uses probes (pH electrode, specific ion eleetrode,
thernistor) to measure any of the above properties, it is impnrtant that
this is done on water samples taken after well evacuation and after any

sanprles for chenical analysis have been collected, so that the potential
for probe(s) to contaminate a sample designated for laboratory analysis
is ninimized. Monitoring probes should not be placed in shipping
containers containing grorrrrd-water samples for laboratory analysis.

The owner/operator should complete the calibration of any in-situ
rnonitoring eguipment or field-test probes and kits at the beginning of
each use, accord,ing to the rnanufacturers' specifications and consistent
with Test Methods for Evaluatinq Solid !{aste - Phvsical/Chemical Methods
(S9l-845), 2nd Edition, 1982.

4.3 Samp1e Preservation and Handlinq

Many of the chernical constituents and physiochenical p,arameters that
are to be measured or eval.uated in ground-water npnitoring programs are
not chemically stable, and therefore sample preservation is required.
Test t{ethods for Evaluatinq Solid g.laste - Physicat/Ctrenical Methods
(SV{-845} includes a discussion by anall*,e of the aptrlropriate sample
preservation procedures. In addition, SW-846 specifies the sanple
containers that the owner/operator shourd use for each constituent or
corunon set of parameters. The owner/operator shourd identify in the S&A

plan what preservation methods and sanple containers witl be enployed.
Each sampling and analysis plan should also detail all procedures and

techniques for transferring the samples to either a field or off-site
laboratory.
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rmproper sanple handling may alter the analytical results of the
sanple. sarnples should be transferred in the field from the sampling
equiprnent directly into the container that has been specifically pretrnred
for that analysis or set of conpatible pnrameters. rt is not an
acceptable practice for samples to be composited in a conunon container in
the field and then split in the raboratory, or poured first into a wide
tnouth container and then tnansferred into snraller containers. The S&A

plan should specify how the samples for rrolalires wirl be transferred
fron the sanple collection device to the sanple container in order to
minimize loss through agitation/volatilization.

4.3.1 Sanple Containers

The ovmer/operator's s&A ptran should identify the tlpe of sarnple
containerg to be used to collect samplee, as well as the procedures the
owner/operator will use to enEur€ that sampre containers are free of
contanrinants .prior to use.

lfhen netare are the anarltes of interest, fluorocarbon resin or
lolyethylene containers with gorypropylene capri shourd be used. gfhen

orqanics are the analytes of interest, glass bottres with fluorocarbon
resin-lined caps should be used. The pran should ref,er to the specific
analytical rnethod (in sl{-946) that designates an acceptable container.

ContainerE should be cleaned based on the analyte of interest. Ilhen
samples are to be analyzed for netals, the sampre containers as welr as
the laboratory glassware should be thoroughry waehed with nonphosphate
detergent and tap water, and rinsed with (I:I) nitCic acid, tap water,
(1:ll hydrochroric acid, tap water, and finarly rype rr water, in that
order.

Similarly, an EPA-approved procedure is available
containers used to store sanples for organics analysis.
container should be emptied of any residual rnaterials,
washing with a nonPhosphate detergent in hot water. ft

for cleaning
The sampling

followed by

should then be
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rinsed with tap watetr, distilled water, acetone, and finally with

peEticide-quality hexane. Dirty or contaminated glassware does not form

a very thin sheet of water on its surface and nay require treatment with

chromic acid and/or baking in a muffle furnace at 400"C for 15 to
30 minutes to ensure that the glass is clean. Chronic aeid may be useful

to remove organic deposits from glassware; however, the analyst should be

cautioned that the glassware must be thoroughly rinsed with water to

relrclve the last traces of chromium. The use of chromic acid can cause a

contamination problem and nust be arroided if chromium is an analyte of

interest.

Glassware should be sealed and stpred in a clean environnent

inunediately after drying or cooling to prevent any accumulation of dust

or other contaninants. It should be stored capped with aluninum foil and

inverted.

The cleanliness of a batch of precleaned bottles should be verified
in the laboratory. fhe residue analysis should be available prior to
sampling in the field.

4.3.2 SamBle Preservation

The owner/operatorrs S&A plan should identify sanrple preservation

methods that the owner/operator plans to use. Methods of sanple

preservation are relatively limited and are generally intended to
(1) retard biological action, (2) retard hydrolysis, and (3) reduce

sorption effects. Preservation methods are generally timited to pH,

control, chemical addition, refrigeration' and protection f,rom Iight.
The owner/operator should refer to the specific preservation method in
SW-845 that will be used for the corptituent in the sanple. A sumnary

list of appropriate sample container tlpes and sample preservation

measures is presented in Table 4-1.

4.3.3 Special Handlinq Considerations

Sanrprles requiring analysis for organics should not be filtered.
Samples should not be transferred from one container to another' because
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TABLE 4-I

SA}IPLING ANO PR,ESERVATION PROCEOURES FOR OETECTIOT{ MOilITORINGA

Parameter
Rec ormen ded

Conta i nerb
Preservat r ve

Hax rrrum H i n lmum vol ume

Requ i red for
Holding ftme Analysts

Indicators of-Ground-Water Contamt nat t onc

pH

Specific conductance

T0c

T0x

Chlorrde

I ron
Manganese

Sodi um

Phenol s

Su I fate

Arsen r c

Bar r um

Cadni um

Chromi um

Lead

tlercury
Sel en i um

Silver

Fluoride

Nrtrate/Nrtrrte

T,

T,

G,

P, G

P, G

T, P, G

T, P

G

T, P, G

F t el d determt ned

F i el d determi ned

40c

Field actdif ied
to pH <2 wt th HN03

4oC/H 
ZSA 4 to pH <2

Cool , 4oC

t{one

llone

ZB days

7 days

2 8 days

6 months

28 days

28 days

5 months

6 months

28 days

1 4 days

25 ml

100 ml

4 x 15 ml

4 x 15 ml

50 ml

200 mI

500 ml

50 ml

I ,000 m]

I .000 ml

300 ml

I,000 ml

amber, T-Itnecl Cool 4oC,d

cape HCI to pH <2

G, amber, T-lined Cool 4oC, add I ml of
septa or caps l. lH sodrum sulfite

Ground-t'lat-er 0ua.l r ty Ch.ar.ac ter t st t c s

EPA Igter im .9r t nk Lng WatelChgracter,i st i g.S

T, P Total MdLAl s

Field acidified to
pH <2 with HN03

0 tSSpl veil l,letal s

l. Freld f iltration
(0.45 micron)

2. Acrdify to pH <2

wt th Ht{03

Cool, 4oC

4oC /H2SQ4 to PH <2

( Cont t nued )
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TABL E

SAHPLING ANO PRESER,VATION

4-l (Conttnued)

PR,OCEDURES FOR, OETECT ION HOI{ITORI}IG

Parameter
Rec onrnen de d

Contalnerb
Preservat ive

Hax imum l{t n imum vol ume

Required for
Holding Tlme Analysts

Endr t n

L r ndane

Methoxychl or
Toxaphene

2,4 D

2,4,5 TP Silvex

Rad i um

Gross Al pha

Gross Beta

CoI iform bacteria

Cyan t de

0t 1 and Grease

Semivolatile,
nonvolatile organics

Vol at i'les

T, G Cool. 4oC

P, G acidified to
wtth HN03

40cPP, G (stertltzed) Cool.

0ther Qt'ound-tlater .Fharacter I st I c s .qf In terest

7 days 2,000 ml

Field
pH <2

6 months

6 hours

I 4 days9

?8 days

14 days

14 days

t gallon

200 ml

500 ml

100 ml

60

60

P, G

G only

T, G

G, T-] ined

Cool , 4oC, Na0H to
pH >12. 0.6 g

ascorblc acttlf

Cool, 4oC H2S0a to
pH <2

Cool, 4oC

Cool , 4oC

ml

ml

iReferences: Test Hethods for Eveluatlnd Solld l.raste - Phvstcal/chemlcal l.lethods, SW-845
(znd Edttton, t982).
Hethods for Chemlial Analltrs of Water and tlastes. EPA-60O/4-79-020,
Slandarq-Methods for the Examlnation of Water and Wasteweter, l6th edttton (1985).

bContalner Types:
P = P'lasilc (polyethylene)
G = Glass
T = Fluorocarbon reslns (pTFE, Teflono, FEp, pFA. etc.)

PP = polypropylene

( Cont r nued )
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TABLE 4- I ( Cont I nued )

SAI.IPLII'IG AiID PRESERVATIOII PR,OCEDURES FOR DETECTI OTI T-IO}I ITORI I{G

cBased on the requlremnts for detrctton monttorlng (f265.93). the owner/operator trust
collect a suff'lctent volunn of ground water to rlloc for the analysts of four separate
repl lcates.

dshtpptng contalners (cootlng chest with ice or lce pack) should be certifted as to the 4oC

t$perature rt ttnp of sample placeflEnt lnto these contelners. Preservatlon of sarngles

rlqulrls thet the tarperature ot col'lectcd silrples be adJusted to the 4oC lnmedtately after
collcctlon. Shtpptng coolers rust be at 4oC and ilalntaincd at 4oC upon plecEnent of sample

and during shiFnnt. ilaxlrrun-mlnlnr,tn thernrometers are to be placed tnto the shlpplng chest
to record tenperature htstory. Chaln-of-custody forns will have Shipptng,/Recsiving and

tn.translt (nex/mtn) teflpertture boxes for recordlng data and verlflcatl0n.

80o not allor rny head space ln the contalner.

fuse ascorblc acld only In the presence of oxtdlztng agcnts.

9ilaxlnrnr holdtng ttrn is 24 hours when sulflde ls present. optronel1y, al1 samgles mEy be

tlsted ytth lrad acctat! peper before the pH adjustment in order to dctermrne 'lf sulftdc ts
present. If sulftde ls prlsGnt. tt can be removed by addttion of cadnlum nttrate porder

untll a nrgrtly€ spot test ls obtalned. The sample 1s flltered and then illOH ts addcd to
DH 12.
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losses of organic material onto the wal.ls of the container or aeration
nay occur. Total organic halogens (TOl) and total organic carbon (Toc)

samples should be handled and analyzed as rnaterials containing volatile
organics. No headstrnce should exist in the sample containers to rninimize
the Snssibility of volatilization of organics. Field logs and laboratoryr
anatysis reports should note the headsgnce in the sarnple container(s) at
the tine of receipt by the laboratory, as well aE at the time the sarnpre

was first transferred to the sample container at the wellhead.

Metalric ions that migrate through the unsaturated (vadose) and

saturated zones and arrive at a ground-water monitoring well nray be

present in the well. Particres (e.g., silt, cray), which may be present
in the well even after wel.l evacuat,ion procedures, may absorb or adsorb
various ionic species to effectively lower the dissolved metal content in
the werr water. Ground-waler sanples on which netal.s analysis will be

conducted should be split into two portions. one p,ortion should be
filtered through a 0.4S-rnicron mernbrane filter, transferred to a bottle,
preserved with nitric acid to a pH less than 2 (Tab1e 4-1), and analyzed
for dissolved metals, The remaining portion should be transferred to a

bottle, preserved with nitric acid, and analyzed for total metals. Any

differencd in concentration between the total and dissolved fractionE rnay

be attributed to the originar metallic ion content of the trnrticles and
any sorption of ions to the particles.

4.4 Chain-of,-Cu€logx

The owner/operator must describe a chain-of-custody progran in the
s&A plan. An adequate chain-of-custody program will allor for the
tracing of p,ossession and handring of individual samples fron the time of
field eorlection through laboratory analysis. An owner/operator's chain-
of-custody progran should include:

o SamBIe labels, which prevent misidentification of samples i
o Sanple seals to preserve the integrity of the sanple from the

time it is collected until it is opened in the laboratory;
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o. Field loqbook to record information about each sarnple collection
during the ground-water rnonitoring progr.rm;

r Chain-of-custodv record to establish the documentation necessary
to trace sample possession from the tine of collection to
analysis;

o Sanple analysis request sheets, which sefve as official
cormrunication to the laboratory of the trnrticular analysis(es)
required for each sample and provide further evidence that the
chain of custody is conpletei and

r Laboratorv logbook and analysis notebooks, which are maintained
at the laboratory and record all pertinent infornution about the
sanple.

4.4.1 Sample Labels

To prevent misidentification of samples, the owner/operator should

affix legible labels to each sample container. The labels should be

sufficiently durable to remain legible even when wet and should contain
the following types of inforrnation:

. Sample identification number
o Name of collector
o Date and time of collection
. Place of col lection
o Parameter(s) requested (if space
o Internal temperature of shipping

placed
r Internal temperature of shipping contai,ner u6ron opening at

laboratory
o Maximrm and minimurn ternperature range that, occurred during

shigment

4.4.2 Sample SeaI

In cases where samples may leave the owner/operator's inunediate

control, such as shipment to a laboratory by a conunon carrier (e.g., air
freight), a seal should be provided on the shipping container or
individual sanrple bottles to ensure that the samples have not been

disturbed during transportation.

Permits )

container at time sanple was
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4.4.3 Field Loqbook

An owner/operator or the individual designated to perform ground-

water monitoring operations should keep an up-to-date field logbook that
documents the following:

o fdentification of well
o Well depth
o Static water level depth and measurement technique
. Presence of imniscible layers and detection mdthod
o 9fe1l yield - high or low
. Purge volune and pumping rate
o Tine well purged
r Collection method for inuniscible layers and sarnple identification

nurbers
Well evacuation procedure/equipment
Sanple withdrawal procedure/equignent
Date and time of collection
glell sampling sequence
tlpes of sample containers used and sarnple identification numbers
Preservative(s) used
Parameters requested for analysis
Field analysis data and rnethod(s)
Sample distribution and transporter
Field observations on sanpling event
Name of collector
Climatic conditions including air
Internal temperature of field and
containers

o

a

t
a
a

o

o

o

a
o

a

o
O

temperature
shipping ( ref rigerated)

4.4.4 Chain-of-Custody Record

To establish the docunentation necessary to trace sample prossession

from time of collection, a chain-of-custody record should be filled out
and should accompany every sanBle. The record should contain the
following types of information:

o Sanple number
o Signature of coflector
o Date and time of collection
r Sample tlpe (e.9., groturd water, imniscible layer)
o Identification of well
o Number of containers
o Pararneters requested for analysis
r Signature of person(s) involved in the chain of possession
r Inclusive dates of possession
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. Internal temperature of shipping (refrigerated) container (chest)
when sanples were sealed into the shipping container

o Maximm temperature recorded during shipment
o Minimum temperatu.re recorded during shipment
o Internal tenperature of shipping (refrigerated) container upon

opening in the laboratory

4.4.5 Sanple Analysis Request Sheet

This document should accompany the sample(s) on delivery to the

laboratory and clearly identify which sarnple containers have been

designated (e.9., use of preservatives) for each requested lnrameter.
Ihe record shoutd include the following tlpes of infornntion:

Name of person receiving the
Laboratory sample number ( if
Date of sample receipt
Analyses to be performed
Internal temperature of shipping (refrigerated) container upon
opening in the laboratory

4.4.6 taboratorv logbook

Once the sanprle has been received in the laboratory, the sample

custodian and/or laboratory personnel should clearly.document the

processing steps that are applied to the sample. A11 sample pregnration

techniques (e.9., extraction) and instrumental nethods must be identified
in the logbook. Experimental conditions, such as the use of sBecif,ic
reagents (e.g., solvents. acids), temperatures, reaction times, and

instrunent settings, Ehould be noted. The results of the analysis of all
quality control sarnples should be identified specific to each batch of
grornd-water sanrples analyzad. The laboratory logbook should include the
tirne, date, and name of the person who performed each proeessing step.

4.5 Analvtical Procedures

Ttre S&A plan should describe in detail the analytical procedures

that will be used to determine the concentrationE of constituents or
parameters of interest. These procedures should include suitable
analyt,ical methods as well aE proper qr.rality assurance and quality

o

o

O

o

o

sanple
different from field number)
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control protocols. The required precision, accuracy, detection limits,
and percent recovery (if applicable) specifications should be clearly
identified in the plan.

lhe S&A plan should identify one method that will be used for each

specific parameter or constituent. The plan should specify a method in
svf-846 or an EPA-approved method, and clearly indicate if there are going

to be any deviations from the stated method and the reasons for these
deviations.

Records of ground-water analyses should include the rnethods used,
extraction date, and date of actuar analysis. Data from samples that are
not analyzed within reconunended holding times should be conEidered
suspect. Any deviation from an EPA-approved method (SW-846) should be

adequately tested to ensure that the quality of the results meets the
performance specifications (e.g., detection limit, sensitivity,
precision, accuracy) of the reference method.

4.5 Pield and Laboratorv Oralitv Assurance/Oualitv Control

One of the fundamental responsibilitieg of the ovrner/operator iE
the establishrnent of continuing programs to ensure the reliabirity and

vatidity of, field and anarytical raboratory data gathered as gnrt of the
overall ground-water nonitoring program.

The owner/operator's S&A plan must, explicitly describe the QA/QC
program that will be used in the field and laboratory. Many owner/
operators use comnercial laboratories to conduct analyses of ground-water
samples. rn these cases, it is the ourrer/operator's responsibirity to
ensure that the laboratory of choice iE exercising a proper QA/QC

Program. The QA/QQ program described in the owne.r/operatorrs S&A plan
must be used by the laboratory analyzing samples for the onner/operator.

4.6.1 Field 0A/0C Proaram

The ovrner/operator's S&A plan should provide for the routine
collection and analysis of two tlpes of Qg blanks: trip blankE and
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equipment blanks. Each time a group of bottles is prepared for use in
the field, one bottle of each tyPe (e.9., glass, fluorocarbon resin,
plyethylenel should be selected from the batch and filled with deionized

water. The bottles filled with the blank should be transported to the

sarnprling location and returned to the laboratory in a manner identical to
the handling procedure used for the samples. These trip blanks should be

strbjected to the same analysis as the ground nater. Any contaninants
foturd in the trip blanks could be attributed to (1) interaction between

the sample and the container, (2) contaminated rinse water,,or (3) a

handling procedure that alters the sanple analysis resufts. ?he

concentration levels of any contaminants for.md in the trip blank should

not be used to correct the grorurd-water data. The contaminant levels
should be noted, and if the levels are within an order of rnagnitude when

comlnred !o the field sample results, the onner/operator should resample

the ground water.

Various tlpes of field blanks should be used to verify that the
sanrple collection and handling process has not'affected the quality of
the samples. The owner/operator should prepare each of the following
field blanks and anblyze'them for aII of, the reguired monitoring
parameters:

Trigr Blank - Fill one of each tl4)e of sample bottle with Tlpe ff
reagent grade water, transport to the site, handle like a sample,
and return to the laboratory for analysis. One trip blank per
sampling event is recomnended.

Equipurent Blank - To ensure that the nondedicated sampling device
has been effectively cleaned (in the laboratory or fieldl, fill the
device with Tlpe If reagent grade water or punp Tlpe II reagent
grade water through the device, transf,er to sample bottle(s), ird
return to the laboratory for analysis. A minimum of one equipnent
blank for each day that ground-water nonitoring wells are sampled is
recomrended.

The results of the analysis of the blanks should not be used to
correct the ground-water data. If contarninants are found in the blanks,
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the source of the contamination should be identifiEd and corrective
action, including resampling, should be initiated.

Al1 field equignent that the owner/operator will use should be

calibrated prior to field use and recalibrated in the field before
neasuring each sample. The owner/operator's S&A plan should describe a

Erogran for ensuring proper calibration of, fiel.d equipment. Other QA/QC

Bractiees such as sampling equipment decontarnination proqedures and

c,hain-of-custody procedures should also be described in the
owner/operator I s S&A plan..

4,6.2 taboratorv QA/OC Prooram

The owner/operator's S&A plan should provide f,or the use of
standards, laboratory blanks, duplicates, atld spiked sarnples for
calibration and identification of gntential matrix interferences. The

orvner/operator should use adeqr.rate statistical procedures (e.9., Qg

charts) to monitor and document performance and implement an effective
prograrn to resolve testing problems (e.9., instrunent maintenance,

operator trainingl. Data fronr QQ sanrples (e.9., blanks, spiked samBles)
ghould be used as a measure of performance or as an indicator of
lntential sources of cross-contamination, but should not be used to alter
or correct analytical data. These data ghoutd be submitted to the Agency

with the ground-water nronitoring sample results.

4.7 Evaluatign of the Oralitv of Ground-lfatei Data

A ground-water sampling and analysis prograrn Broduces a rrariety of
hydrogeological, geophysical, and gror.lnd+rater chenical constituent
(grcC) data. This section pertains prinarily to the evaluation of, GTEC

data because these data are specifically required by the regulationsr ilro
evalrrated in the statistical tests, provide tft" t.-aarental evidence used

to determine whether the facility is contaminating the ground water, and

are uged to deterrnine the extent of plune lnigration during assessment

monitoring. Arso, details regarding how to obtain and identify quality
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hldrogeological and geophysical data have been discussed earlier. lhe

@EC data may be initially presented by the laboratory (by electronic
transmittal or) on reporting sheets; these data then nust be conpiled and

anallzed by the ormer/operator prior to submission to the state or EPA in
order to evaluate the degree of ground-water contamination.

It is essential for owner/operators to nrake gure that, during

chemical analysis, laboratory reporting, computer autonation, and report
pregnration, data are generated and processed to avoid nistakeE, and that
data are complete and fully docurnented. Data muEt be reported correctly
to have accurate analyses and valid results. If data errorE do occur,

statistical analyses cannot digqover, corrgct, or amsliorate these errors.

rhe following discussion considers aspects of data quality that nay

indicate to the tEchnical reviewer that the data acquisition, processing,

and evaluation were e:tecuted proorly or incorrectly.

The specific areas that are addresEed include:

o Reporting of low and zero concentration valuesi
. Missing data val,ues;
o Outliersi and
. UnitE of meagure.

4.7,1 Reportins of Low and Zero Concentration Va1ues

A critical concern is the interpretation, regnrting, and analysis of
@trs that are neasured at lees than (LT) a limit of detection. LT linit
of detection values presently result frorr a variety of laboratory
conventions and protocols. Technical reviewers, during the review of
data submigsions, may confront a variety of codes indicating that grcC

concentrations are below a value which the laboratory desigmates as the '

detection tirnit.

Values that are LT a linit of detection can result when:

o QECS are present at lon concentrationsi
. An inEensitive analytical technique has been usedi and
o ThE chemical matrix of the ground water interferes with Lhe

analytical technique.
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The following guidelines should help the technical reviewer identify
problems associated with the retrnrting of LT detection limit values,
analyze the dala sets that contain LT detection linit values, and

prescribe remedies for future owner/operator submissions.

GT{CC should be given close attention if the LT detection limit
values aPpear to increase over time. fncreasing detection limits rnay be

used to conceal an increaEing concentration trend. Similarly, if back-
ground data are repnrted without a LT desigrnation at low concentrations
and comlnrison downgradient data are presented at higher concentrations
with a.LT designation, then it is Srossible that LT detection limit values
are being used to conceal larger donngradient concentrations. It is
unacceptable to reglort only qualitative inforrnation for values that were

neasured below a limit, of detection. The technical reviewer muEt ensure
that nrunerical values accornpany the LT desigrnation, so that data are
avail.able for analysis. LT detection limit values that are high or that
vary should be reduced in future work by Iaboratory procedures that
rernove or control interfering constituents.

lhe owner/operator nust explain and follow a specif,ic laboratory
protocol for deternining and reporting low concentration valueg.
Technical reviewers strould not allow the use of highly variable reSrorting
fornats. An apgropriate protocol for deternining and reEorting G!€C data
at low concentrations is described in Appendix I of 40 CFR 5138, titled
,Definition and Procedure for the Deterrnination of the Method Detection
Limit - Revision I.I1." Other methods are offered by the Alnerican
Chenical Society and the International Union of hrre and Applied
Chemistry.

LT values should not be deleted from the analysis. Instead, when

data sets consist of a mixture of valueg that are LT a limit of detection
and actrral concentration neasurements, LT values mav be analvzed a! half
their reported valug. This teehnique is sirnple to use and has been
presented f,or use in the following references:
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Gilbert, R.O. and Kinnison" R.R. I98L, Statistical !{ethods for
Estirnating the Mean and Variance from Radionuclide Data Sels
Containing Negative, Unreported, or Less than Values. Health
Physics 40:377-390.

Nehlg, G.*1. and Akland G.G. 1973. Procedures for Handling
Aerornetric Data. Journal of the Air Pollution Control Association
23: 180-184.

LT values nav also be analvzed usino Cohen's Methog. This method is also

simple to use and has been described by:

Cohen C. 1961. TableE for Maximum Likelihood EstirnateE from Singly
Truncated and Singly Censored Samples. Technonetrics 3:535-54I.

Finally, a variety of other techniques, which are slightly rnore

conplicated, are described in the following references:

Gilliom, R.J. and Helsel, D.R. 1986. Estimation of Distributional
Parameters for Censored Trace Level Water Quality Data. 1. Esti-
nation Techniques. Water Resources Research 22:135-145.

Helsel, D.R. and Gilliom, R.J. 1985. Estination of Distributional
Paraneters for Censored Trace Level Water Quality Data. Z. Verif,i-
cation and Applications. 9{ater Resources Research 222L47-L53.

In sorne cases, the technical reviewer wilt be confronted with a

situation where all the talues for a chemical constituent in the back-

grorrnd weII system are LT a limit of detection. In this case, no data

are available to estirnate the background variance, and the background

mean will be biased higher than its actual value, which is Eome vafue tT

the linit of detection. In this case, the technical reviewer should

ensure that laboratory protocols and data which are used to establish the

detection lirnit values are provided. In addition, it is recornmended

that, especially in this case, the laboratory should ensure that any

values, which are reported above a limit of detection, are guantifiable-
Ihe Anerican Chemical Society's LOQ or the upper confidence limit of
EPA'g MDL rnay be used to establish a threshold criteria.

4.7.2 'Missinq Data Values

Oner/oPerators incur a substantial risk of missing an extrerne

environmental event and measurenent of particulatly large or small values
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if they fail to collect all of the data required for a rnonitoring program.
This may result in an inconrplete.measure of environmental variability and

an increased rikerihood of farsery detecting contamination. Arso, if
assessnent monitoring data are nissing, there is a danger that the furr
extent of contamination may not be characterized. Ormer/operators must

take extreme care to ensure that concentration measurements result from
all samples taken. Nevertheless, the technical reviewer is likely to
confront situations where complete detection rnonitoring data have not
been collected. The technical reviewer should have the owner/operator
perform the t-test despite incomplete data collection, provided that the
following criteria have been met:

o If there are data from one upgradient well and one downgradient
well, statistical comgnrisons should still be made. If data
exist for three quarters at a well, statistical compnrisons
should be made after applying the rule described in the next
bul 1et.

If only one quarter of, data is missing, values should be assigned
for the missing quarter by averaging the values obtained during
the other three quarters.

If there are missing replicate measurements from a sampling
event, then average the replicate(s) that are available for that
sanpling event.

These guidelines have been described previously in the November 1983 EPA

nemorandum on statistical analyses of indicator p,arameter data. The

intent of this methodology is to encourage use of the t-test', despite
prior noncornpliance with the data corlection requirements in the
regulations, so that a determination can be rnade aE to whether assesEment,
monitoring should begin. Regardless of whether there arE sufficient data
for performing the t-test, the technical revielrer should consider taking
enforcement action to compel additionar sampring on an accererated
schEdule. The technical reviewer nust minimize dlelays in the evaluation
of a facility's grorrnd water because of prior inconplete data collection.
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4.7.3 Outliers

A GT{CC value that is much different from most other
set for the same GWCC can be referred to as an "outlieF.'r
for outliers can be:

OS[.IER-9950. I

values in a data

The reasons

. A catastrophic ururatural occurrence such as a spill;
o Inconsistenl sampling or analytical chemistry nethodology;

o Errors in the transcription of, data values or decimal Sr,oints; and

o Trug but extreme $fCC concentration measurementg.

The technical reviewer should attempt to have owner/operators

correct, outlying values if the cause of the problern can be docunented and

corrected by the owner/operator without delay. The data should be

eorrected if outliers are caused by incorrect transcription and the

correct values can be obtained and documented from valid owner/operator

records. Also, if a catastrophic event or a problem in methodology

occurred that can be docunented, then data values should be from

calculations with clear reference to this deletion at all relevant
stages. Documentatibn and validation of the sause of outliers must

accompany any attenpt to correct or delete data values, because true but
eatreme values must noL be altered. The technical reviewer should not

accept the nere presence of an extreme value in data or the effect of an

extrerne value on the statistical analysis as a valid reason for the
continuation of detection monitoring.

Ground-water contaminant concentrations when influenced by a
hazardous waste management facility do not necessarily vary gradually.
fnstead, it is not uncornron for contanination (e.g., tralogenated organic)
to be reflected in a series of data collected over t,ine with the following
trend. Measurements reroain below a timit of detection and then. in a

single.or several sampling event(s), concentrations rise to measurable

Ieve1s and soon return to concentrations which are LT a lirnit of detection
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in subseguent sampling periods. In general, technical reviewers should
not accept the contention that contaminant concentrations measured in
wells irunediatety downgradient or in the vicinity of hazardous waste

management areas increase oaly gradually. Rapidly increasing and

decreasing concentrations can occur in ground waters subjected to con-

tanination; the high concentrationg in these cases would be true extreme

values but not outliers.

4.7 . { Units of Measure

Associated with each @EC value is a unit of neasure tbat must be

relnrted accurately. Mistakes in the reprorting of the units of measure

can result in gross errors in the aplnrent concentrations of GTCCs. For
example, a lead value of 30.2 might have a unit of measure of lnrts per

billion (ppb). Alternatively, the sarne lead value of 30.2 might have

been incorrectly reported with a unit of measure in trnrts per million
(ppm). The rep'orted value would transforn to a concentration with the
units of measure in ppb as 30,200 ppb of lead or three orderE of
nagmitude larger than it was measured.

The foltowing guidelines should help the technical reviewers
ensure that units of measure associated with data valueE are reported
consistently and unarnbigruously:

o The units of meaEure should aceotnEany each chEnical lnrameter
nane. Laboratory data sheets that include a statenent "valueE
are reported in ppn unless otherwise noted" should generally be
discouraged but at least reviewed in detail by the teclrnical
reviewer. ft is comnon to find errors in reporting the units of
measure on this tlpe of data reporting sheet especially when
these reporting sheets have been prepared rnanuall.y.

o The units of measure for a given chemical paraneter must be
consistent throughout the report.

o I'inalty, reporting fonns for detection nronitoring, as Epecif,ied
in the EPA November 1983 memorandurn, and the data presentation
methods described in Chapter Five should help to reduce problems
associated with the reporting of, units of measure.
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CHAPTER FIVE

STATISTICAL AIiINYSIS OF DETECTION MONITORING DATA

Ounrer/operators of hazardoug waste f,acilities must implement a

growrd-water rronitoring program capable of deterrnining if a facility has

had an effect on the guality of the gror:nd water. This -determination is
based on the reEults of a sthtistical test. This chapter discueEes the

data that should be collected to perform the statistical test while

facilities are operating under interim status detection monitorinq, and

what actions should be taken based on the regults of the statistical
test. A general description of a reconsnended statistical procedure is
described below. A rnore specif,ic description, which includeE the

conputational details and an example, appears in ApBendix B.

5.1 Methods for Presentino Detection Monitori,no Data

Data reporting sheets guch as those presented in the November 30'

1983, EPA menorandum titled "Guidance on Implementation of Subprt F

Requirements for Statistically Significant fncreages in fndicator
Paraneter Values" Ehould be used when owner/operators present data as

required Uy SZOS.gl(a). The technical reviewer should nuke sure that
owner/operatorE are alrare of and use standardized data relnrting forms.

The technical reviewer should have in the file all of the ground-

water data that have been collected to date from the facility. An

explicit presentation of the statistical test nethodology should also'
be in the file for the facil.ity.

5.2 fntroductorv Topics: Aglilable t-Tests, Definition of Tems,
Conponents lcf Variabilitv, VaIidiLv of the t-Test Assunptions,
FalEe Pos.itives Versus False Neqatives, and the Transition tq
Permittinq

Several introductory topics pertaining to the Etatistical analysis
of detection nonitoring data are discussed in this section. First, the

statistical tests tnat ttre owner/operator can use to analyze detection
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monitoring data are examined. Then, definitions of the terms background,

upgradient, End downgradient are presented. The measurement, of environ-
mental variability and its relationship to the number of upgradient wells,
anall'tical replicates, and the statistical test that should be rrsed is
reviewed. In the next section, the t-test assumptions, including the
importance of independent and nornalLy distributed data, are discussed
and nrethods for correcting nonconforrnance with the assumptionE are
offered. AIso, included is a discussion enphasizing the imprortance of
controlling and evaluating the false positive and false negative rates
associated with the statistical procedures. The final section describes
broad categories of alternative statistical procedures that may be

explored for future application during the perrnit.

5.2 . 1 Avai lab1e t-Tests

The interim status regulations specify that a Student's t-test be

used to deterrrine whether there has been a statistically significant
increase in any gror.md-water contamination indicator pararneter (IP) in
any well. The 5265 regrtations do not, however, reguire a specific
Studentrs t-test. Tlre owner/operator has the latitude within the
regulations to choose a t-test that will acconmodate the data cotlected.
One reason that interim status facilities frequently adopt the Cochran's
Approxination to the Behrens-Fisher (CABFI t-test is that the part 254

permit regulations reguire the use of the CABF t-test, unless an

equivalent statistical test is accepted by the Regional Administrator.
Other nrcrre appropriate t-tests are available for owner/operators to use

in the analysis of their interim status detection monitoring data.

One alternative t-test, which has been recorunended for us€r is
refemed to as the averaged replicate (AR) t-test. The AR t-test is a

preferred test for owner/operators to apply to their interim Etatus
detection monitoring data because it helps to reduce statistically-caused
fal'se trnsitives. Although special situations dernanding arternative
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t-test procedures nay arise, this document generally reconmends the use

of the AR t-test for maintaining conpliance with the statistical analysis

reguirements of 40 CFR 5265, Subpart F.

Other t-tests are available for use while facilities are operating

under interim status detection monitoring. T-tests designed to control

the fatse trnsitive rate despite the installation of additional wells,

measurenent of additional chemical parameters, and an increased sanpling

frequency nay be appropriate (Miller, 1981). An owner/operator choosing

to employ a t-test rnethodology that controls the false positive rate or

overall significance level must eval.uate the procedure's imgnct on the

false negative rate, that is, the failure to identify contanination when

it has occurred. The false negative problen should be the primary concern

of the technical reviewer. An alternative t-test nay be appropriate
during the adrninistration of enforcement cases when, as described below,

accelerated data collection requirements are irnposed. In these cases,

background data from the upgradient wells and downgradient data may be

collected sirmrltaneously, and a t-test that acconrrnodates the data

structure resutting from this sort of sampling program may apply. The

onner/operator nair perform the t-test of choice, but the results tntrst be

presented and action taken based on the results of only one type of
t-test. The technical review tean should acquire the professional

expertise needed to evaluate thoroughly the statistical methodology.'

Regardless of the specific procedure, the t-test methodology should

be explicit and include:

o A clear, r.grderstandable explanat ion of the methodol ogy,

Presentation of explicit exanple calculations ;

o The inclusion and documentation of all the
the statistical analysis procedure;

o Literature reference citations documenting
Procedures; and

original dat,a used in

alternative t-test
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. A detailed explanation of
prior to the statistical
testing, transformations,
manipulations, and power

how data $rere manipulated and evaluated
analysis, including goodness-of-fit
less than detection limit value

evaluations.

Also, it should be noted that although ovrner/operators have latitude
with respect to the statistical test used, there is much less choice with
regard to the data collection requirements. FinaIJ.y, no matter which

t-test is used, the comparisons that nust be nade cannot change. Thus

for exarnple, regardless of the t-test used, the owner/operator nust
collect a background data set and compare these data to the data from
each well individually each tirne they are sanpled.

5.2,2 Def inition of Terms

Three terms used frequently in discussions regarding the interim
status detection nronitoring statistical analysis are: background,
upgradient, and downgradient. the terms upgradient and downgradient
describe welL locations (e.9., with respect to the ground-water
hydraulics) and performance (e.g.. downgradient wells must be able to
innediately detect contamination). The terms upqradient and downgradient

also describe the data collected from those wells. References to
background data, unlike those to upgradient or downgradient data, which
are well specific, concern all data collected from all upgradient wells
during the period when background levels are being established.
Modification of the background data may be required during the life of
the facitity; guidance related to the nrodification of background data is
presented in Section 5.4.1.

5.2.3 Components of Variabilitv

The inclusion and exclusion of various components of variability in
background ground-water data have a substantial impact on the performance

of the statistical test, lfhen a background sarnpling progran includes
data from only one upgradient well, there is no component of slnt,ial
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variability in the background data. Moreover, when the four measurements

fron each sarnple are included in the analysj.s, the backgrorxrd data set is
influenced heavily by anatytiqal variability. The result of no slntial
contribution to variability and a large contribution by anatytical
variability is a background data distribution that typically has little
variability. Thie results in a statistical evaluation procedure that
readily identifies srnall differences, because the backgrorrnd distribution
of concentration values, which has little variability, tends to be

distinct and not "ovetriap" with the downgrradient distribution of
concentration valueg.

to al.Ieviate this situation, the background data set Ehould include

a component of sBatiat variability and not be heavily influenced by the

typically small conp,onent of analytical variability. Two reconunendations

are Brovided to help with this problem.

e First, the owner/operator should install additional uSryradient
wells to ensure neasurement of spatial variation in the ground
water in the upgradient area.

o Second, the AR t-test, when apBlied to the data frorn well systems
with multiple qgradient wells, c€to be used by owner/operators
to renrove the excessive influence of the analytical replicate
variability.

5.2.4 Validitv of the t-Test Assunptions

Frequently, technical reviewers are confronted with the argunent

from orraer/operators that the t-test is not an appropriate methodol.ogy

for use, because the cotlected data are not independent and normally
distributed. Technical reviewers may find that the following discussion
is useful for supporting the need to evaluate the distributional
properties of the background data.

'First, the contention that the background data are not norrnally

distributed should be supgnrted by a goodness-of-fit analysis. A

contention of non-normality without t.he supSnrting analysis is not valid.
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Second, goo&ress-of-fit tests generally require a data set with a

substantial nu,nber of values in order to have enough statistical powei to
discrininate among distributional tlpes. The bachgror-rnd data setg from
interim Etatus facilities are rarely large enough for reasonable
perfornance of a goodness-of-fit test. A graphical approach evaluating
the cumufative probabilities of the data in conpnrison with a standard
nornral rnay be useful .

Third, the presence of LT detection timits does not in itself imply
that the data values do not follow a norrnal distribution. The censoring
of the data values (which is essentiatly what happens when chemical
concehtrations are reported LT a rirrit of detection) below a level'and
the shape of the distribution above the level are not necessarily
related. In short, a data set with LT detection lirnit values may or may

not have normal distribution properties above the detection limit.
Fourth, in the case where firrn evidence indicating that values do

not follow a norrnal distribution, ownetr/operators can use nean and
variance estinrates from other distributiong Euch as the lognormal. The

validity of any procedure must be documented and validated as a
technically sormd approach (see Appendix B for details).

FinaIIy, other non-t-test statistical procedures (e.g., nonparanetric),
which are less dependent on distributional assurnptions, do not satisfy the
reguirements for interim status detection ronitoring. The "Transition to
Pennitting" section of this chapter describes when alternative non-t-test
procedures nay be useful.

5.2.5 False Positives Versus False Neoatives

Technical reviewers are frequently called upon to resp,ond to
contentions from owner/operators that the statistically significant
increase, suggested by the statistical tests, has not actually occurred.
rhis has been referred to as a false gnsitive. There are sevetral points
that shourd be considered when a technical reviewer confronts a false
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[,ositive claim. First, false positives are not necessarily the result of
the statistical procedure. Many other factors influence the false positive
rate. These include, for exarnple, poor well construction' itirproperly

Iocated wells, too few background we1ls, irnproper sanpling techniques' and

imprecise or inaccurate laboratory analysis. Onner/operators should not

contend that the statisticat test resulted in a false positive unless it
can be shown that all the other aspects of the ground-water monitoring
progran have been irnplernented properly. Second,. the resampling program is
intended to reduce the false positive rate caused by laboratory error
only. The oorner/operator should, not make false trnsitive claims tnliI the

irmediate resanpling is perforured. Third, owner/operators have the

latitude within the interim status regulations to use a t-test methodology

desigrned to control the false positive rate for the entire facility.
Fourth, false positives are only statistical issues. If engineering

information, including construction methods, age of the trnit, waste

cmlnsition, or geohydraulic properties, indicates that contarnination is
occurring, then a false positive clairn is probably unwarranted. Fifth,
a false positive claim must be supported by data substantiating the false
pnsitive claim (see ihapter 6 for more detailsl. Finally, and most

inlnrtant, the technical reviewer must not consider a false positive clain
or the results of the statistical procedure unless the owner/operator has

evaluated the false negative rate associated with the statistical procedure

in the context of facility-specific data. False negatives, that is, a

failure to indicate statistically significant contamination when a release
has occurred, are.of more concern than false positive rates. The false
negative rate is rarely evaluated by owner/operators, and iE frequently
higher than the false positive rate for even larger, substantial anounts of
contamination.

5.2.6 fhe Transition to Permittinq

The 40 CFR 5Z6S Subpart F interim status regrulations only allow the

use of a t-test for evaluatirg data. However, the 40 CFR 5264 Subpart F
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pernit regulations provide greater latitude in designing a statistical
evaluation methodologl' by allowing the use of an alternative statistical
procedure. Although facilities must continue to perform t-tegt methods to
maintain compliance with interim status, it is also lrise for owner/operators
to begin to explore, test, and conrpare urethods that nay be useful. r.rnder the
permit reguirenents.

A large array of methods and associated data manipulation procedures

are available. These approaches nay include: linear model, tolerance
interval, nongarametric, control chart, or stochastic process methods.

5.3 Statistical Analvsis of lhe Backqround Data

As described above, owner/operators should have measured the back-
ground concentrations of grorrnd-rater parameters in uggradient wells
within one year of the effective date of the interin status Subpart F

regulations. The initial background concentrations of the Appendix III
pnraneters in Sz0S.92(b)(1), the ground-water guafity parameters in
SzSS.gZtu)(2), and the grorrnd-water contamination (or indicator)
parameterE in 5265.92(b)(3) should have been established by nnnitoring
upgradient wel1s quarterly for a year. four replicate measureraents

should have been established frorn each well during each sampling episode
for the indicator gnrameters.

The backgrornd mean and variance should have been determinEd using
all of the data obtained for the SZeS.gZ(Ul(3) Enrarneters during the
first year of sarnpling from the wells that were upgradient of the
facility. These sumnry statistics, which describe the baclcground

concentrations, forrn the basis against which all srrbsequent upgradient
and downgradient concentration measurements will be comlnred. The

methods used to estirnate the background mean t*Ol ana variance tsf)
for AR t-test arE described in Appendix B.

It is inportant to recognize that, in rnany instances, ovmer/operators
did not obtain background data during the prescribed period of tirne in
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properly located and constructed wells, or did not sample and perform

chemical analyses using a6ryropriate methodologies. In these cases, the

data used to establish the background statistics may have to be obtained

under a program accorrnodating the site-specific circunstances. Recomnen-

dations related to modifying the background data to correct a false
positive problem are described below. fn the case of inconplete prior
data collection, the technical reviewer should determine, using the

criteria in the nissing data section of Chapter Four, when comgnrisons

can bti conducted, using the existing data. Although some data sets may

be timited, it may still be possible to perforn the statistical
conparisons of background versus downgradient data which are degcribed

below. If contamination is suggested by lhe results of a t-test and the

resarnpling, then the firgt determination under assessnent monitoring may

be compelled, as discussed in Chapter Six.

5.4 Statistical Analvsis of Detection Monitorinq Data Mter the
First Year

Detection monitoring data collected after the first year should be

used in a conrgnrison with the bactlgrowrd data to determine if there is a

suggestion that contanination may.have occurred. A t-test is used to
make this determination. If the mean concentration of anv IP in anv

downgradient well is larger by a statistically sigrnificant arnor.mt than

the background concentration, then contamination may have occurred.
(NdlE: In the case of pH, the t-test is conducted such that an increase

or decreage rnay be detected. Thus, in the case of pH, all future
references to significant statistical increases inrply that a significant
statist,ical change is being evalrrated. )

All of the ugryradient and downgradient wells snrst be sanpled after
the first year. The grorurd-water quality pararneters in 5265.92(b)(2)
rmrst be neasured at least annually, but are not analyzed statistically.
The IPs in S255.92(b)(3) must be neasured at least Eemiannually using at
least four replicate measurements from each sample from each well in the
detection nonitoring network.
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5.4.1 Comparison of Backqround Data with Upqradient Data Collected
on Subseguent Samplinq Events

Ihere is a suggestion that IP concentrations in the up,qradient
ground water may be increasing when the t-tests for an uggradient trell,
compared with the background data as required by S255.93(c)(1), show a

sigmificant increase in the concentration of an IP. There are several
reasons why the statistical test nay indicate that the upgradient
concentrations have increased. These include:

o Ground-water flow direction was determined
hazardous waste constituents are migrating
wells.

o Ground-water flow direction was deterrnined
hazardous waste constituents are moving in
opposite the ground-water flow.

incorrectly and
into the uE4trradient

correctly, but
a direction that is

o Uwradient wells were located in a rmund caused by the facility.
o An inconsistent methodology (e.g., well construction material,

sampling and analysis techniques) was used, resulting in
concentration differences that are unrelated to any change in
the concentration of IPs in the grorrnd water.

o The t-test indicated a difference betrreen the background data and
upgradient data when actually there nas no difference.

The cause of the increase in ulryradient corrcentrations will be

important to the technical reviewer if the owner/operator successfully
establishes during the first determination wrder assessment that no

contarninants have entered the ground water. Prior to reinstating the
detection rronitoring progran, the owner/operalor may request that,
beeause of the increase in background concentrations identified through
the baclrground versus upgradient comparisons, the historical data are
unrepresentative of baclrgrotnd conditions and should be rrcdified,.

The following recorunendations are presented to help the technical
reviewer decide whether and how the background data set can be corrected.

o The technical reviewer should require that the owner/operator
rrndertake the following actions prior to nodification oe tfre
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background data'. First, it must be explained exactly why the
background data set should be modified. These denonstrations
must be based upon data and considerations that are documented
thoroughly. The owner/operator must also indicate specrfically
how the background data set will be modified. Finally, it should
be shown that change in the background data will not delay the
gror.rnd-water sampling and analysis progratn.

Otre of the recommended methodologies involves both the use of
nrore than one year of background data and a set of only the nost
recently acquired backgror.rnd data (i.e., a noving average).
These procedures for modifying the background data rnay be appro-
priate; however, the decision should be based on site-specific
hydrogeological and engineering circumstances. ?he method used
to rodify the background data should never becone a routine lnrt
of the statistical analysis methodologry (e.9., use of a "moving
window" ) .

ltany data sets will be unusable because of unacceptable
analytical chemistry, hydrogeological considerations, or the
physical construction of the well system, as for example, when
wells have been located in an area affected by the facility.
t{odification of the background data set may require installation
and sanpling of a netr well systen. In this case, it.nay be
necessary to collect background data from upgradient welIs on
an acceferated schedule concomitantly with downgradient data.

The technical reviewer may find it useful and suggest the
routine analysis of specific chernical paraneters in addition
to the interim status indicator paraneters. This nay help the
owner/operator preparE for the ground-water nonitoring and
analysis program to be implemented when the facility obtains
a SZel permit. These lnrameter-specific data would also be
available for discussions regarding any future false positive
contentions.

5.4.2 Conparison of Backsroupd Data with Downqradient Data

Ihe facility may be affecting the ground water when the t-test for a

downgradient well shows a statistically significant increase relative to
the bactrground data. The owner/operator nust inunediately resample and

colleet nultiple ground-water samples from those downgradient wells where

a sigrnificant increase in concentration was detected, as required by

Sz6S.gstcttz). The additional ground-water sanples are to be split into
duplicates and analyzed. The resampling data are then evaluated using
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the sarne t-test rnethodologry. The results of this t-test are then used to
determine whether the originalty detected sigrnificant increase eras a

result of a laboratory mistake or a consequence of grotrnd-water contanri-
nation. If the initial results are due to laboratory error and no

significant increase has occurred, the detection progran nay continue,

If the additional analyses perf,ormed under 5465.93(c)(2) confirrn tne
significant increase, the onner/operator's facility is in interirn status
assessment nronitoring and must, without exception, begin irrunediately to
fulfill the reguirement,s of the first determination of assessment

monitoring. !{hile contamination is not verified during detection
nonitoring, such rnonitoring is used to lebrn whether contarnination may be

occurring. The first determination of assessment monitoring should be

the phase of analysis in which the suggestion of contamination revealed
by the statistical analysis is documented more fully. Gronnd-water

contanination cannot be evaluased satisfactorily with a continuat,ion of,

detection monitoring
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CHAPTER SIX

ASSESSMET{T MONITORING

Once contaminant leakage has been detected via detection monitoring

efforts, the otrner/operator nust rrndertake a more aggressive ground-water

program called assessment monitoring. Specifically, the owner/operator

must deterrnine the vertical and horizontal concentration profiles of all
the hazardous waste constituents in the Plune(s) escaping from waste

management areas. In addition, the owner/operator nust establish the

rate and extent of contaminant migration. This inforrnation will be used

later by the permit writer (in addition to other information collected-
through the permit application process) to evaluate the need for
corrective action at the facility. Alternatively, this inforrnation rnay

form the basis for issuing an enforcement order cornpelling corrective
action prior to issuance of a permit.

The Agency has observed a number of problens in the way owner/

operators have conducted their assessment rnonitoring Prograns. These

include:

o llany owner/operators lack satisfactory knonledge of site hydro-
geologic conditions. As a result they cannot make informed
decisions on how to carry out their assessment programs. The
owner/operator should have conductgd a thorough site hydrogeo-
logic investigation prior to the installation of the detection
mnitoring system.

o Sone owner/operators fail to implement their assessment Prograns
quickly enough or they implement Programs that wiII take too long
to provide inforrnation on the extent and migration of a plume.

o Some owner/operators do not supEort geophysical investigation
with a sufficient monitoring well network. Geophysical methods
are useful for indicating contamination and for interp,olation of,
contaminant concentrations between wellsi however, well sampling
is reguired to provide conclugive data.

o !!any owner/operators greatty underestimate the level of effort
the regulatory agency expects of them rn characterizing plume
migration. In most cases, .lssessment monitoring is an intensive
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efforl that will reguire the owner/operator to install numerous
monitoring well.s. f{hen full plune characterization is not
achieved with the initial round of wetl installation, additional
wells will be required. The owner/operator rnust track and
characterize both the horizontal and vertical components of the
plurne (i.e., a three-dimensional characterizationl.

This chapter describes the technical approaches and techniquee the
Agency feels are ninimally necessary for characterizing a plune of
contanination as required in Part 255 assessment tnonitoring.

6.1 Relationship of Agsessment Monitorinq to Grognd-Water Responsi-
bilities Under the Permit Aoplication Requlations (Part 270)

Interim status assessment monitoring is just one in a series of,

activities that facilities must undertake to prepare adequate perrnit
aBplications. The Part 270 permit application regulations reguire
interim status facilities to describe in their per:nit application any
plune of contamination (in terms of Appendix vrrr sampling) and, based on

the levels of contamination found, to develop engineering plans for the
appropriate Part 264 grorrnd-water program: detection monitoring,
conpriance nonitoring, or corrective action. once a facility's permit is
called' either operating .or post-closure, the owner/operator's ground-
water obligations expnnd from assessment nronitoring alone to also include
the monitoring and pran deveropment responsibilities inposed by part 270.

The requirenents relevant to facilities subject only to
assesgment monitoring differ fron those subject to part 255
(by virtue of a permit call-in) in two irnp,ortant ways.

Part 255

AI{D Part 27A

Firgt, the Part 265 assessment program requires monitoring for
hazardous waste constituents (prirnariry Appendix vrr), whereas part 220

ISZzO.14(c)(4]l requires Appendix vIIr monitoring (Note: Appendix vII
is a subset of Appendix vrrr--see section 3.3 of the compriance order
Guidance for a f,urther elaboration of this gnint). Therefore, asse.ssment

plans of facilities subject to permitting should be based on the broader
Appendix VIII monitoring reguirements embodied in part 270 (see

Section 6.7).
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Second, Part 265 assessnent monitoring applies only to facilities
that detected contamination through a significant increase (or pH

decrease) in Part 265 indicator parameters (i.e., thoee that were

formally triggered under the regulations). lhe regui.rement to look for
and describe any plume of contamination in terrns of Appendix VIII
constituents (as a condition of the permit application process) applies
to facilities that detected contanination through Part 265 detection

rnnitoring, 6.s well as to any facility whose Part 265 detection
roonitoring system is inadequate to detect a plune, should it occur.

As noted in Chapter I of the Compliance Order Guidance (Augrust

1985), facilities with inadequate Part 265 rnonitoring systems are

reguired to conduct the Appenclix VIII sampling and agsessnent activities
required by Part 270 (and necessary to make reasoned decisions about what

Part 264 gror.rnd-water program to incorgnrate in the pernit) simply

becauge they have avoided cornpliance with Part 255 detection monitoring

in the past. Furthermore, such facilities should not be allowed to start
the Part 255 detection sequence over again, thus EostE)oning the tine when

the facility will be compelled to sample for actual constituents in
ground water even if they did not formally "trigger" into Part 255

asseEsmenL. The RCRA Ground-I{ater }lonitorinqJ9ompliance Order Guidance

explains in greater detail the legal and technical bases for advancing

facilities with inadequate Part 255 detection systems into the tygre of
assessrnent activities described in this chapter. 9{hile the langrrage of
the chapter speaks in terms of Part 255 assessrnent activitieE, the

techniques diEcussed hErein are equally applicable to facilities
conducting plume characterization activities as part of the permit

application process.

6.2 Contentg of a Part 285 Assessnent Monitorinc Plan

Owner/operators conducting plurne characterization actiyities as

part of Part 265 assessnent monitoring are required to have a written
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assessment nonitoring plan. ?he plan serves as the blueprint for the
activities undertaken to characterize the rate and extent of contaminant
nigration. Plans must contain sufficient detail to determine the nature
and extent of the plume. Wtren evaluating facilities in assessment

mnitoring, technical reviewers should focus both on (1) scrutinizing the
adequacy of the written assessnent plan, and (2) reviewing the owner/

operator's irnplementation of the plan in the fielcl.

There are a number of elements that owner/operators should include
in their assessnent monitoring plans. The remaining sections of this
chapter are organized around the following elements of an adequate

assessment plan:

r Section 5.3 - narrative discussion of the hydrogreologic
conditions at the orrner/operator's site; identification of
pntential contarninant trnthways;

o Sect,ion 6.4 - description of the owner/operator's detection
nonitoring system;

o Section 6.5 - description of the approach the owner/operator will
use to make the first deternrination (false gnsitives rationale);

r Section 6.6 - description of the investigatorT apprcch the
owner/operator will use to fully characterize rate and extent of
contaminant rnigration; identification and discussion of
investigatory phases;

o Section 6.7 - discussion of number, location, and depth of wells
the owner/operator will initially install, as well as strategy
for inEtalli -g nrore wells in strbiequent investigatory phases;-

o Section 6.8 - inforrnation on well design and construction;

o Section 6.9 - a description of the sampling and analytical
program the owner/operator will use to obtain and analyze
grorurd-water rnonitoring data;

o Section 6.10 - description of data collection and analysis
procedures the owner/operator plans to employ;
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o Section 6.11 - a discussion of the procedures the owner/operator
will use to determine the rate of constituent migration in ground
water; and

o Section 5.LZ - a schedule for the implenrentation of each phase of
the assessment progran.

6.3 Description of Hvdroqeolooic Conditions

An owner/operator cannot conduct an adequate assessnent nonitoring
program without a thorough understanding of site hydrogeologic conditions.
Such an understanding, garnered through site characterization activities
(refer to Chapter One), allows the owner/operator to identify likely
contaminant pathways. fdentification of theEe pathways allows the

owner/operator to focus efforts on tracking and characterizing plume

rrcrvenent. It is important to note that the initial site characterization
carried out by the owner/operator should provide enough hydrogeol.ogic

information to allow the owner/operator not only to desigm a detection
monitoring system, but also to plan and carry out an asEessment nnnitoring
prograrn.

The ovrner/operator's assessment plan should describe in detailed
narrative form what hydrogeologic conditions exiEt at, the owner/operator'E
site. The plan should describe the p,otential pnthways of constituent
rnigration at the site, including depth to water in aquifer, aguifer
connections to surface water and/or deeper aquifers, flow rate and

direction, and any structures such as fractures and faults which could
affect nigration. The owner/operatorrs plan should also describe how

hydrogeologic conditions have influenced the tlpe of assessment effort
that will be used to characterize plume nigration. fhis trnrtion of the
owner/operator's agsessment plan should recapitulate the hydrogeologic
investigatory program the owner/operator undertook prior to installing a

deteetion nonitoring system (see Chapter One). It should describe the
inrrestigatory approach used by the oerner/operator to characterize subsur-
face geology and hydrology, the nature and extent of field investigatory
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activities, and the results of the investigation, as well as provide an

explicit discussion on how those results have guided decisions the

owner/operator has nade concerning the planning and implementation of the

assessnent monitoring program. As part of the p1an, the owner/operator

should append various supgnrting docunentation such as those described in
Table 1-1.

6.4 Description of Detection Monitoring System

The onner./operator's assessment plan should describe the existing
detection rpnitoring system in place at the ormer/operator's facitrity.
The prirnary concern is whether the existing well system is capable of
detectinq contaminant leakage that may be escaping from the facility. If
the owner/operator's detection monitoring system is deficient, either in
design or operation, plumes may exist rrnnoticed. This portion of the

owner/operator's assessment plan should describe the physical layout of
the owner/operator's detection monitoring well system (e.9., horizonta]
and vertical orientation of individual wells) and identify assumptions

used by the owner/operator in designing the detection monitoring system

(Enrticularly how hydrogeologic condition affected the decision rnaking

process).

6.5 Descriotion of Approach for Makinq First Deternination -
False Positives

Ctrapter Five described reguirements that owner/operators must meet

in terms of statistical analysis of detection nonitoring data. Once the
owner/operator resamples and the statistical test again suggests that an

indicator trnraneter has increased in a downgradient weLl(s), the
owner/operator rmrst implenent an assessnent monitoring prograrn.

FiEure 6-l illustrates the sequence of eventE that occurs irunediately
before and after the shift to assessment monitoring. Of particular
interest are those situations where the owner/operator believes that
contarnination rnay have been falsely indicated and thus describes in the
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FACILITY SHIFTS FROM OETECTION
TO ASSESSMENT MON ITOR ING

FIGURE 6.1 PROCEDURE FOR EVALUATING FALSE POSIT]VE CLAIMS BY OWNER/OPERATORS

*
*
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OTUNER/OPEBATOR NOTI F I ES REGIOI.IAL
ADMIN]STRATOR WITHIN 7 DAYS OF

VERIFYING INCREASE

owfuEF/oPE RA 70 R SUBilt TS ASSESSi|EIUT
PLAN WITHIN I5 DAYS OF VERIFYING
INCREASE; OWNE R/OPE RATOR MAKES,

FALSE FOSITIVE CLAIM IN ASSESSMENT PLAN -
BEGI NS IITIME DIAT E I MPL EiIENTATION

OF SHORT.TERM I3O DAYSI
SAMPLING PROGRAiI AS FIRST

DETERMINATION

R EG IO'UAL ADMI N ISTRATOR
ENTERTAINS OWN E R /OPE RATOR'S

FALSE POSITIVE CLAIM IF:

r OWNER/OPERATOR'S DETECTION

MO'IIITONIilG SYSTEM IS PFOPESLY
DESIGNED; AND

r OWlif ER/OPERATOF ADVANCES A
SHORT.TE FM SAMPLING PROGRAM
}YHICH FOCUSES ON APPBOPBIATE
CONSTITUENTS
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assessnent plan a short-term progran to substantiate or disprove this
false p,ositive claim (i.e., false positive investigation is focus of
f,irst determination - 5265.93(d)(5)). rhere are a nunrber of facilities
for which the first detennination is no longer relevant, e.9., facilities
under 3008(h) enforcenent action. See the RCRA Ground-Water Monitoring
Compliance Order Guide for details.

W?ren an owner/operator's,detection nonitoring system is properly
clesigned, the first deterrnination under assessnent monitoring may focus

on substantiat,ing a false lnsitive claim. If an owner/operator'g
deteetion rnnitoring systen is inadegnate, it is difficult to evaluate
whether leakage has occurred. Substantiation of a false positive claim
would be a lengthy process, potentially involving hydrogeologric work, the
installation of a neer detection well. network, and evaluation of various
additional sampling data. fn those cases, officials should reject a

falEe positive analysis as the focus of the first determination when the
existing system is inadegrnte, and instead require the owner/operator to
(1) correct deficiencies in the detection monitoring system; and
(2) initiate a progran that wiII consider specific constituents of
conce.rrt in the existing wel1s, aod in the new wells as they are installed.

If, however, an owner/operatorrs detection nronitoring system is
adequately designed, the otrner/operator may propose, as the first
deterrnination, a short-term.sampling prograrn-generally no longer than
30 days--and an analysis of other related data that will permit
investigation of whether the statistical change noted in Part 255

indicator parameters truly represents migration of leachate into the
uppermost aquifer. Such short-term sampling programs, however, do not
alrow for the evaruation of seasonal variation. Data gathered over the
short tenn, therefore, should be analyzed to control for the season in
which the data were collected, in order to establish comparability
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with previous data. For units subject onty to the Part 255 standards,

the short-ter:n sanrpling prograrn must, at a minimum, confim that no

hazardous waste constituents (Appendix VII) have nigrated into the

uppennost aquifer. For r-rnitE subject to the Part 270 requiremqnts

(because they are seeking an operating permit or the Ag€ncy has called
in their post-closure permit), the owner/operator should include

constituents selected fronr Appendix VfIf in the sampling progran.

After conducting the short-term sanprling program (constituting the

first determination), the owner/operator must subrnit to the Regional

Adninistrator a written retrnrt describing the ground-water quality. If
the sanpling .prograrn confirrns that leakage has g! occurred, the

owner/operator may continue the detection monitoring program or enter
into a consent agreenent with the Agency to follow a revised detection
protocol designed to arroid future false triggers. If, however, the

short-terrn sampling confirms that leakage has occurred, the

owner/operator nust irrmediately begin implementation of an assessment

Program.

5.6 Description of Approach for 9onductino Asses$nent

A variety of investigatory technigues are avail,able for use during

a ground-water quality assessment. They can be broadly categorized as

either direct or indirect methods of investigation.

AlI assessrnent programs should be designed around the direct method

of actual collection of a sanple with subsequent chemical analysis to
determine actual water qr.rality (i.e., installation of nonitoring wells).
Other methods of investigation rnay be used when appropriate to choose the

locations for well installation. For certain aspects of an assessnent,

srrch as defining plume location, the use of troth direct and indirect
methods nay be the rnost efficient approach.

The methods planned for use in an assessment shouid be clearly
specified and evaluated to ensrure that the performance standard
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established for assessments can be

and indirect methods is discussed

met. Evaluating the use of direct
separately below.

5.5.1 Use of Di rect Methods

Ground-water monitoring wells, either e:risting or newly instaLled,
are neceseary to provide sanpling data to establish the concentration of
hazardous constituents released from the hazardous waste management area,
and the rate and extent of their migration. The owner/operator should

conEtruct assessment lrcnitoring wells and conduct sampling and analysis
in a rnanner that provides reliable data. Chapters Three and Four,
respectivaly, present gruidance in theEe areas.

At facilitieE where it is known or suspected that volatile organics
have been released to the uppermost aquifer, organic vaEor analysis of
soil gas from shallow holes nray provide an initial indication of the
areal extent of tha plurne (Figure 5-2r. To this end, the owner/operator
nay use an organic vapor analyzer (OVA) to measure the volatile organic
constituents in shallow hand-augered holes. Alternatively, the
owner/operator may extract a sample of soil gas from a sharlow hole and

have it analyzed in the field, using a prortable gas chronatograph. These

technigues are limited to situations where rrolatile organics are
present. Further, the presence of intervening, saturated, low
permeability sediments strongly interferes with the ability to e*tract a

gas sanple. Although it is not necessarily a limitation, opiirnal gas

chronatography results are obtained when the analyte is rnatched with the
highest resolution technique (e.9., electron capture/halogenated
species). The owner/operator should atternpt to evaluate the
effectiveness of, this approach by initial ovA sarnpling in the vicinity of
wells known to be contaninated.

Descriptions of the direct methods and their limitations that will
be enployed during assessment monitoring should be included in the
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assessment plan. These descriptions
allow the method to be evaluated and

properly executed.

should be sufficiently detailed to
to ensure that the method wi 11 be

Other direct methods that rnay be used to define the extent of a plume

include sampling of seeps and springs. seeps and springs occur where the
local Sntentiometric surface intersects the land surface and results in
ground-water discharge into a stream, rivulet, or other surface water
body. Seeps and springs might be observed near narshes, at road cuts, or
near streams. Discharges from seeps and springs refrect the height of
the pntentiometric surface and are rikely to be nrost abundant during a
wet season.

6,5.2 Use of Indi rect Methods

A variety of nethods are currently available for identifying and, to
a rimited extent, characterizing contanination in the uppermost aguifer.
There are several geophysical technigues of potential use to an owner/
operator, including electrical resistivity, electromagnetic conductivity,
ground penetrating radar, and borehole geophysics. Renrote sensing and

aerial. photography are additional indirect methods.an owner/operator may

f,ind useful. These techniques, with the exception of aerial photographic
methods, operate by measuring selected physical parameters in the
subsurface such as electrical conductivity, resistivity, and temperature.

The value of indirect methods is not the provision of detailed,
constituent-specific data for which they presently are clearly rimited,
but rather for delineating the general arear extent of the plume. This
iE extr.emely important to the owner/operator for two relsons:

l. Knowing the general outline of the plurne before additional welrs
are constructed reduces the need for speculative wells. The
assessnent monitoring program, therefore, becoraes more
efficient, since well placement is guided by analytical data.

z. As the plume migrates and its margins change, the ovrner/operator
ma14 track its movement to help locate new wells.
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There are drawbacks to the exclusive use of geophysical teehniques

in assessment monitoring relating to'the high level of detail necesEary

to characterize the chenical composition of a ground-water plume. For

these methods to be successful, contaminant(s) of interest must induce a

change in the subsurface parameter measured. This change, in turn, must

be distinguistnble from ambient conditions. For example, the electrical
Broperties of organic hazardous constituents are generally attenuated or
rnasked by subsurface naterial properties. Unless these conEtituents are

present in high concentrations, they generally wiII not register during

resistivity or conductivity Eurvey6. Moreover, nonuniforn subsurface

conditions may obscure ]ow levels of certain contaminants in ground

water. Another drawback to the exclusive use of geophysical methods at
present is their inability to neasure specific concentrations of
individual constituents or provide good vertical resolution of
constituent concentration. In addition, man-rnade structures guch as

powerline towers, buried pipelines, roads, and parking lots rnay interfere
with the performance and reliability of nany geophysical rnethods. The

owner/operator should, therefore, only use indirect nethods to guide the

installation of an assessrnent monitoring system and to provide an ongoing

check of the extent of contarninant migration.

5.5.3 Mathenatical Modelinq of Contaminant llovenent

Mathematical and/or conputer modeling rnay provide inforrnation useful
to the owner/operator during assessnent monitoring and in the design of
corrective actions. The information nay prove useful in refining conceP-

tualizations of the ground-water regime, defining likely contarninant

pathways, dnd designing hydrologic corrective actions (e.g., pumping and

treating, etc. ).

Since a nrodel is a rnathernatical representation of a complex physical.

systen, sirnplified assumptions must be made about the physical systetn, so

that it nay fit into the more simplistic rnathematical framework of the

model. Such assunptions are especially appropriat,e, since the model
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assunes a detailed knowledge of the relevant input parameters (e.9.,
permeability, gorosity, etc. ) everrzwhere in the area being modeled. This
is a limitation that must be considered since it would be impossible to
obtain all of the input parameters without disturbing and altering the
physical system.

Since a model uses assumptions as to both the physical processes

involved and the spatial and tenporal variations in fietd data, the
results produced by the model at best provide a qualitatiVe assessment of
the axtent, nature, and rnigration of a contaminant plume. Because of the
assurnptionE nade, a large degree of uncertainty is inherent in most

modeling simulations. Therefore, nodeling results should not be unduly
relied upon in guiding the placement of, assessne$t nonitoring wellE or in
desigrning corrective actions.

litrere a nodel is to be uged, site-specific measurements should be

collected and verified. The nature of the paraneters required by a model

varies fron rodel to model and is a function of the physical processes

being simulated (i.e., ground-water flow and/or contaminant transEprt),
as well as the c-ornplexity of the nodet. In sinr,rtating ground-water flow,
the hytlrogeologic paraneters that are usually required include:.
hydraulic conductivity (vertical and horizontal); hydraulic Aradient;
specific yield (unconfined aquifer) or specific storage (confined,

aquifer); water levels in both wells and nearby Eurface water bodies; and

estimates of infiltration or recharge. In sinulating contaninant
transport, the physical and chenical parameters that are usually reguired
include: ground-water velocity; dispersivity of the aguifer; adsorptive
characteristics of the aguifer (retardation) ; degradation characteristics
of the contarrinants; and the amount of each contaminant entering the
aquifer (source).

Dispersivity values of the aguifer should be based on site-specific
field test (i.e., tracer test) data or on field dispersivity values
obtained from the literature. Caution should be used where laboratorv
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dispersivity values are proposed, since such value€r are often orders of
magrnitude lower than field values. Retardation is often expressed as a

functional relationship (isotherm) between mass of contaninants in the

ground water and mass of contaminants adhering to the soil/rock. These

isotherms are based on soil bulk densiEy, effective porosity, and cation
exchange capacity. Retardation may also be deterrnined from the

octanol-water partition coefficient and fractional gnrtion of organic
matter in representative volumes of soi], Degradation of contaninants

depends upon the tlpe of constituents and the probability for chemical

and biological decay. Dispersion, retardation, and degradation tend to
decrease plurne concentration and attenuate its travel time. 9lhere these

parameters are not well characterized, use of lower values will produce

greater conservatism in the results.

Contaminants leaking/leaching from a waste facility may r€act rith
the pre-existing ground-water chemistry, resulting in an increase (or

decrease) i.n mobility. Background ground-water quality (e.9., indicator
pararneters plus Cl-, fe, !4n, Na+, SO4, Ca+, W+, NOg-, PO4=, silicate,
amnonium, alhalinity, or acidity) is inprortant to determine the reactivity
and solubility of hazardous constituents in ground water, and therefore
is useful in predicting constituent rnobility under actual site conditions.
The physical and chemical characteristics of the site-specific leachate
(e.g., density, solubility, vapor pressure, viscosity, and octanol-wat,er
partition coefficient) and hazardous waste constituents should also be

known as they affect constituent movenent. To fully assess the effect on

contarninant mobility, a water chemistry npdel may be employed as a

component of the overall modeling study. Since this woutd add a large

degree of cornplexity to the modeling study, conservative assumptions

(i.e., maximum mobility of constituentE) may be appropriate where tine
and/or resources are limited.

Mathernatical models are comprised of analyt,ical equations by which

the hydraulic head or concentration of a contaminant may be calculated
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for a specified location at a specified tine. These models are
categorized into two main categories: those which are simple enough that
governing equations can be solved by analytic techniques ("analytical
nodels"); and those which are nore conplex and can only be solved by
cotrnPuter ("numerical models"l. The analytical solutions to the first
category are often so sufficiently conplex that they too can be solved by

colttputer. The nunerical. model.s are usually better suited to simulate the
conplex conditions that describe the actual environment. Both tlpes of
models' collectively referred to in this docunent as computer models,
reguire the recognition of inherent assurnptions, the application of
appropriate bourdary conditions, and the selection of a coherent set of
input parameters.

Model input parameters that can be deterrnined directly should be

neasured with consideration given to selecting representative samples.

Since the paraneters.cannot be measured continuously over the entire
region but only at discrete locations, care should be taken when

extrapolating over regions where there are no data. these considerations
are especially intrnrtant where the lnrameters vary significantry in space

or tine. lhe senEitivity of the nodel output both to the rneasured and

assuned input Earameters should be determined and incorporated into any
discussion of model resutts. rn addition, the ability of the model to be

adequately calibrated (i.e.., the ability of the model to reproduce
current conditions (water levels. contaminant concentrations, etc.)l and

to reproduce past conditions should be carefully evaluated in assessing
reliability of model predictions. Model calibration with observed
physical conditions is critical to any successful ground-water modeling
exercise.

A plethora of ground-water computer nodels exists, many of which
would be suitable for a given situation. Since EpA is a public agency

and rodels used by or for EPA may becone part of a judiciar action,'EpA
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approval of nodel use should be restricted to those models that are

publicly available (i.e., those models that are available'to the public
for no charge or for a small fee). The subset of ground-water rnodels

that are publicly available is quite large and should be sufficient for
nrcst ground-water applications. hrblicly available rnodels include those

srodels developed by or for governnent agencies (e.9., EPA, USGS, DOE,

NRC, etc-) and national laboratories (e.9., Sandia, oak Ridge, [,awrence

Berkeley, etc.), as well as models nade publicly available by private

contractors. Any publicly available srodel chosen should, however, be

ridely used, well docr.mented, have its theory pr.rblished in peer-reviewed

journals', or have some other characteristics reasonably assuring its
credibility. For situations trhere publicly available conputer models are

not appropriate, proprietary models (i.e., nrodels not reasonably

acsessible for use or scrutiny by the public) should only be used where

the npdels have been well docurnented and have undergone substantial peer

review. 9lhere these rninimal requirements have not been net, the rpdel
should not be considered reliable. A gnrtial list of publicly available
computer models includes:

o Modular 3-Dimensional Finite Difference Groundwater Flow l{ode1
(ltSGS), to evaluate cornplex hydrologic conditions;

o Computer Model of Two-Dimensional Solute Transport and Dispersion
in. Ground glater (USGS), to pred,ict contaninant transport;

o Illinois State glater Survey Randonr l{alk Solute Transprort Model
(ISGS), to predict contaminant transport;

o A1123D (Oak Ridge or EPA), to calculate concentrations isopleths
for transient contaninant flow through a sirnplistic aquifer flow
field in up to three dinensions i

o FEIrII{ATER/FE!{9IASTE (Oak Ridge}, to predict contaminant translnrt
in both the saturated and rrnsaturated zonesi

o SWIHI (NRC or Sandia), to predict contarninant transport and
complex hydrologic flow conditions in up to three dinensions; and

. SVTIP (EPA), similar to SI{IEI.
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ff an owner/operator plans to use a rnodel to guide an assessment

nonitoring program, the ornrer/operator must be able and willing to
describe how the model works, as well as to explain all assunptions used

in calibrating and applying the rnodel to the site in guestion. In
addition, the nodel and all related docunentation should be made

available to EPA and its contractors for review and scrutiny.

6,7 Description of Samplinq Number, Location, and Depth

The regulations require that the assessnent plan specify the number,

location, and depth of wells to be installed as part of the assessment.

As the discussion on assessment nethodology provided in Section 5.4 has

indicated, the owner/operator nay use other sarnpling technigues (e.g.,
indirect methods and coring) in addition to the installation of permanent

nonitoring wells to augnent the data generated by wells. The owner/
oBerator's assessment plans should, however, specify the nunrlcer,

location, and depth of wells that will be installed to characterize rate
and extent of migration, and constituent concentrations, and present
e:rplanations for the decisions.

It nay not always be possible for the owner/operator to identify at
the outset of an assessment the exact nunber, location, and depth of all
sanpling that will be required to meet the goals of an assessment. Many

tines the investigations undertaken to characterize contamination during
an assessment will proceed in phases in which data gained in one round of
saqrling will guide the next phase of the investigation, For example,
surface geophysical techniques can be effectively used in tandern with the
installation of nonitoring wells as a first phase in the assessment
program to obtain a rough outline of the contaminant p1une. Based on

these findings, a sanpring progran may srrbseguently be undertaken to more

clearly define the three-dimensional Lirnits of the contaminant plune. In
the third phase, a sanpling progran to deternine the concentrations of
hazardous waste constituents in the interior of the plune may be under-
taken. rn this case, a detailed description of the approach that wil.l be
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used to investigate the site should be included in the assessnrent plan.

This description should clearly iclentify the nurnber. location, aod depth

of any sampling plarured for the initial phase of the investigation. lhe

outline should also clearly identify what basis will be used to select

subsequent sampling locations, including the geologic strata that are

likely to be sampled and the anticilnted frequency of sampling. At a

minimum, several well clusters should be inEtalled concurrently to define

the extenl of contamination and concentration of conlaninants (see

Section 6.7.21 and to profile the vertical extent of migration (see

Section 5.7.3).

5,7. I Collection of Additional Site Inforrnation

The hydrogeologic site characterization requirements for lhe

detection rnnitoring progriiln include :

r The subsurface geology below the ovrner/operator's hazardous waste
facility;

o The vertical and horizontal comp,onents of flow in the uPPermost
saturated zone below the owner/operator's site;

o The hydraulic conductivity of the uppermost aquifer; and

o The vertical extent of the uppermost aguifer dqtfir to the f,irst
confining layer.

If this characterization does not include all the hydrogeologic infor-
mation necessary to characterize the rate of contanrinant movement, the

owner/operator should obtain this information for the assessment phase.

Examples of the additional information that may be needed to determine

the rate of contarninant movement include: nineralogy of the rnaterials in
the migration pnthway; ion exchange calncity of the material; organic

carbon content of the materials; backgrorrnd water quality of the pathway

(e.g., major cations and anions!; the temperature bf ground water in the

migration pnthway; and the transmissivity and.effective porosity of the

material in the pathvray. This inforrnation will. help define the transport
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mechanisms which are rrrc,st irnportant at the site. AtI information
collected during the investigation of the plume (i.e., boring logs, core
analvsig, etc.) should be recorded and the hydrogeologtic descriptions of
the site updated when appropriate.

Prior to adding new wells, a good estimation of plurne geometry can

be determined from a review of current and past site characterizations.
For exanpl€, piezoneter readings surrounding a contanrinated detection
well can be taken to ascertain the current hydraulic gradient. When

these values are compared to the pntentiometric surface nap developed
during the site investigation, the general direction of plume rnigration
can be approximated. Any seasonal or regional fluctr.ntions should be

considered during this comparison. A review of the subsurface geologry

nay also identify preferential pathways of contaminant migration.

To limit drilling speculative welIs, geophysical and modeling
nethods can arso be ernployetl to yield a rough outline of the plurne. This
expedites the assessment nonitoring program. Monitoring wells can then
be strategically placed to precisely define the plume geometry.

6.7.2 Sanplinq Density

The program of sarnpling undertaken during the assessrnent should
clearly identify the full extent of hazardous waste constituent rnigration
and establish the concent'ration of individual constituents throughout
the plume. fn the initial phase of the asseEsment progr:nn, the owner/
operator's well installation/sarnpling should concentrate on defining
those areas that have been contaminated by the facility. A series of
well clusters should be installed in and arorxrd the plurne to define the
extent of contamination and concentration of contaminants in the
horizontal plane. This network of monitoring wells, the nurnber of which
may vary from site-to-site, must thoroughly define the horizontal
boundaries of the glune, and will identify and qtnntify contaninants.
llell placement should be performed expediently, but in accordance with a
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carefuLly thought out and documented assesgment monitoring plan. To

obtain accurate plume definition at a particular moment in tirne it iE

necessary to install well clusters concurrently. Surface geophysical

techniques should also be used, where appropriate, to help facilitate
plume definition. An assessment nronitoring Progran that does not

thoroughly characterize the plune nay result in higher assessment

nonitoring costs, higher corrective action costs, and rrnnecessary delay.

The density of wells or amount of saqrling undertaken to comptetely

identify the furthest extent of rnigration should be deternined by the

variability in subsurface geology. Forrnations, such as unconsolidated

deposit'! with numerous interbedded lenses of varying perrneability or

consolidated rock with numerous fractures, will require a nctre intensive

level of sampling and carefully placed wells to engure that all. contami-

nation is detected.

Assessment monitoring wells should be constructed of inert materials

to minimize chemical interaction between well casing materiat and

contaminant constituentE. Also, the length of the well screen should be

relatively small, since the wells will be used to assess constituent
concentrations at discrete locations in the plume.

Sarnpling is also required to characterize the interior of any plune

detected at the site. This is irnportant because the nigration of many

constituents will be influenced by natural. attenuation/tranEfornation
processes. Sampling at the periphery of the plurne may not identify all
the constituents fron the facitity that are reaching ground water, and

lhe concentration of waste constituents detected at the periphery of the
plrrme rnay be significantly less than in the plune'g interior. Patterns

of concentration of individual conEtituents can be established throughout

the plume by sampling along several Lines that perpendicularly tranEect

it. The nurnber of transects and spacing between sampling Eroints should

be based on the size of the plume and variability in geology observed at
the site. When sarnpling in fractured rock, for exanple, monitoring wells
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should be located such that the weII screens intersect fracture zones

along likely contaminant pathways, Sampling locations should also be

selected so as to identify those areas of maximum contamination within
the plume. In addition to the expected contaminants, the plune rnay

contain constituent degradation/transformation products, as well as

reaction products.

6.7.3 Sanpling Depths

The owner/operator should specify in the assessment p1iln the depth
at which sarnples will be taken at each of the planned sarnpling locations.
These sanpling depths should be sufficient to profile the vertical distri-
bution of hazardous waste constituents at the site. vertical sanpling
should identify the full extent of vertical constituent migration.
Vertical concentration gradients, including rnaximum concentration of each

hazardous waste constituent in the subsurface, shourd similarly be

identified. The arnount of verticar sampring required at a specific site
will depend on the thickness of the pl,urne and the vertical variability
observed in the geology of the site. Atl potential migration pathways

should be sampled. The'sampling program should crearly define the
vertical extent of migration by identifying those areas on the periphery
of the plurne that have not been contaminated.

In order to establish vertical concentration gradients of hazardous
waste constituents in the plurne, bhe owner/operator must obtain a
continuous sanple of the plurne, which means werl clusters shourd be

employed. The owner/operator, however, carnot know the vertical extent
of the plume; therefore, the first well in the cluster should be screened
at the horizon where contamination was discovered, bearing in mind that
screen length should be reratively smalr. Additional werls in the
cluster should be screened, where appropriate, above and below the
initial. sanpling depth, until the margins of the plume are established.
Basically' severar wells shourd be placed at the fringes of the prume to
define its vertical nargins, and severar welrs should be placed within
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the plume to identify contaninant constituents and concentrations. Care

must be taken in plaeing contiguously screened wells close together,

since the drawdown from one nay influence the next, and thus change the

horizon frorn which the samples are drawn. Figure 6-3 shows an example'of

assessment monitoring well cluster placement in the same setting as

depicted in Figure 2-5. These figures illustrate the relationship
between detection and assessnent monitoring wells and clusters.

The specifications of sampling depths included in assessnent plans

should cleanly identify the interval over which each sanple will be

taken. It is imp,ortant that these sanpling intervals be sufficiently
discrete to permit vertical profiling of constituent concentrations in
ground water at each sampling location. Sampling will only provide

measurements of the average contaminant concentration over the interval
from which that sample is taken. Samples taken fron wells screened over

a large interval will be subject to dilution effects from uncontaminated

ground water lying outside the plume timits. Screened intervals should

be kept relatively srnall, especially where small vertical concentration
gradients are expected.

As part of the progressive assessment monitoring program, the

owner/operator can use geophysical techniques to help verify the adequacy

of the placement of the assessnent monitoring network. Adjustments to
the assessment monitoring progran may be needed to reflect plume

migration and changes in direction.

5;8 Description o,f- Mon-itorinq iell Desiqn an4 Construction

The monitoring well design and construction reguirements for
assesstnent nronitoring well networks are eguivalent to the requiremenls
presented in Chapter Three for detection wells.

5.9 Description of Sarnplino and Analysis Procedures

The owner/operator's sampling and analysis plan should be updated to
reflect the different analytrcal requrrements of assessnent monitoring.
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Othen'rise, the sarpling and analysis plan used by the owner/operator in
the detection monitoring program (see Chapter Four) should suffi.ce for
assessment monitoring.

The assessnent monitoring plan should identify the lnrameters to be

rpnitored by the owner/operator, and describe why these parameters are

suitable for deternining the presence and concentration of contaninants

rnigrating fron the facility'in the ground water. At a minirnr.un, the owner/

operator's assessment monitoring plan should include monitoring for all
hazardous waste constituents that are in the facility's waste. liazardous

waste constituents, as defined in 5200.I0, include all constituents

listed in Appendix VII of Part 261, all constituents includecl in Table I
of 5261.24, and any constituent listed in Section 261.33.

An imgnrtant consideration in assessnent nronitoring is the lptential
for degradation/transforrnation of hazardous waste constituents; that
is, the chemical and/or physical change of a growrd-rater contaminant

resulting in a different intermediate or final product. The physical and

chemical properties of all hazardous waste constituents in the facility's
waste are an inlnrtant consideration in evah.nting an assessment

nonitoring system. Assessment rnnitoring should ainr at detecting all
contaninants, both initial as well as intennediate or final'degraded/
transformed products. An exanple of the degradation/transforrnation
process is the breakdonn of trichloroethylene (TCE) and its various

ismers into vinyl chloride, a highly toxic substance having different
chenical/physical characteristics than ICE. Since vinyl chloride iE npre

nater soluble and less affected by sorption than TCE, the detection of
vinyl chloride in ground water should lead the owner/operator to suspect

the presence of TCE.

Facilities seeking an operating permit also have additionat glume

characterization respnnsibilities purstnnt to Part 270. Section.

270.14(c)(4) requires permit applicants to exlnnd their monitoring from
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hazardous waste constituents (prirnarily Appendix VfI) to the f,uIl
conplement of Appendix VIII constituents (Note: Appendix VII is a subset

of Appgndix VIII). Therefore, when a unit is subject to the Patt 270

requirements (either because it seeks an operating permit or because the
Agency has called in its post-closure permit), the Agency recommends that
an owner/operator's assessment plan include lnrameters that witl satisfy
the requirements of both Part 255 and Part 270.

Figrure 6-4 illustrates in greater detail the sanpling protocol
recorunended by the Agency for units that are subject to both Part 255 and

Part 270. First, the ovrner/operator shoutd perform an Appendix VIII scan

of sarqlles from triggering detection nronitoring wellg. This scan will
provide the owner/operator with a list of hazardous constituents in the
wells that may be migrating into the uppennoEt aquifer. The ovmer/
operator should then select a lirnited ntrrnber of identified constituents
for inclusion in a sampling progran to establish geometric dimensions and

the rate of migration of the contaninant plune(s). Once the geometric
dinensions of the contaminant plurne(s) have been establiehed, the owner/
oBertor should sanrple for the full subset of identified Appendix VIII
constituents to determine vertical and horizontal concentration gradients.

6.10 Procedures for Evaluatinq Assessment tdonitorinq Data

the assesernent plan nnrst stipulate and doeunent procedures for the
evaluation of assessment npnitoring data. These procedures vary in a

site-specific nanner, but must all result in determinations of the rate
of migration, extent, and composition of hazardous constituents of the
plune. 9{here the release is obvious and/or chemically sirnple, it may be

trnssible to characterize it readily frorn a descriptive presentation of
concentrations found in nonitoring wells and geophysical measurements.

llhere contanination is less obvious or the release is chemically cornplex,
however, the owner/operator should ernploy a statistical inference
approach. Orrner/operators should plan initially to take a descriptive
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CONDUCT SAMPLING EFFOBT DESCRIBED IN
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approach to data analysis in order to broadly delineate the extent of
contamination. Statistical comlnrisons of assessment nnnitoring data
.iltong wells and/or over tine rnay be necessary, should the descriptive
approach provide no clear deternination of the rate of migration, extent,
and hazardous constituent comp,osition of the release.

The objective of assessment monitoring is to estimate the rate and

extent of migration and the concentration of constituents in the plune.
Data are therefore collected from a set of assessment monitoring wells
that will allow characterization of the dimensions and concentrations of
ground-water contaninant constituents (GlfCCs) in the plume. fn addition,
compared to detection monitoring, the nunrber of chernical species analyzed,

in assessment increases. Because the arnount of data collected in
assessment is rore voluminous than detection nronitoring, it is extremely
inportant for the technical reviewer to make sure that the owner/operators
specify in their assessment plans the evaluation procedures for the data
reguired by 5265.93(d)(3)(iii). The methods used to analyze assessment

monitoring data rnust emphasize organization, data reduction,
simplification, and summry.

Technical reviewers nny find it useful and necessary to leave GtrlCC

data automated to verify the analyses submitted by owner/operators, to
comPare reqent sqbmissions with historical data subnnissions, to manipulate
and evaluate the information for their specific purEoses, or to supp,ort
permitting activities. EPA's data base system for environnental data is
called STORET and is a reconmended nechanism for organizing ground-water
data acquired from hazardous waste rnanagement facilities. Several
positive features of STOREI are:

. STORET has recently been rnodified to include data fietds that
handle well-specific hydrogeological/technical infornration (e.9.,
well screen length, general lithology of the screened zone) in
conjunction with the GW@ data.

o Most State and EPA regional offices have access to STOREII.
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. STORET is well supported lrith capacity for efficient storage,
retrieval, and graphical analysis.

Represented below are specific evaluation and reporting procedures

that should be followed by the onner/operator when recording and evaluat-
ing assessnrent nonitoring data. These procedures are used to structure,
analyze, simplify, and present the ground-water monitoring data to help

the technical reviewer evaluate the extent and concentration of ground-

water contaminants. The four evaluation or reprortin| procedures that
should be described in the assessnrent plan used to record data in the

on-site archives required by 5255.94(b) are:

Listing of Data i
Summary Statistics Tab1es ;

Data Simpl if ication; and

Plotting of Data.

6.10.I Listinq of the Data

A list of all the detection rnonitoring and the assessrnent nonitoring
data (as well as any data from related State or other EPA programs) that
have been collected should be availabte to technical reviewers when they

review on-site records. First, data as originalty reported and verified
by the analytical laboratory for those rneasures requiring laboratory
evaluation, or as recorded in the field for those neasures collected at
the tine of sarnpling, should be available to the technical reviewer.
these regorting forms should include infornqtion indicatihg that quality
control samples (e.9., field and filter blanks) were obtained in the

fieltt. AIso, the laboratory rep,orting should indicate that the laboratory
has performed and reported standard quality control procedures (e.9.,
recovery analyses, analyLical replicates etc.). Finally, the laboratory
reporting should include the data that were used to determine the method

detection limit or J.imit of detection (see Chapter 4). Explicit reporting
of theEe quality control data is essential for documenting the precision
and accuracy of owner/operator data submissions.
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The listing of GT|CC concentration data should follow a format
sinilar to TabLe 5-1. The variables to be included in the listing are
codes that identify the GffCC, well, date, unit of neasure,.whether the
value was LT a timit of detection, and the concentr:tion of the GI,|CC.

Also, the listing may include the results of and codes identifying the
quatity control analyses perforned. GI{CC concentrations measured as,LT a

specific nethod detection limit or limit of detection should be indicated
and, if possible, the G!0CC concentration that lras measured should be

reported with the LT designation. othemise, the varue that acconpanies
the LT designation should be the accepted detection limit for the method

used. Docurnentation that describes the meaning of the codes used in the
Iisting is required to eliminate ambiguity (e.g., Pb = lead, ppm = parts
per rnillion). The listing of G5{CC data should include all measurements

from all wel.ls since sampling began, incruding measurements obtained
during detection monitoring.

The listing should be organized to allow quick reference to specific
':r values. One categorization would be to first group by S|CC, then

'.rell code, EDd finally the date, as shown in Table 5-1 . For example, al1
;q.i measurernents are logether, followed by all trichloroethylene
.asurements, etc. The values for each GTICC from one well should be

- louped and ordered by date. followed by the data from the next well and
;, on for all wells in tire ground-water monitoring system. ALternate
sortings of the data listirq may also be useful to the technical reviewer.

The.data listing is not intended to function alone as an analytic
tool, but the technical reviewer can use the data listing to assist in
the review of the GT|CC data. First, the ordered list of data will allow
the technical reviewer quick reference to every Gr!{cc concentration
measurernent if, for example, a spurious result was found in a supErorting
data analysis or report. Also, by requiring a consistent and orderly
data listing, tha technical reviewer can encourage the owner/operator to
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correct tnany of the data guarity problems, that occur frequently on ,rraer,l

laboratory reporting sheets. Finally, data can be placed more easily
onto a state or regional cornputer if the data are organized and reported
consistently in a listing, rather than on laboratory reporting sheets
having only the sample nunber identification instead of well codes, dates
of sanpling, €tc. (see the above discussion).

6.I0.2 Surunarv Statistics Tables

The ground-water rnnitoring data should be summarized and presented
in tabular fonnats. Eight sumrary statistics should be carculated and
used in each of four suunary tables. The eight summary statistics are:

. Nurnber of LT detection limit values

. Total number of values

. Mean

o Median

o Standard deviation
. Coefficient of variation
o Minimum value
o Maximum value'

The methodology used to estimate these surnmary statistics
rniany statistical textbooks .

can be found in

sunmaries by:The four tables of surnmary statistics should include

. GI!{CC sunmary (e. g. , Table 6-2)
o GWCC sunmary by well (e. g. , Table O-3)
. Gtlcc summary by well and date (e. g. , Table o-4)
. Quatrity control data

The tables should be forrnatted so that there are from one to three
colunns on'the left side of each tabre, which provide data identifying,
where ailplicable, the 6{cc, well, and date. Eight corumns, one for each
suunary statistic, shourd be to the right of the identifying eorurnns.
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there will be one row for each category that is being swilnarized. A

srnmary statistics table by GI{CC, for example, will have a nurnber of rows

equal to the nurnber of GV{CC that have been samp}ed. The G9fCC-we}I table
will have a number of rows equaling the nurrber of GTNCCs neasured times
the nurnber of wells in the rnonitoring systen (provided that each G!{CC was

neasured at least once in each well), The G1{CC-well-date table will be

the largest table, and each row should be prefixed with a Gl,iCC, well,, and

date code. The statistics in the OrlCC-well-date table should sununarize

all replicate sampling that was performed for each O{CC, from each erell,
during each sarnpling.

The sample sizes, ranges, minimum, and maxirmrm values will provide a

rapid means for checking whelher errors appear in the data. It will also
facilitate rapid evaluation of GWCC concentrations over the entire
groend-water nonitoring system. In addition, the surunary statistics will
aflow evaluation of spntial change in GTICC concentrations, which includes
identifying the rate and extent of migration of the GflCC plume.

the quality control data should be provided whenever assessment

mnitoring data are srrbmitted by an owner/operator. Ihe quality control
data can be submitted in the fonnat in which they are received fron the
Iaboratory, provided that all data are clearly docunented. The quality
control sanples taken in the field (e.9., field and samplirrg equipnent
bl.anks) may not be identified when the sanples are supplied to the
laboratory, but should be identified in asEessnent ftonitoring data
subrnissions. Ovrner/operators should ensure that the laboratories provide
the quality control data that support and validate the data resulting
from the analysis of their field samples.

6.10.3 Data Simplificgtion

Ranking procedures, whieh are described in this section, rnay be

useful for simplifying and interpreting spntial trends in @EC concen-

trations by allowing rapid determination of which wells have the overall
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highest and lowest G!{CC concentrations. Table 6-5 presents an examPle of
a data set analyzed by a ranking procedure.

The ranking can be perforrned using the nean, median, maximum, or
nininum concentration values in the suilnary statistics table describing

the values fron each GTICC-weIl combination. For example, the nean

concentration from each well is ranked from lowgst to highest for each

GWCC. The well with the lowest mean concentration of a G9€C will receive

a value of 1; the weII with the next highest concentration of the same

G9lwill receive a value of 2, and so on. If two or more wells have the

identical mean concentration, then the ranks for these wells will be

averaged and applied to all wells with the same rnean concentration. This
procedure should be repeated for each G9fCC that was detected at least
once at every well in the nonitoring system. The pH values may be ranked

fron highest to lowest rather than from lowest to highest, depending on

whether the ground-water contamination is likely to result in an increase

or decrease in pH. It is also useful to calculate an overall average

rank for each well by averaging the ranks across al} GfiCCs associated
with the well. These ranks should be presented in a table using Gl.lCCs as

colunn headings, and well codes as rogr headings. It may be helpful to
group GllCCs with sinilar chemistry (e.9., volatile organics, metals,
sa1ts, €tc.) andorder the rows based on the wells with sgncial proxinity
(e.9., upgradient, downgradient in plume, donngradient out of plume,

strallow screen depth). This will facilitate identification of specific
grouPs of wells where high concentrations of GW@ rere detected.

5.10.4 Graphic Displavg of Data

Ground-water data should be plotted to allow evaluation of temporal

changes in GTICC concentrations over time. Each plot should consist of a

X or horizontal axig, which represents time with year and rnonth

identified at intervals. The Y or vertical axis should represent the
concentrations of GI{CCs. The plots may be constructed using the mean

values frorn the G9{CC-we11-date summary statistics tabler irnd one plot,
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could be presented for each GI{CClneIl combination as in Figure 6-5.

Alternatively, it rnay be more insightf,ul to plot the data from several

wells or OfCCs on one graph, as in Figiure 6-5, provided the lines do not

overlap excessively.

It may also be useful to plot data on facility maPs, so that trends

in Gt[Cs both vertically and horizontally can be evaltnted. The summary

statistics fronr the S{CC-well table can be used to provide data for
plotting. A map of the facility, which identifies well locations, Ehould

be used to depict horizontal trends in concentrations. Geological cross

sections and/or a facility map nay be useful for plotting vertical t,rends

in O{CC concentrations. The mean concentratioirs can be placed near each

well location, sinilar to the construction of potentiometric maps

described earlier. It rnay also be helpful to plot isopleth contours of
concentration on the naps.

5.tI Rate of Miqration

An aEsEssment plan should specify the procedures the owner/operator
will use to determine the rate of constituent migration in ground water.

A rapicl approach rill generally be required for detertining the rate of
nigration during interim status assessrnents. Migration rates can be

determined by monitoring the concentration of GINCCs over a period of tine
in nonitoring wells aligned in the direction of flow. If these wells are

located both at the edge and the interior of the plume, subsequent

analysis of the monitoring data can then provide an estimate of the rate
of nigration, both of, the contaminant fronl as a whole and of individual
constituentg within the plune. lhis approach doee not neceEsarily provide

a reliable determination of the migration ratEs that will occur as the

contaninant plume continues to npve away fron the facility in light of

Botential changes in geohydrologic conditiong. uore imgnrtantly, this
approach requires the collection of a time series of data of sufficient
duration and frequency to gauge the movement of contaminants. Such a

-18r-
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delay is normally inappropriate during initial assessment of ground-water
contamination, since a relatively quick determination of at least an

estimate of migration rates is required to deduce the impact of
ground-water contamination and to formulate an appropriate reaction.
Estimates of migration rates can be based on aquifer properties obtained
during the site investigation and knowredge of the physico-chemical
properties of contaninants known to be present. By recogrnizing the
various factors that can affect transport processes of the G"gECs, the
owner/operator can obtain approxirnate potential rates of migration during
an init,ial assessment phase. Continued nnnitoring of the plune to verify
rates of migration during assessnent rnonitoring should serve aE a basis
for identifying additional nonitoring well locations.

Initial approxirnations of contaminant migration rates based on
ground-water flow rates are not reliabla without verification because of
potential differential transport rates among various classes of chemical
constituents. Differential transport rates are caused by several factors
including:

o Dispersion due to diffusion and mechanical mixing;

o Retardation due to adsorption and electrostatic interactions; and

o Transforrnation due to physical, chemical, and/or biological
Processes.

Dispersion results in the overall dilution of the contaminant and
blurring at plume borurdaries. Dispersion can result in a contaminant's
arriving at a particular location before the arrival time conrgruted solely
on average rates of ground-water flow. Alternativery, retardation
Processes can delay the arrival of contaminants beyond that calculated by
the average rates of ground-water f]ow. l.ocal geoLogy will also affect
constituent migration rates. Relating rates of constituent nigration to
rates of gror.md-water flow is appropriate for a quick approximation
during the initial assessment phase, but this should be followed by a

more comprehensive study of migration rates.
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Simple slug tests are not the prefered method for deternining the
aquifer characteristics. The slug test is limited to the inunediate

vicinity where it is perforned, and its results often cannot be projected

across an entire site.

At those facilities where sufficient imnriscible contaninants have

Ieaked to form and migrate aE a separate inuniscible phase (see

Figure 6-7r, additional analysis will be necessary to evalr.rate the

migration of these contaminants away fronr the facility. Chapter Five

contains a discussion of the ground-water monitoring techniques that can

be used to sanrglle multi-phased contamination. The formation of separate
phases of imiscible contaminants in the subsurface is largely controlled
by the rate of infiltration of the irnmiscible contaminant and the

solubility of that contaminant, in ground water. Insniscible contarninants

generally have some lirnited solubility in water. Thus, sorne anrount of
irmiscible contaminant leaking fron the facility will enter into solution
in ground trater and nigrate away from the facility as dissolved
constituents. If the amor:nt of irilniscible fluid reaching gror.urd water

exceeds the solubility constant. however, the ground water in the upper

lnrtion of the water table aquifer will becorne saturated, and the

contaninant will form a seElarate inuniscible phase.

At this gnint, the behavior and migration of the contarninants
present in the inmiscible phase wilt be strongly influenced by their
density relative to gro$d water. If the isurriscibles are less dense than
ground water, the inqniscibles wiII tend to coalesce on the surfa.ce of the
potentionetric gurface and form and migrate as a separate irmiscible
layer floating on the growrd water. If the density of the inuniscibte

contaminants is similar to that of ground water, the irrniscible wilt tend

to nix and flow as a geEarate phase with the ground water, creating a

condition of nultiphaEe flor.
If the density of the inniscibles is greater than ground water, the

inuniscibles will tend to sink in the aquifer (see Figure 6-7). As the

-r85-



incniscibles sink and reach r:naffected ground water in a deeper pnrtion of
the aquifer, more of the irrniscible contaminant wil.l tend to enter into
solution in ground water and begin to migrate aE dissolved constitugnts.
If enough of the dense inuniscible contaminants are present, honever, some

pnrtion of these contarninants will continue to sink as a separate
inmiscible phase, urtil a forrnation of reduced permeability is reached.

At this gnint, these contaminants wiII tend to coalesce and nigrate as a

layer of dense inuniscibles resting on the geologic barrier.

fn each of these cases, the contaminants present in the geEarate

isutiscible phase nay migrate alray fron the facility at rates different
from that of ground water. In rnany cases, they will nigrate at rates
slwrer than or equivalent to gronnd water, but in some instances rnigra-
tion rates can be greater. In addition, migration of the inmiscibles may

not be in the direction of ground-water flow. However, it is irulortant
to reemphasize that some €Mpunt of these contaminants will invariably
dissolve in ground water and migrate away frorn the facility as dissolved
constituents.

Light irruniscible contaminants will migrate downgradient to form a

floating layer above the saturated zone (see Figure 6-7). The direction
of ground-water flow will dictate the movement of this light inuniscibl,e
layer. Important factors involved in its migration rate include the
ir.ttrinsic permeability of the medium and the density and viscosity of the
contarninants. tfith tine, an ellipsoidal plrnre develops, overlying the
saturated zone as depicted in Figure 5-7. gfhile it is possible to
analyze the behavior of the light imiscible layer using analytical or
numerical models, the most practical approach for deternining the rate
and direction of nigration of such a light imniscible layer during an

assessment may be to observe its behavior over time with appropriately
located monitoring wells.
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The nigration of a layer of dense inuniscibles settled on a confining
layer may be strongly inf).uenced by gravity. Depending on the slope of
the confining layer in the gradients used to caleulate florr rates. A

program of continued monitoring of the dense inmiscible layer should
always be included in the assessment plan to verify direction and rate of
novernent.

6.I2 Reviewinq Schedule of Implementation

The assessment plan should specify a schedule of implementation.
Each assessnent program will have to include the arnount of work i.nvolved

in the assessment and other local factors such as weather and

availability of equipment and personnel. The schedule should include a

sufficient nunber of milestones, so that the Agency can judge whether

sufficient progress is being made toward the completion of the
assessment. Any continued monitoring undertaken during the maintenance
phase of assessment should be sc,heduted at least on a quarterly basis,

Activities plarured to initially deterrnine whether contamination has

actually occurred should not unnecessarily delay the imBlementation of a

comprehensive assessment. When an extensive progran to collect additional
data to remedy inadequacies in currently availablE data is to be under-
taken, these activities should require only a short period for completion.
Additional analysis o watEr quality data should reguire no rnore than
15 days to 30 days. Sarnpling to deternine actual concentrations of
hazardous waste constituents Ehould require only time enough for sarnple

collection and analysis, followed by a brief period for subsequent
analysis of the data.

A thorough discussion of monitoring well placernent, and nonitoring
well design and construction, can be found in Chapters Two and Three,
respectively. A discussion of the ground-water monitoring techniques
necessary to effectively characterize a nuttiphase containment migration
is also given in Chapter Four of this docunent.
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GLOSSARY

replicate t-test.

atoms, ions, or nplecules to the surface of anotherAdsorb Adherence of
substance.

Aliohatic Hvdqocarbons - Class of organic compnunds characterized by
straight or branched chain arrangenent of the constituent carbon atoms.

Analvte - A specific comporxrd or element of interest undergoing analysis.

Annular Sealant - Material used to seal the sEnce between the borehole
and the casing of the well. Annular sealants prevent surface
contarninants from entering the weII.

Annular Slnce - The open space formed between the borehole and the well
casing.

Anticline - A fold, usually frorn 100 meters to 300 kilometers in width,
that is conuex upward with the oldest strata at the center.

ApBendix VII Monitorinq Requirenents - A compilation of constituents
arranged by EPA hazardous waste numbers which caused the Administrator
to list the waste as an EP Toxic l{aste (E) or Toxic waste (T) in 40 CFR

Szer.sr and 526r.32.

Appendix VIII Constituents - A list of 297 toxic constituents (Fart 261)
which, if present in a waste, may rnake the waste hazardous. The waste
containing these constituents trnses a substential hazard to human health
or the environment when improperly treated, stored, transgnrted or
disposed.

4qgiglude A geologic formation which may contain
incapable of transmitting significant q\rantities of
nonnal hydraul ic aradients.

Agglfer A4scqptive ChaFagtgristics - Ability of an
atoms, ions, or molecules.

ground water but is
ground water under

aquifer to retain

Aquifer Deqradation Characteristics ' Aquifer contamination can be
characterized by parameters such as pH, total organic halogens, total
organic carbon, tenperature, and specific conductance.

Arornatic Hvdrocarbons - Ctass of unsaturated cyclic organic cornpounds
containing one or more ring structures. The name aromatig is derived by
the distinctive and often fragrant odors of these compounds.
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Assessment ldonitorinq - A program of rnonitoring ground water under
interim status requirements. Mter a release of contaminants to ground
water has been determined, the rate of migration, extent of
contanination, and hazardous constituent concentration gradients of the
contamination nust be identified.

Assessment Plan
which describes
take to perform

The written detailed plan drawn up by the owner/operator
and explains the procedures the owner/operator intends to
assessment rnonitoring .

Att.eguatio,..t - To reduce, weaken,
amount such as the attenuation of
particular source.

diluter o! lessen in severity, vElue,
contaminants as they migrate from a

or

Backcround Concentrations - A schedule of sarnpling and analysis that
is completed during the first year of nronitoring. All wells in the
monitoring system must be sampled on a guarterly basis to determine
drinking water characteristics, ground-water quality, BDd contamination
indicator parameters. For each upgradient well, at least four replicate
measurements nust be made for the contamination indicator perameters.

Backoround Mean - The arithmetic average of a set of data, used as a
control value in subsequent statistical tests.

Backaround Variance - The variance is the measure of how far an
obserrration value departs frorn the nean. Background refers to the
observations used for.control in subsequent statistical tests.

Basenent - The oldest rocks recognized in a given area, a complex of
metanorphic and igneous rocks that underl.ies all. the sedinentary
forrnations.

Bentonite - A sedimentary rock largely comprised of clay ninerals that
has a great ability to absorb water and swell in volume.

Bluooey Line - Air supply line during drilling operations.

Borehole - A circular hole drilled or bored into the earth, usually for
enploratory or economic purposes, such as a water well. or oil well.

Borehole Geophvsics (Geophysical Borehole Logging) - A general terrn that
encomPasses all techniques in which a sensing device is lowered into.a
borehole for the purpose of characterizing the asEociated geologic
formations and their fluids. The results can be interpreted to determine
litholog:lr, geonetry resistivity, bulk density, porosity, permeability,
and nroisture content and to define the source, movement, and physical/
chemical characteristics of ground water.
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CABF t-Test - Cochran's Approximation to the Behrens-Fisher t-Test -

Carbonate Environnents - Refers to sedimentary rock environments composed
of calcium or magnesium carbonate.

Casinqf - The pipe between the intake (screen) section and the surface,
serving as a housing for pumping eguipment and conduit for the pumped
vrate r.

Chain of Custody - Method for documenting the history.and possession of a
sarple-Erom ttre-tirne of its collection through its andlysis and data
rep,orting to its final disposition.

Chemical Stan{qqG - Materials made fron ultra-Pure comlrcunds used to
ffiry anaiytrcai egurtrxnent.

Chenical Spike (Spike) - A sample that contains a measured amount of a
known analyte, used for determining natrix interferences.

Cluster - (see l{e]l Cluster}.

Coefficient of Variation - The standard deviation divided by the mean of
a set of data. (Note: the coefficient of variation can be expressed as
a percentage by multiplying the number obtained by 100).

Color - A diagnostic property of a rock, mineral, or sediment.

Components of Variability - The characteristics that vary from one

ry another, such as well locations, and analyticat
Iab errors.

Concent ration Prof i les Graphic representations of the horizontal and
contaminant concentration levels on maPs and

Confined Aquifer - An aquifer under greater than atmospheric Pressure
bor:nded above and belorr by impermeable layers with distinctly lower
permeabilities (aguitards) than the aquifer itself.

Confininq Laye.r - A geologic stratum exhibiting low permeability and
having little or no intrinsic perneability.

Core - A continuous columnar sanple of the lithologic units extracted
from a borehole. Such a sample preserves stratigraphic contacts and
structural features.

Corrosive Environments - Strbsurface zones containing grorrrrd water or soil
corrosive to monitoring well construction materials.

vertical locations of
cross-sections.
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Dedicated (Sarnpling Equipment) - Sampling equipment (e.g., bladder pump,
bailer) which is reserved for use in only one monitoring well.

Dpoosition Envirorunent - A geographicalry restricted complex where a
sedinent accumulates, described in geomorphic terms and characterized by
physical, chernical, dnd biological conditions (e.g., flood plain, lake,
beach).

Dielectric - Substance having a very low electrical conductivity.

Direct Methods for Hvdroqeoloqical Investisations - Methods (e.g,
borehole logrging, pump tests) which involve the drilling, collection,
observation, and analysis of geologic rnaterials, water sarnples, and
drawdown/recovery dati.

Dispersivitv - Ability of a contaminant to disperse within the ground
water by nolecular diffusion and mechanical mixing.

Disposal Facilitv - A facility as defined in 40 CFR 260.I0 where hazardous
waste is intentionally placed into or on land or water, and at which waste
will renain after closure of the facility.

Dolomite - A carbonate sedimentary rock comtrnsed predoninantly of
calE(CoS)2.

Downqradient - In the direction of decreasing static head.

Downqradient g{ell - A welr which has been instalred hydraulically
downgradient of the site, and is cagnble of detecting the migration of
contaminants from a regulated unit. Regrulations require the installation
of three or nc,re downgradient wells depending upon the site- specific
hydrogeological conditions and potential zones of contaminant migration.

Drawdown - The lowering of the water leve1 in a well as a result of
withdrawal.

DriJ'linq Mud - Fluids which are used during the drilling of a borehole or
well to wash soil. cuttings away fron the drill bit and adjust the
specific aravity of the liquid in the borehore so that the sides of the
hole do not cave in prior to installation of a casing.

Drive Pioe - casing consisting of the drive shoe and riser. This easing
follows the auger bit as it advances.

Drive Shoe - Steer coupling or band at the bdttorn edge of, the casing
reinforced to withstand drive pressures during cabte tool and drill-
through casing driver rnethods.
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calculated t-statistics
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Dunnett's version of the t-Test. Uses Dunnett's
rather than the St,udent's t-statistics.

that are placed in the armulus of the
the well screen to prevent formation
well screen. Glass beads are smooth,

siliceous. The filter Pack typically

Electrical Resistivity (ER) - A surficial geophysical method whereby
known current is applied to spaced electrodes in the ground and the
resulting electrical resistance is used to detect changes in earth
naterials between and below the electrodes. ER is particularly useful
for facifities receiving electricalty conductive wastes (e.9., inorganic)
at sites characterized by settings having minimal quantities of high
resistance naterials.

Elegtrornaqnetic Conductivitv (E{} - A surficial geophysical method
whereby induced currents are produced and measured in conductive
formations from electronagnetic waves generated at the surface. EFI is
used to. define shallow grognd water zones characterized by high dissolved
solids content.

Equipneqt Blank - Ctremically pure solvent (tyErically reagent grade water)
that is passed through an item of field sarnpling eguipment and returned
to the laboratory for analysis, to determine the effectiveness of
equipnent decontanination procedures.

Equlpotential - Equal pressure. Equipotential lines are lines drawn
between points of equal pressure.

Esters - Class 6f organic compounds derived by the reaction of an organic
acid with an alcohol.

False Neqative - Contarnination has occurred but the results of the t-Test
fail to indicate contanination.

False Positive No contamination has occurred, but the results of the
contamination.t-test indicate

Field Blank - A laboratory-prepared sample of Tlpe Il-Reagent grade water
or pure solvent which is translnrted to the sarnSlling site for use in
QA/QC evaluation of field sanpling procedures. See equipment blank and
trip blank.

Filter Pack Sand or glass beads
wall between the borehole nall, and
material from entering through the
uniform, clean, brell rounded, and
extends 2 feet above the screen.

Floaters - tight phase organic liquiils in growrd water capable of forming
an inuniscible layer which can float on the wat,er table.
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Flow Net - A set of intersecting equitrntential lines and flow lines
representing a two-dimensional Eteady flow through porous media.

F1uvio-Glacial Depositional Environnent - A complex nelange of glacially
borne and riverine sediments deposited at the head of a melting glacier.
The sedinents range in grain size fron clays to boulders, and in places
are tlpically unsorted.

Fractufe Zone_
fai lure due to

A thickness of strata that has rrndergone mechanical
stress ( e. g. , cracks, joints, and faults ) .

Geophvsical Borehole Logginq - See Borehole Geophysics

Glacial Till - Unsorted and unstratified sediment originating directly
fronr gLacial ice (i.e.r not reworked by glacial meltwater).

9grdness_of Fit A statistical test to determine the
samPle data have been generated from a population that
specified type of probability distribution.

likelihood that
conforms to a

Grain Size - The general dimensions of the particles,in a sediment or
rock, or of the grains of a particular mineral that rnake up a sediment or
rock. It is conunon for these dimensions to be referred to with broad
terms, such as fine, medium, and coarse. A widety used grain size
classification is the Udder-Wentworth grade scale.

Ground Penetratinq Radqr (GPR) - A geophysical method used to identify
surface formations which wiII reflect electromagnetic radiation. GPR
is useful for defining the boundaries of buried trenches and other
subsurface installations on the basis of tirne-donain reflectrometry.

Ground-Water Detection Monitorinq Proqram - A monitoring well system
capable of yielding ground-water sarnples for analysis. Upgradient wells
must be installed to obtain representative backgrorrnd ground-water
gualitlt in the upperrnost aquifer and be turaffected by the facility.
Downgradient wells must be placed irnmediately adjacent to the hazardous
waste management area(s) to detect hazardous waste or hazardous waste
constituents migrating frorn the facility.

Halogenated Hvdrocarbons - An organic conpound containing one or rxlre
halogens (e.9., fluorine, chlorine, bronrine, and iodine).

Hazardous 9laste - A solid waste which exhibits any of the hazardous
characteristics defined in 40 crR Sz0r.z and has not been specifically
excluded ais a hazardous waste. Categorical list of hazardous waste are
provided in 40 CrR S2OI.3.
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Hazardous Waste Constituent - A constituent which causes a waste to be
on the criteria cited in 40 CFR 55261.2 and

261.3.

Hazardous Waste Manaqement - The collection, source separation, storage,
transportation, processing, treatment, recovery, and disposal of
hazardous waste.

Hazardous gfaste Management Area - The area within a facility's property
boundary which encompasses one or more hazardous waste management unit or
cel1.

Headspace - The empty'volune in a sample container between the water
level and the cap.

Heavinq Sand - Unconsolidated sand that cannot naintain the integrity of
the borehole wall.

Hiqh Corrosion Potential - Material with a high propensity for
electrochenical degradation.

Hiqh-Yield Well - A relative term referring to a well capable of quick
recovery after it, has been purged of at least three casing volumes (i.e.'
sanples can be collected irunediately ,after purging).

Hvdraulic Conductivitv - A coefficient of proportionality which describes
the rate at which a fluid can rnove through a permeable medium. It is a
function of the media and of the fluid flowing through it.

Hydraulic C.onnection - The hydraulic relationship between two different
Iithologic layers.

Hvdraulic Head - Water-level elevation in a well or piezometer. The
elevation t1pica1ly referenced to mean sea levef to which water rises as
a result of hydrostatic pressure.

Illite (Illitic) - A general nane for a group of three layer, mica-like
clay minerals. These clay ninerals are intermediate in composition and
structure (between rnuscovite and montnprillonite).

Indicator Parameters - pH, specific conductance, total organic carbon
(TOC), total organic halogens (TOX).

fndirect Melhods for Hvdroqeolooical fnvestiqations - Hethods which
include the measurement or remote sensing of various physical and/or
chemical properties of the earth (e.9., electromagmetic conductivity'
electrical resistivity, specifrc conductance, geophysical logging, aerial
photography).
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under 40 CFR 255, Subpart F.

InFripsic PermgaFil:LFv - The characteristic
transrnit liquid under a hydraulic Aradient,
l iquid itself ,

Io.{t Exchange Cg,pagit_y Measured ability of
atoms or molecules.

Interim Status Detection Monitorino - Ground-water monitoring conducted

of a porous medium to
it is independent of the

a forrnation to adsorb charged

Karst lopoqraphv (Karst) - A topographic area which has been created by
the dissolution of a carbonate rock terrain. This tlpe of topography is
characterized by sinkholes, caverns, and lack of surface streams

Ketones - Class of organic conrlnunds where the carbonyl group is bonded
to two alkyl groups.

Landfill - A disSrosal facility or part of a facility where hazardous
waste is placed in or on the land, and which is not a land treatment
facility, a surface impoundment. or an injection well.

Leach - To wash or drain by percolation.

Leachate - A solution produced by the movement or percolation of liquid
through soil or solid waste and the subseguent dissolution of certain
constituents in the water.

Leachate Manaqement Systen - A rnethod of collecting leachate and
directing it to a treatnent or disposal area.

Less Than Detection Lirnits - A phrase which indicates that a chernical
constituent ras either not identified or not guantified at the lowest
level of sensitivity of the analytical method being employed by the
laboratory. Therefore, the chemical constituent either is not present in
the sampfe, or it is present in such a small concentration that it cannot
be measured by the analytical procedure.

tirnestone - Sedimentary rock primarily made up of calciun carbonate.

Liner - A continuous layer of natural or man-nade naterials lining the
bottom and/or sides of a surface inSnundrnent, landfill, or landfill cell
that restricts the downward or lateral escape of hazardous waste,
hazardous waste constituents, or leachate.

Litholocv - The systematic description of rocks, in terms of mineral
conposition and texture.
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Iovr-Yield 9fell - A relative term referring to a well that carmot racovar
in sufficient time after well evacuation to pernit the imtediate
collection of water sanples.

llature l(arst - Karst environment where the physical f,eatures (e.g. '
sinkholes, caves) are well defined (Eee Karst).

Maxirmrm Value - In a set of data, the measurenent having the highrrt
numerical value,

Mean - The sum of all measurernents collected over a stetirticrlly
significant period of tirne (e.9., one year) divided by thr nrnbrr of
neasurenents.

Median - The rniddle Snint in a set of measurenents ranked by nunerical
vatle. ff there are an even number of measurements, the mediun iE the
mean of the two central measurements.

Mineraloqrv - The study of ninerals, including their fonuation, occurrencS,
properties, comlnsition, and classification.

tlinimr.rm Value - fn a set of data, the measurement hrving thr lotrrlt
numerical value.

l{oundinq - A phenornenon ugually created by the rechrrgr of ground rrtar
from a nanmade structure into a perrneable geologic naterial . llrocietld
gror.rnd-water f low wiII be away .frorn the nrannade strrrcture in all
directions.

llud - See Drilling Mud.

l{on-Dedicated Sarnplinq Equipnent - Equigment used to sarngrle tnor€ thal I
single sanpling point.

Normal Distribution - The character of data that folloyr thr Gfurfifr
distribution (bell) curv€.

Nunber of LT Detection Linit Values - The nunber of times a chuicel
paraneter was not detected by a given anatytical procedure over I
statisticalLy sigrnificant period of time (e.9., one year).

Octanol-I{ater Partition Coefficient - A coefficient representing the ratio
of solubitity of a conpound in octanol to itE solubility in water. As
the octanol-water Enrtition coefficient increases, water solubility
decreases.
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Organic Polrrmers - Drilling fluid additives comprised of long-chained,
heavy organic molecules. Drilling fluid additives are used to increase
drilling rates and drilling fluid yields, thereby deereasing operational
costs.

Orcanic Vapor Analyzer - A field rnonitoring device used to determine the
concentrations of organic comgrounds in air using flame ionization or
photoionization detection systems.

O.rtwash Sand - Stratified sedinent (usually sand and gravel) removed fron
a glacier by neltwater streams and deposited beyond the active margin of
a glacier.

Oxidizinq Acids - An acid (e,g., HNO3) which tends to lose electrons in
a reaction

EltC - Abbreviation for polyvinyl chtoride.

Perneabillty - The capacity of a grorous rock, sediment, or soil to
transnit a fluid.

Petrooraphic Analvsis - Systernatic description and classification of
rocks.

Photoionization Analvzer - See Organic Vapor Analyzer.

Phreatic Zone - See Saturated Zone.

Piezometers - Generally a snall diameter, non-punping well used to
measure the elevation of the water table or.gntentiometric surface.

Plr.une Characterization - Provides information on concentration profiles
and rates of migration.

Polyethylene - A plastic comp,osed of slmthetic crystalline pollmer of
ethylene (H2C:CH2). Polymer rnay be low density (branched) or high
density (linear).

Polvpropvlene - A plastic composed of slmthetic crystalline pollmer of
propylene (C3H5)1,

Lotentiometric Data - Ground-water surface elevation values obtained at
wells and piezometers. The data is prinrarily used to construct potentio-
mEtric naps indicating the ground-water flow direction and elevation.

Potentiometric Surface (Piezonetric Surfacel - lhe surface that represents
the level to which water fron a given aguifer will rise by hydrostatic
pressure. When the water-bearing zone is the uppermost unconfined
aguifer, the potentiometric surfacE is identical to the water tab1e.
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Pump Iest - A test made by pr:rnping a well for a period of time and
observing the change in hydraulic head in adjacent wells. A punp test
may be used to determine degree of hydraulic interconnection between
different water-bearing units, as well as the recharge rate of a well.

Purged llater - Wastewater frorn wells undergoing evacuation or being used
for aquifer testing.

Qualified Professional in Geoloqv - A professional, by degree' experience'
or certification, specializing in the study of, the earth material gcience.

Ra-te of Miqration - The tine a contaninant takes to travel from one
stationary groint to another. Generally expressed in units of time/
distance.

Regional Adrninistrator - The Regional Administrator of the appropriate
Regional Office of the Envirorunental Protection Agency, or the authoriaed
representative.

Requlated Unit - Hazardous waste rnanagement unit. The nurnber of regulated
units wiII define the extent of the hazardous waste nanagement area.

Retardation - Preferential retention of contarninant movernent in the
subsurface zone. Retention nay be a result of adsorbtion processes or
solubil.ity differences.

Samplinq and Analysis PIan - A detailed docurnent describing the proce-
dureg used to collect, handle, and analyae ground-water samples for
detestion or assessnent monitoring parameters. The plan should detail
aII quatity control measures which will be irplernented to ensure tlnt
sanple colfection, analysis, and data presentation activities neet the
prescribed requirements.

Saturated Zone (Phreatic Zone) - A subsurface zone below which all rock
pore space is filled with water.

Seisrnic Prospecting - Any of the various geophysical rnethods for
characterizing subsurface properties based on the analysis of elastic
$taves artificially generated at the surface (e.9., seismic reflection,
seismic refraction).

Shelbf Tqbe gg Eplit Se.oon Sgne\gr Devices used
drilling rig to obtain an rrndisturbed core sample

conjunction with
the strata.

Siqnificant Diqits - The number of tligits regorted as the reEult of a
calculation or measurement (exclusive of following zeroes).

Sinkers - Dense phase organic liquids which coalesce in an irqniscible
layer at the bottom of the saturated zone.

1n
of
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SIgg TpS! - A single well test to
conductivity of an aquifer by the
a known quantity (slug) of water
measurement of the resulting well

determine the ip-slf,l* hydraulic
instantaneous addition or removal of

into or from a well, and the subsequent
recovery time.

Smectite - A comnonly used narne for the montmorillonite group of clay
minerals. These clay nineralE have swelling properties and a high calion
exchange capacity.

Solution Channel - A tubular or planar channel forrned by solution in
carbonate-rock (Karst) terrdins.

Standard Deviation - The positive sqrare root of the variance. The
variance is the average of the squares of the differences between the
actr.ral measurements and the mean.

Stratioraphv - the science (study) of original succession and age of rock
strata, also dealing with their forrn, distribution, Iithologic composi-
tion, fossil content, and geophysical and geochemical properties.
Stratigraphy also encompesses unconsolidated naterials (i.e., soils).

Strtrctural Anomalv - A geologie feature, especially in the slrbsurface,
dirtinguished by geophysical, geological, or geochenical means, which is
diffrrcnt f,rom the general surroundings.

Surface fmpor.urdment - A facility or part of a facility which is a natural
topographic depression, man-made excavation, or diked area forrned
primarily of earthen rnaterials (although it nay be lined with nan-made
naterials), which is designred to hold an accunulation of liquid !'rastes or
wastes containing free liguids, and which is not an injection well.
Exanples of surface impoundments are holding, storage, settling, and
aeration pits, ponds. and lagoons.

T-Test - The t-tast is a statistical method used to deternine the
rignificencc of difference or change between sets of initial background
and rubseguent lnrameter values.

- Total organic earbon.

- Totat organic halogens.

Teflono Trade name for polyperfluorethylene .

?exture - The interrelationship between the size, shape, and arrangenent
oJ rninerals or trnrticles in a rock.

Totai t'Iumber of Values - The nurnber of measurements (including less than
detection values) made for a chemical parameter over a statisticatly
significant period of time (e.9., one yearl.

T0c

TOX
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T ransformat ion - Process of establishing correspondence between el'ements
data to elements in another set of data, such that each
first, set corresponds to a rrnique element in the second

in one set of
element in the
set.

frernie Method - Method whereby bentonite/cement slurries are pumped

uniformly within the annular sEace of a well

Trip Blank - A field blank that is transpnrted to the sampling site,
handfed the same as other samples, then returned to the laboratory for
analysis in determining QA/Qp of sample handling procedures.

Tvpe II Water - Water prepared by using a still (deionized supply gtater
may Ue ne-essary) designed to produce a distillate having a conductivity
of less than 1.0 r"rnho/cn at 25oC and a maxinum total rnatter content of
0.I mg/I.

Undulatinq - A periodic rise and fall of a surface; having a ttavy outline
or aPPearance.

Unsaturated Zone - A subsurface zone ab6ve the water table in which the
interstices of a Eorous mediun ere only partially filled with water.
Also referred to as Vadose Zone.

Upgradient - In the direction of increasing static head.

Upqradient well - One or nrlre wells which are placed hydraulically
upgradient of the site and are capable of yielding gror"nd-water sanples
that are representative of regional conditions and are not affected by
the regulated facility.

Upperrnost Aquifer - The geologic formation, grouP of formations, or pnrt
of a formation tnat contains the upperrnost trrotentiometric surface caEnble
of yietding a sigmificant alnount of ground water to wells or springs and
rnay include fill nraterial that is saturated. There should be very
linited interconnection, based upnn punping tests' between the upPennoot
aquifer and lower aguifers. Conseguently, the uppermost aguifer includes
all interconnected water-bearing zones calnble of significant yield that
overlie the confining layer.

Vadose Zone - See Unsaturated Zone.

Volatile ConEtituents - Solid or liquid conprounds which are relatively
unEtable at standard ternperature and pressure and undergo Spontaneous
phase change to a gaseous state.

Volatile Orqqnics - Liguid or solid organic compor:nds with a tendency to
pass into the vapor state.
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f{astewater Treatment Svstem - A collection of treatment processes
designed and built to reduee the anpunt of suspended solids, bacteria,
oxygendemanding material.s, and chemical constituents in wastewater.

Water Table - The water level surface below the ground at which the
vadose zone ends and the phreatic zone begins. rt is the Level to which
a well screened in the unconfined aquifer would fill with water.

We.ll A shaft or
cylindrical form,
earLh from caving

tnle l l Cluster
(screened) to
boreholes in
samples that
more aguif ers

pit dug or bored into the earthr g€nerally of a
and often walled with tubing or pipe to prevent the
in.

A weII cluster consists of two or more wells completed
different depths in a single borehole or a series of

close proxirnity to each other. From these wells, water
are representative of the different horizons within one or
can be collected,

9{err Evacuation - Process of removing stagnant water from a welr prior to
sampling.

X-Ray Diffraction - An analytical technique used for mineralogical
characterization. A sample is exposed to a filtered and monochroiatic
bean of x-rays and the reflected energy is measured and used to identify
soil corloid types, degree of interleafing, or interstratification, and
variations in interplatelet spacings.

Zgg - Any subsurface formation or
layer which is permeabl.e and would preferentially channer the flow of
contaminants away from a regulated facility.
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Adsorb, 78, 114
Aliphatic HydrocarboDs e 78
Analyte, 108, 109
Annular Sealant , 82, 83
Anrrular Space , 84, 85
Anticline , 39, 4L
Aquiclude, 90
Aromatic Hydrocarborls r 78
Assessment Monitoring , L20, L24,

137, 140, 143, 144, 145
Assessment PIan, 145, 146 , L47
Attenuation, 163
Background Concentrations, 136,

138
Background Mean , L23, 136
Background Variance, L23
Sasement, 39
Bentonite, 77, 83, 88
Borehole, 6, 8, 9, '13, 74, 76,

77
Borehole Geophysics, I54
CABF t-Test, I30
Carborr,ate Environments , 64
Casing , 78-86, 99
Chain of Custody, 97 , 98, Il4,

119
Chemical Standards, 98
Chemically Spiked, 98
Cluster, 26, 55, 154
Coefficient of Variation, 174
Color, 58
Components of Variability, 132
Concentration Profiles, 143
Confining Layer, 5, 8, L2, 35,

36, 100, 151, rgg
Core, L62
Corrosive Environments , 78
Dielectrie, 80
Dispersivity, 49 , 50, f 56, 157
Downgradient, L32
Downgradient Monitoring 9fe11, 45,

46, 47 , 49, 51, r07 , L23, L37 ,
139, 149
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Drawdowo, 33, 155
Drive Pipe , 75
Drive Shoe, 74
Dunnett' s Modification, 131
Equipment Blank, ll9
Equipotential, 58
Esters , 78
False Negative, 131, I35
False Positive, 131, 134, 135 ,

137 , 139, 148, 150
FieId Blank, 119
Filter Pack , 78, 82
Floaters, 56, 100, 101
Flow Net , 28, 29
Glacial TilI, 47 , 58
Goodness of, Fit, L32, 133, 134
Gra in Size , 58
Halogenated Hydrocarbons, 7 8
Hazardous gilaste, 46 , 52 , 143,
164, 167, 168

Hazardous gilaste Constituent, 46,
52, I51, 157, L62, 164, 167

Hazardous 9{aste l'tanagement , L25
Hazardous gfaste Management Area, 51
Headspace, ILI
Heaving Sand, 73
High Corrosion Potential , 78
Hydraulic Conductivity, 5, 8, 11,

15, L7 , 30 , 31 , 50 , 85, r55 , 1,61

Hydraul ic Conununication, 52
Hydraulic Head, 26, 30, 31, 62,

L57
Indicator Parameters, 54, 136,

139 , L45, 150
Intrinsic Permeability, 185
Ion Exchange Capacity, 161
Karst , 47 , 64, 69 ,

Keton€s, 78
Landfill, 64
Leach, 78
Leachate, 53, 150 , I57
Limestone , 36, 39, 55
Liner, 50
Lithology, 6, 50, 56, 170
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Mature Karst, 64
Maximurn Value , L7 4
Mean, I74, I79
Median, I74, t79
Mineralogy, 8, 15, L7 , 15I
Minirnum Valu€, 17 4
Mud, 77
Non-Normality, 133
Normal Distribution, 134
Organic Polymers , 77
Organic Vapor Analyzer , 100, I52
Outwash Sand, 58
Oxidizing Acids , 78
PVC , 79, gA, 106
Permeabi lity, 18 , L9 , 34, 35, 36 ,

53, 54, r52 , 155, 153, rg5
Petrographic Analysis, 15, L7
Photoioni zation Ana lyzer, 100
Piezometer, 24, 26, 28, 7L, 162
Plume Characterization, L44, 145,

167
Polyethylene , 78, 106, 109 , LLz
Polypropyl.ene, '18, 109, 112
Potentiometric Data, 56
Potentiometric Surfac€, 6, 24,

26 , 30, 35, 35, 39, 49 , 52 , 53,
55, 64, 90, too, 154, 162

Pump Test, 33
Purged Water, I04
RCRA Monitoring Well, 7L
Rate of Migration, 168, 170, IBI
Retardation, 156, L57
Sarnpling and Analysis PIan, 97 ,

98, r0g, 165
Saturated Zone , 54, 78, 151, 186
Shelby Tube, LZ
Side-by-Side, 94
Sinkers , 55, 100
Slug Test , 32, 185
Split Spoon Sampler, Lz
Standard Deviation, L7 4
Stratigraphy, 9, 11
T-Test, 28, I23, L24, I30
Toc, 105, 111, rI4
Tox, 105 , L11, 114
Teflonr 78

Textutr€ r 58
Total Nurnber of Values , l-74
Transformation, 134, 163, 164,

157, 184
Tremie Method, 84
Trip Blank, 118 , 119
Ty?e f I Wat er , 107, 109
Undulating, 58
Unsaturated Zone, L5, 80
Upgradient, L32
Upgradient Monitoring Well, 45,

46, 51, 66, 67 , 69 , r23, 133,
138, 136, r37

Uppermost Aguifer , L, 5 , 8, 34,
35, 5g

Vadose Zone, 49, 80
Volatile Constituents, t07
Vo1ati Ie Organics , 78, 105, 114 , L52
9lell (t"lonitoring gfell), 24, 47,

5I, 7L, 99, 100, 101, L02, 1tr6
9fell Clust€tr, 55, 56, 155
Well Evacuatioo, 97 , L02, 107 ,

r08, 116
X-Ray Diffraction , 8, 15, L7
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APPENDIX A.I

CHARASIERIZA?ION OF SITE HYDROGEOIOGY I{ORKSTIEET

The following worksheets have been desigmed to assist the enforcement
official in evaluating the program the owner/operator used in characterizing
hydrogeologic conditions at his site. lhis series of worksheets has been
couttrriled to pnralle1 the inforrnation presented in Chapter I of the TEGD.

I. Review of Site Hydrooeoloqic fnvestiqatorv fechniques

A.

B.

Was the site investigation and/or data collection
performed by a qualified professional in geology?

Did the owner/operator survey the following existing
regional dat8:

(Y/N}

(Y/N ) _
(Y/N ) _

1.
2.
3.

U.S.G.S. Maps?
Water supply lrell logs?
Other ( specify)

e. Did the owner/operator use the following direct
techniques in the hydrogeologic assessment:

1. Soi I borings/ rock corings?
2. MateriaLs tests (e.g., grain size analyses,

standard penetration tests, etc . r?
3. Piezometer installation for water leveJ

measurements at different depths?
4. Slug tests?
5. Purnp tests?
6. Geochemical analyses of soil samples?
7. Other (specify)

Did the owner/operator use the following indirect
techniques to supplement direct techniques data:

1. Geophysical well logs?
Z. Tracer studies?
3. Resistivity and/or electromagnetic conductance?
4. Seismic survey?
5. Hydraulic conductivity measurements of cores?

(Y/N)

(YlN)

(Y/N}
(y/N)
(Y/N)
(Y/N)

-

-

).

(Y/N ) _
(Y/N ) _(Y/N)_
(Y/N ) _
(Y/N ) _
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E.

F.

rr
\JO

H.

I.

6. Aeria1 photography?
7. Ground penetrating radar?
8. Other ( specify)

Did the owner/operator document and present the
raw data from the site hydrogeologic assessrnent?

Did the owner/operator docurnent, methods (criteria)
used to correlate and analyze the inforrnation?

Did the owner/operator prepare the following:

aquitard?
f lows?

(Y/N) ,.
(Y/N)

(Y/N) .
(Y/N ) _

(Y/N) . j

(Y/N)_

(Y/N)_
(Y/N) _(Y/N)_
(Y/N ) _
(Y/N) _(Y/N)_
(Y/N) ,. ..
(Y/N) _

(Y/N)_

(Y/N) _(Y/N)_
(Y/N)_

(Y/N)

(Y/N)_
(Y/N)_

(Y/N)_

(Y/Nl_

J.

K.

Did the owner/operator obtain a regional map of the
area and delineate the facility?

If yes, does this map illustrate:

1. Surficial geology features?
2, StreaRS, rivefse lakes, or wetlands near the faciliEy?
3. Discharging or recharging wells near the facility?

Did the owner/operator obtain a regional
hydrogeologic rnap?

If yes, does this hydrogeologic rnap indicate

1 . l{a jor areas of recha rge / discha rge ?
2. Regional ground-water flow direetion?
3. Potentiometric contours which are cons'iEtent with

observed water level elevations?

L. Did the owner/operator prepare a facility site map?

U. If yes, does the site map show:

1 . Narrative descript ion of geology?
2 . Geologic cross sect ions?
3 . Geologic and soi I maps ?

4. Boring/coring logs ?

5. Structure contour maps of aquifer and
5. Narrative description of ground-water
7 . 0,later table/potentiornetric mep?
8. Hydrologic cross sections?

Regulated units of the facility (e.g.,
areas, inqroundrnents ) ?
Any seeps r spfings, streams r poods, or

1.

2.

landfi I I

wetlands ?
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3.

4.

I.

2.

3.

4.

5.

tocation of monitoring wells , soi 1 borings ,
or test pits?
How many regulated units does the facility have?
If more than one regulated unit then,
. Does the waste nanagement area encompass all

regulated units?
Cr

o Is a waste management area de1 ineated for each
regulated unit?

oswER-9950, I

(Y/N}

(Y/N )

(Y/N)

(Y/N)

(Y/N )

(Y/N}

(Y/N )

II. Characterization .of Subsurface Geoloqv of- Site

A. SoiI bor rngltest pit program:

were the soil borings/test pits performed under
the supervision of a qualified professional?
were the borings placed close enough to accurately
portray stratigraphy with minimal reliance on
infe rence ?

Tf not, did the oerne r/ogerator provide documentation
for selecting the spacing for borings?
were the borings drilled to the depth of the first
confining unit below the uppermost zone of
saturation?
Indicate the method(s) of drilling:
o Auger ( hollow or sol id stem )
o Mud rotary
o Ai r rota ry
o Reverse rotary
. Cable tool
o Jetting
o Other ( specify)

6. 9iere continuous sample corings
7 , HOw trtere the Sampl es obtained

o Split spoon
o She lby tube r otr s imi la r
o Rock coring
o Ditch sampling
o Other (explain)

taken?
(check methodfs ] )

(Y/N)

(Y/N }

(v/N)
(y/N )
(Y/N}

8.

9.

Were the continuous sample corings
qualified professional in geol ogy?
Does the field boring 1og include
information:
o Hole name/number?
o Date stared and finished?
. Geologist's name?

logged by a

the fol lowing
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o Driller'g name?
o Hole location (i.e., map and elevationl?
o Drill rig type and bit/auger size?
. Gross petrography (e.9., roch tlDe) of

each geologic unit?
. Gross mineralogy of each geologic unit?
o Gross structural interpretation of each

geologic unit and structural features
(e.g., fractures, gouge material, solution
channels, buried streams or rralleys,
identification of depositional naterial)? .

o Development of soil zones and vertical extent
and description of soil tlpe?

o Depth of water-bearing unit(s) and vertical
extent of each?

o Depth and reason for terrnination of borehole?
r Depth and location of any contaninant encountered

in borehole?
o Sanple location/number?
o Percent sample recovery?
o Narrative descriptions of:

-- Geologic observations?
-: Dri lling obserrrations?

10. l{ere the following arnlytical tests performed on the
core sanples:
o lr{ineralogy (e.9., microscopic tests and x-rby

diffraction) ?
o Petrographic analysis:

- degree of crystallinity and cernentation of
matrix?

- degree of sorting, size fraction (i.e,
sieving), text0ral variations?

- rock tlpe(s)?
- soil type?
- approxinate bulk geochenistry?
- existence of microstructures that may effect

or indicate fluid flow?

o Falling head tests?
o Static head tests?
o Settling neagurements?
o Centrifuge tests?
o Colunn drawings?

B. Verification of subsurface geological data

1. Has the owner/operator used indirect geophysical nethods
to supplement geological conditions between borehole
locations?

(Y/N ) _
( Y/Nl _
( y/N )_

( Y/N l_
(Y/N)_
( Y/N )_

(y/il)_

(Y/N)_

(Y/N)
(Y/N ) _
(Y/N ) _(Y/N) 

._
( v/N )_
( Y/N )_
( y/N )_

(Y/N)_

(Y/N)

(Y/N)_
( Y/N) _(Y/Nl_
(Y/N }

(Y/N)_

(Y/N ) _
( Yzttt) _
(Y/N )_
(Y/N ) _
(Y/N )

(Y/u1
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2. Does the nurnber of borings and analytical data indicate
that the confining layer displays a low enough
permeability to impede the migration of contami.nants
to any stratigraphicalfy lower water-bearing units?

3. Is the confining layer laterally continuous across
the entire site?

4. Did the owne rloperator consider the chernical
compatibility of the site-specific waste tlpes
and the geologic materials of the confining layer?

5. Did the geologic assessment address or provide
means for resolution of any information gaps of
geologic data?
Does the laboratory data corroborate the field
data for petrography?
Does the laboratory data corroborate the field
data for mineralogy and subsurface geochemistry?

C. Presentation of geologic data

1. Did the owner/operator present an adequate nurnber
of geologic cross sections of the site?

2. Do each of these cross sections:
o identify the tlEles and characteristicE of

the geologic rnaterials present?
o define the contact zones between different

geologic rnaterials?
o note the zones of high permeability or

fracture?
o give detailed borehole information including:

-- location of borehole?
-- depth of termination?
-- location of gcreen (if applicable)?
-- depth of zone of saturation?
-- depiction of any geophysicaf logs?

3. Did the owner/operator provide a topographic rnag which
was eonstructed by a licensed surveyor?

4. Does the totrrcgraphic rap provide:
. . contours at a rnaxirnum interval of two-feet?

o locations and illustrations of rnan-made
features (e.9., parking lots, factory
buildings, drainage ditches, storm drains,
pipelines, etc. )?
descriptions of nearby lrater bodies?

o descriptions of off-site wells?
o site boundaries?
o individual RCRA r.rnits?
. delineation of the waste management area(s)?
o solid waste managenent areas?
o well and boring locations?

6.

7.

(Y/N)

(Y/N)

(v/N)

(Y/N)

(Y/N}

(Y/N)

(Y/N )

(Y/N) 
-_

(Y/N)_

(Y/N)_

(Y/N)_
(Y/N)_
(Y/N) _(v/N)_
(Y/N ) _
(Y/N)_

(Y/N)_

(Y/N) _(Y/N)_
(Y/N ) _(Y/N)_
(Y/N)_
(Y/N ) _
( v/N) _(Y/N)_
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Did the olfner/operator provide an aerial photo-
graph depicting the site and adjacent off-site
features?

5. Does the photograph clearly show surface water
bodi€s, adjacent mrrnicipalities, Eod residences
and are these clearly Iabelled?

III. fdentification of Ground-Water Flow Paths

A. Ground-water flow direction

Was the well casing height measured by a
Licensed surveyor to the nearest 0.0I feet?
Were the well water Level measurements taken
within a 24 hour period?
l{ere the wel l water level measurements taken
to the nearest 0.01 feet?
9{ere the well water levels allowed to stabilize
after construction and development for a
minimum of 24 hours prior to measurementE?
Was the water level information obtained
from (check appropriate one):
o multiple piezometers placenent in single

boreholes?
o vertically nested piezometers in closely spaced

Eeparate boreholes?
Did the owner/operator provide eonstruetion
details for the piezometers?
How rtere the static water lavels measured (eheck
nethod( s ) .

- Electric water sounder

Air l ine
- Other ( explain)

?{as the wel l water level measured in well s
drilled to an equivalent depth below the
saturated zone, oF screened at an equivalent
depth below the saturated zone?
tl,as the owner/operator provided a site water table
(potentiometric) contour nap? If yes,
. Do the potentiometric contours appear logrical

based on topography and presented data?
(Consult water level data)

o Are ground-wat,€r flowlines indicated?
o Are static water levels shown?
o Can hydraulic Aradients be estimated?

5.

1.

2.

3.

4.

(Y/N)_

(Y/N)-

(Y/N)_

(Y/N)_

(Y/N)_

(Y/N)_

(v/Nl

(Y/N) _ -

(Y/N)

(Y/N)_
(Y/N) _(Y/N)_
(Y/N) _

5.

5.

7.

8.

9.
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B.

10. Did the oerner/operator develop two, otr more 7

hydrologic cross sections of the vertical flow
comp,onent across the site?

11. Do the owner/operator's flow nets include:
o piezometer locations?
o depth af screening?
. width of screening?

Seasonal and temporal fluctuations in ground-water level

1. Do fluctuations in static water levels occur?
If yes, are the fluctuations caused by any of
the following:

Off-site weII pumping
Tidal processes or other intermittent natural
variat ions ( e . g. , river stage, etc . )
On-site welI punping

-- Off-site, orr-site construction or changing
land use patterns

-- Deep well injection
-- 9laste disposal pract ices

Seasonal variations
Other ( specify)

2. Has the owner/operator docunented the source and
patterns that contribute to or affect the grotrnd-water
flow patterns below the waste nanagenent area?

3. Do the water level fluctuations alter the general
ground-water gradients and flow directions?

4. Based on water level data, do any head differ-
entials occur that rnay indicate a verticat flow
comgrcnent in the saturated zone?

5. Did the owner/operator implement means for gauging
Iong term effects on water novenent that nuy result
fron on-site or off-site construction or changes
in land-use patterns?

C. Hydraulic conductivity

1. How were hydraulic conduetivities of the subsurface
materials determined?
o Single-well t,ests (slug tests)?r Multiple-well tests (pr.unp tests)?

2. If single-well tests were conducted. was it done
by:

- Adding or removing a known rrolume of water?
or
Pressurizing well casing

(Y/N }

(Y/N)
( Y/N)
(Y/N}

(Y/N }

(Y/N}

(Y/N }
(Y/N }

(Y/N }
(Y/N}
(Y/N )
(v/N)

-
(Y/N)

(Y/N )

(Y/N}

(v/N)

(Y/N ) _
(v/N ) _

(Y/N )

(Y/N )
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3.

4.

5.

If single well tests were conducted in a highly
permeable forrnation, were pressure transducers
and high-speed recording equipment used to
record the rapidl,y changing water leve1s?
Since single well tests only measure hydraulic
conductivity in a limited area, were enough
tests run to ensure a representative measure
of conductivity in each hydrogeologic unit?
Is the owner/operator's slug or pump test data
consistent with existing geologic information
( e. g, , boring logs ) ?

Were other hydraulic conductivity properties
determined?
If yes r ptrovide any of
avai labl e :
o Transmi s s ivi ty
. Storage coefficient
o Leakage

the fol lowing data , if

o Permeabi l ity
o Porosity
o Specific capacit
o Other ( specify)

fdentification of the uppermost aguifer

1. I{as the extent of the uppermost aquif er in the
facility area been defined? If yes ,
o Are soi 1 boring/test pit logs included?
o Are geologic cross-sections included?

2. fs there evidence of confining (competent,
unfractured, cootinuous r and low permeability)
Iayers beneath the site?
o Tf yes, w€ls continuity demonstrated through the

evidence of lack of drawdown in the upper well
when separate, closely-spaced wells (one screened
at the uppermost part of the water table, and
the other screened on the lower side of the
confining layer) are pumped simultaneously?

3. 9f,as hydraulic conductivity of the confininlr unit
deterrnined by direct f ield measurements to be
of sufficient low permeability to prevent passage
of contaminants to saturated, stratigraphically
lower units ?

4. Does potential for other hydraulic interconnect-
tion exist (e. g. , lateral incontinuity between
geologic units, facies changes, fracture zones,
cross cutbing structures, or chemical corrosion/
alteration of geologic units by leachate)?

(Y/N )

(Y/N)

(v/N)

(Y/N}

(Y/N) _
(Y/N) _(y/N)_

(v/Nl

(Y/N}

(Y/N)

(Y/N)__

5.

7.

D.
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IV. Conclusions

A. Subsurface geology

Has sufficient data been collected to adeguately
define petrography and petrographic variation?
Has the subsurface geochemistry been adequately
defined?
Was the boring/coring program adequate to define
subsurface geologic variation?
Was the owner/operator' s narrative description
complete and accurate in its interpretation
of the data?
Does the geologic assessment address or provide
rneans to resolve any information gaps?

Ground-water f low paths

Did the owner/operator adequately estabtish the
horizontal and vertical components of ground-
water flow?
9{ere appropriate methods used to establish
ground-water f low paths?
Did the owner/operator provide accurate
documentation?
Are the potentiometric surface measurements
vaI id?
Did the olrner/operator adequately consider the
seasonal and ternporal effects on the grorrnd-
water?

B.

1.

z.

3.

4.

5.

I.

2.

3.

4.

5.

(y/N)

(v/N)

(Y/N}

(y/N )

(ylN)

(y/N)_

(Y/N)_

(v/N )

(y/N) _

(y/N)_

c.

5. Were sufficient hydraulic conductivity tests
perforrned to document Lateral and vertical
variation in hydraulic conductivity in the
entire hydrogeologic subsurface below the
site? (Y/N)

Uppermost aquifer

l. Did the owner/operator adequately def ine the
uppermost aquifer? (v/N)
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APPE}TDIX A.2

PtACEN4ET\ru OF DETECTION MONITORING WELLS WORKSHEET

The following worksheets are designed to assist the enforcement officer's
eval.uation of an owner/operator's approach for Eelecting the number, location,
and depth of all detection phase monitoring weIls. This series of worksheets
has been cornpiled to closely traek the information presented in Chapter 2 of
the IEGD. The guide for the evaluation of an ovrner/operator's placenent of
rnonitoring wells is highly dependent upon a thorough characterization of the
site hydrogeology as described in Chapter I of the IEGD and Appendix A.1
worksheets.

I. Piacement of Downqradient Detection Monitoring tlells

A. Are the ground-water monitoring wel1s or clusters located
inunediately adjacent to the waste rnanagenent area?

B. Does the owner/operator provide a rationale for the
location of each nonitoring well or cluster?

C. Does the ovmer/operator provide an explanation for the
density of the gror.urd-water npnitoring wells?

D. tlas the ovrner/operator identified the screen length(a)
of each monitoring well or cluster?

E. 9{hat length screens has the owner/operator enployed in
the ground-water nonitoring wells on site?

Does the owner/operator provide an explanation for the
screen lengths of each monitoring r{ell or cluster?
Do the actual locations of monitoring $rells or clusters
correspond to those identified by the owner/operator?

F.

G.

of each

for the

(Y/N)

(Y/N)

(Y/N) _

(Y/N)

(Y/N) _
(Y/N)_

(Y/N)

(Y/N)

II. Place_rngq9 of -UpgradienL Monitorjnq Wells

A. Has the owner/operator documented the locat,ion
utr)gradient monitoring well or cluster?

B. Does the owner/operator provide an explanation
location( s ) of the uplrradient monitoring r{el ls?
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What length screens has the ownec/operator employed in
the background moni toring well ( s ) ?

Does the owner/operator provide an explanation for the
screen length(s ) chosen?
Are the upgraident monitoring wells installed in the
same portion of the uppermost aquifer as the downgradient
monitoring wells?
Does the actual location of each background monitoring
well or cluster correspond to that identified by the
owner/operator?

III. Conclusions

Downgradient gilel Is

Do the location, nurnber, and screen lengths of the ground-
water monitoring wells or clusters in the detection
rnonitoring system allow for the inunediate detection
of a release of hazardous waste or constituents from the
hazardous waste management area?

Upgradient 9{e1ls

Do the location and screen lengths of the upgradient
(background) ground-water monitoring wel ls ensure
the capability of collecting ground-water samples
representatiave of upgradient (background) ground-water
quality including any ambient heterogeneous chemical
characteri st i cs ?

c.

D.

E.
(y/N)

(v/N)

(Y/N}

(y/N)

(Y/N)

F.

A.

B.
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APPB{DIX A.3

MONITORING g.IELL DESIGN AI{D CONSTRUCTION T{ORKSHEET

The following worksheets have been designed to assist the enforcement
officer in evah.nting the techniques used by an owner/operator for designing
and constructing rnonitoring wel.ls. This series of worksheets has been
compiled to paralle1 the inforrnation presented in Chapter 3 of the T&D.

I. Monitorinq Well Deiiqn

A. Conrplete the attached well construction sumnry sheet for the
nonitoring well unless similar documentation is already availabl.e
from the owner/operator. Include the locations where the well
intercepts changes in geological forrnation.

II. Drillinq Methods

A. What drilling method was used for the well?
o Hollow-stem auger
o Solid-stem auger
o Cable tool
o Air rotary
. Water rotary
. Mud rotary
o Reverse rotary
o Jetting
o Air drill with
o Other ( spec ify)

casing hamrner

Were any drilling fluids (including water) or additives
used during drilling? (Y/N)._
If yes, specify
Trce of drilling
Source of water
Foam
Polyme rs
Other

B.

f luid
used

c.
D.

Was the drilling fluid, or
Was the drilling eguipment
the well?

additive, analyzed?

steam-cleaned prior
(Y/N)-

to drilling
(Y/N)
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E.

F.

gtas compressed air used during drilling?
1. If yes, was the air treated to remove oil

f iltered) ?

Did the ownet/operator document procedure for
the potent iornetric surfa ce?
1. If $€sr how $tae the location established?

(Y/N)
(e.g.,

(Y/N)
establ i shing

(v/N)

G. Formation samples
1. Wese continuous formation sample cores collected

initially during drilling?
2. How were the samples obtained?

. Split sEpon
o Shelby tube
o Core dril.l
o Other ( specify)

3. Indicate the intervals at which forrnation sarnples were
col lected

(Y/N)

4, Identify
forrned on

if any physical and/or
the forrnation samples

chemical
( specify)

tests were p€r-

III . bnitorinq well ConstsugSioq !€t-erif,Lrq

Liet of Potential Construction l{aterials for the Saturated Zone

1. Stainless steel (316, 304, 22051
2. Fluorocarbon resins ( specify)
3. Other ( specify)

Teflon

A. Identify construction materials (by number) and
( IDIOD)

Material

diameters

Diameter
uplop)

1.
z.

3.

Primary Casing
Secondary or outside casing
(double construction)
Screen

A-14
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B. How are the sections of casing and screen connected?
. Pipe sections threaded
o Couplings (friction) with adhesive or solvent
o Couplings (friction) with retainer screws
o Other (specify)

C. Were the materials steam-cleaned
Other cleaning methods (specify)

prior to installation? (v/N)

IV. W9.11 Iqtqle Desiqn pnd WeIl, Dgve.lopEent

A, Was a well intake screen installed?
I. }fhat is the length of the screen for the well?

2. Is the screen manufactured?

B. Was a filter pack installed?
1. Wase the materiat used to construct the

chemically inert? Specify the rnaterial
filter pack

2, Has a turbidity measurement of the well water ever
been made?

C, 9{e11 development
1. What technique was used for well development?

o Surge block
o Bai ler
o Air surging
o Water pumping
o Other (specify)

V. Aqnular Space Seals

A. fs the annular space in the saturated zone directly above
the filter pack filled with?

o Sodiun bentonite (specify tlpe and grit)
a
o

Was
o
o

o

o

Cement (specify neat or concrete)
Other ( specify)

Other ( specifyt

(y/N) _

(r/Nl_
(Y/N)

(Y/N)

(Y/N)

I. the seal installed by?
Dropping rnaterial down
Dropping material down
hollow-stem auger
Tremie pipe method

the hole and tamping
the inside of

A-I5



B. $las a different seal used in the unsaturated zone?
If yes ,
1. Was this seal made with?

. Sodium bentonite (specify type and grit)

hole and tamping
inside of

(YIN )

(Y/N)

(Y/N)

(Y/N}

(Y/N)_
(Y/N) ..,_
(Y/N)

(v/N)

(Y/N)

o

o

Was
o
o

o

o

Is the
cap to
fs the

Has the
prevent

Cement ( specify
Other ( specify)

neat or concrete )

2. this seal instal led by?
Dropping material down the
Dropping material down the

c.

hollow-stem auger
Tremie pipe method
Other ( specify)
upper portion of the borehole sealed with a concrete
prevent infiltration from the surface?

well fitted with an above-ground protective device?

protective cover been installed with locks to
tamper ing?

well:
sampled concurrently?
each sampled using the appropriate EPA

D.

g.

VI . Field Tests lField Demonstration

Do field measurements of the following agree with
reported data:
1. Casing diameter?
2. Well depth?
3. 9fater level elevation?

B. If the existing well is being field demonstrated, complete
Questions 1 through 7.
1. Is the location of the dercnstration well hydraulically

equivalent to the existing well?
Z. 9las the demonstration well installed using EPA-approved

methods and rnaterials?
3. How were the wells evacuated (e.9., bailer or bladder

pump ) ?
existing wel l :

demonstralion
4. Were the wells
5. Were the wells

methodology?

A.

A- 15



6. What paraneters vrere the ground water samples analyzed
for?

oswER-9950. I

these parameters equivalent for each
the acceptable standard deviations ) ? (Y/N)

7. Are the values for
well ( i. €. , within

VII. Conclusions

A. Do the design and construction of the owner/operator's
ground-water monitoring wells pernit depth discrete ground-
water sanrples to be taken?

B: Are the sanples representative of ground-water quatity?
C. Are the ground-water rnonitoring wells structurally stable?
D. Does the ground-water monitoring well's design and con-

struction pernit an accurate assessment of aquifer
characteristics?

(Y/N)

(Y/N)

{Y/N)

(Y/N)
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APPETTIDIX 4.4

SA}'PLING N.ID NIALYSIS WORKSHEET

The following worksheets have been desigmed to assist the enforcement
officer in evaluating the techniques an owner/operator uses to collect and
analyze ground-water samples. This series of workEheets has been cornpiled
based on the information provided in Chapter 4 of the TffiD.

f . Review of $ample Col.lpction -Procedt+geg

A. Measurement of well depths elevation:

Are measurements of both depth to standing water
and depth to the bottom of the weII made?
Are measurements taken to the nearest centimeter
or 0.01 foot?
What device is used?

1.

2.

3.

B.

c.

D.

E.

4. Is there a reference point(s) established by a
Iicensed surveyor?

Detect ion of irnmi scibl e layers :

1. Are procedures used which will detect light phase
immiscible layers?

2. Are procedures used whieh will detect dense phase
irnmiscible layers?

Sampl ing of immi scible laye rs :

1. Are the immiscible layers sampled separately prior to
well evacuation?

2. Do the procedures used minim ize mixing
with water soluble phase?

9,te11 evacuation:
1. Are low yielding wells evacuated to drlnress?
2. Are \igh yielding wells evacu;rted so that at least

three casing volumes are removed?
3. What device is used to evacuate the wel ls?

4. If any problerns are encountered (e. g. , eguipment
malfunctionl are they noted in a field logbook?

Sample withdrawal:
1. For low-yielding wells, are first samples tested for

pH, temperature, and specific conductance after the
well recovers?

(Y/N ) _
(Y/N) _

(Y/N)_

(Y/N ) _
(Y/N)_

(Y/N) 
--

( Y/N) _

( Y/N )_

(Y/N)_

(Y/N }

A-t&
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2, Are sarnples collected and containerized in order of
the parameters volatil i za|-ion sensitivity?

3. For higher-yielding wells, are samples retested for
pH, tenperature, and specific conductance to determine
purging efficiency?

4. Are sarnples withdiarnn with either f luorocarbon resins
or stainless steel (304, 3L6, 2205) sampling devices?

5. Are sarnpling devices either bottom valve bailers
or positive gas displacement bladder pumps?

6. If bailers are used, is fluorocarbon resin-coated wire,
single strand stainless steel wire, oF monofilament
used to raise and lower the bailer?

7 . If bladder punps are usedr Ere they operated in a
continuous manner to prevent aeration of the sample?

8. If bailers are usedr dtr€ they lowered slowly to
prevent degassing of the water?

9. If bailers are used, Er€ the contents transferred
to the sample container in a way that will minimize
agi tat ion and aeration?

10. Is care taken to avoid placing clean sampling eguipment
on the ground or other contaminated surfaces prior to
insertion into the well?

11. rf dedicated sampling equipment is not used, is
equipment disassembled and thoroughly cleaned between
sarnpl es ?

L2. If samples are for inorganic analysis, does the clean-
ing procedure include the following sequential steps:
E. Nonphosphate detergent wash?
b . Di lute acid rinse (HNO3 or HCI ) ?
c. Tap water rinse?
d. Type II reagent grade wat et?

13. If samples are for organic analysis, does the cleaning
procedure include the following sequential steps:
o. Nonphosphate detergent wash?
b. Tap water rinse?
c. Distilled/deionized water rinse?
d. Acetone rinse?
€. Pesticide-grade hexane rinse?

14. rs sampling equipment thoroughly dry before use?
15 ' Are equipment blanks taken to ensure that sample

cross-contamination has not occurred?
15. If volatile sanples are taken with a positive gas

displacement bladder prrrnp, are punping rates below
100 ml/min?

(Y/N ) _

(Y/N ) _
(Y/N)-_

(Y/N ) _

(Y/N) _
(v/N)_
(Y/N )_

(Y/N ) _

(Y/N ) _

(Y/N) 
_.,

(Y/N) 
..

(Y/N) _. "(Y/N) 
_

(Y/N) _

(Y/N)_
(Y/N)_
(Y/N) _(Y/N)_
(Y/N)_
(Y/N) . _

(Y/N) _

(Y/N)
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In-situ or field analyses:
l. Are the following labile (chernically unstablel parameters

determined in the field:' a. pH?
b. Temperature?
c. Specific conductivity?
d. Redox potential?
e. Chlorine?
f. Dissolved oxygen?
S. Turbidity?
h. Other ( specify)
For in-situ determinations, ore they made after well
evacuation and sample removal?
If sarnple is withdrawn f rom the $te11, is parameter
measured from a split portion?
Is monitoring equipment calibrated according to
manufacturers' specif, ications and consistent with
s[{-g 46?
Is the date, procedure, and rnaintenance for equipment
calibration documented in the field logbook?

II. Review of Sample Prese.rvation and Handlinq Procedures

A. Sanple containers:
I. Are samples transferred from the sampling device

rlirectly to their compatible containers?
2. Are sanple containers for netals (inorganics) analyses

polyethylene with pollpropylene caps?
3. Are sample containers for organics analysis glass

bottles with fluorocarbon resin-lined caps?
4. If glass bottles are used for metals samples are

the caps fluerocarbon resin-lined?
5. Are the sanple containers for metal analyses cleaned

using these sequential steps?
a. Nonphosphate detergent wash?
b. 1:1 nitric acid rinse?
c. Tap water rinse?
d. l:l hydrochloric acid rinse?
e. Tap water rinse?
f. Tlpe II reagent grade water rinse? ,

5. Are the sample containers for organic analyses cleaned
using these seguential steps?
a. NonBhosphate detergent/hot water wash?
b. Tap water rinse?
c. Distilled/deionized water rinse?
d. Acetone rinse?
e. Pesticide-grade hexane rinse? r

r.

(Y/N )
(Y/N}
(Y/N}
(Y/N )
(Y/N)
(Y/N)
(Y/N }

(Y/N )

(Y/N}

(Y/N)

(Y/N)

(Y/N)

(v/N ) _
(Y/N ) _
(Y/N)

(Y/N) :(Y/N)_
(Y/N ) _(Y/N)_
(v/N) _ _(Y/N)_

(Y/N) _
(YlN) _
(Y/N)
(Y/N) _(YlN) 

_,

-

-z.

3.

4.

5.
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B.

7 . Are trip blanks used for each sample container tl4le
to verify cleanl iness?

Sample preservation procedures :
1. Are samples for the following analyses cooled to 4oCz

a. T&?
b, TOX?

c. Chloride?
d. Phenols?
€. Sulfate?
f. Nitrate?
g. Pesticides/Herbicides?
h. Coliform bacteria?
i. Cyanide?
j. Oil and grease?
k. Volatile, semi-vo1atile, and nonvolatile

2; Are samples for the following analyses f ield
pH <2 with HNOg:
a. Iron?
b. Manganese?
c. Sodiun?
d. Total metals?
e. Dissolved metals?
f. Radium?
g. Gross alpha?
h. Gross beta?
Are samples for the following analyses field acidified
to pH <2 with H2SO4:
a. Phenols?
b. Oil and grease?
rs the sample for Toc analyses field acidified to
pH <2 with H2SO4 or HCl?
Is the sample for TOX analysis preserved with
1 ml of I. I M sodium sulfite?
Is the sample for cyanide analysis preserved with
NaOH to pH >L2?

7. Are pesticides pH adjusted to between 6 and I with
NaOH or H2SO4?

Special handling considerations:
1. Are organic samples handled without filtering?
2. Are samples for volatile organics transferred to

the aPPropriate vials to elininate headspace over
the sample?

3. Are samples for metal anatysis split into two
portions ?

4. Is the sample for dissolved metals filtered
through a 0.45 micron filter?

organics?
acidified

(Y/N)_

(Y/N)_
(Y/N)
(Y/N)
(Y/ttt)_
(Y/N)_
(Y/N)_
(Y/N), 

..

(Y/N) _
(Y/N) _ _
(Y/N)-_._
(Y/N)_

to

(y/ll) _

3.

(Y/N) -_(y/N)_-_
(Y/N)_
(Y/N)_
(y/N)_
(Y/N)_

(Y/N)
(Y/N)_

(:r/N) _
(Y/N)_

(y/N)_

(Y/N)

(Y/N)

+,

5.

6.

c.
(Y/N ) _

(y/Nl

(Y/N)

( Y/N)
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ls the second portion not fi ltered and analyzed
for total metals?
Is one eguipment blank prepared each day of
ground-water sampl ing?

III. Review of Analvtical Procedures

A. Laboratory analysis procedures:
1. Are all sanples analyzed using an EPA-approved

method (Sw-846)?
2. Are appropriate QA/QC measures used in laboratory

analysis le.g., blanks, spikes, standards)?
3. Are detection limits and percent recovery (if

applicable) provided for each paraneter?
4. If a new analytical method or laboratory is used,

are split samples run for comparison purpnses?
5. Are samples analyzed within specified holding

times?

B. taboratory logbook:
1. Is a laboratory logbook naintained?
Z. Are experinrental conditions (e.g., temperature,

hunidity, etc.) noted?
3. If a sarnple for volatile analysis is received

with headspace, is this noted?
4. Are the regults for all Q$ sanrples identified?
5. Is the time, date, and nane of person noted

for each piocessing step?

W. Review of, Chain-of{ustodv Procedures

A. Sanple labels:
1. Are sanple labels used?
Z. Do they provide the following information:

a. Sanple identification nunber?
b. Name of cotlector?

. c. Date and tirne of collection?
d. Place of collection?
e. Parameter(s) requested:

3. Do they remain legible even if wet?

B. .Sampl e seals :

1. Are sample seals placed on those containers
ensure the samples are not altered?

to

5.

5.
(Y/N )

(y/N)

(Y/N)

(Y/N)

(Y/N)

(Y/N )

(Y/N )

(v/N)

(y/N)

(y/N)
(Y/N)

(Y/N)

-

-

(Y/N) _
(Y/N)_
(Y/N ) _
(Y/N)
(y/N)_
(Y/N) _
(Y/N ) _

(Y/N)_
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c. Field logbook:
1. Is a field logbook maintained?
Z. Does it document the following:

a. Purpose of sampling (e. g., detection or
assessment ) ?

Identification of well?
Total depth of each well?
Static water level depth and measurement
technigue?

e. Presence of immiscible layers and
detection nethod?
Collection rnethod for immiscible layers
and sample identification nr.unbers?
Wel l yield high or low?
Purge volume and pumping rate?
Time well purged?
Wel I evacuation procedures?
Sample withdrawal procedure?
Date and time of collection?
Well sampling sequence?
T14res of sample containers and sample
ident if ication numbers ?

Preservative(s) used?
Parameters requested?
Field analysis data and method(s)?
Samp1e distribution and transporter?
Fie1d observations?
o Unusual well recharge rates?
o Equipment rnalfunction( s ) ?
o Possible sample contamination?
o Sampling rate?

t. Field team members?
U. Climatic conditions and air temperature?

Chain-of -custody record :

1. fs a chain-of-custody record included with
each sample?

2. Does it document the following:
a. Sample number?
b. Signature of coJlector?
c. Date and time of collection?
d. Sampl e tlpe?
e. Identification of well?
f. Number of containers?
g. Parameters requested?
h. Signatures of persons involved in the

cha in-of-possess ion?
i. Inclusive dates of possession?

b.
c,
d.

(y/N)_

(Y/N) _
(Y/N) _
(Y/N}

(Y/N) _
(Y/N) _
(YlN)_
(Y/N)_
(Y/N)_
(Y/N ) _
( Y/N )_
(Y/N)_
(ylN)_
(Y/N)_

(Y/N ) _(Y/N)_
(y/N ) _
(Y/N) _..
(Y/N) _(Y/N)_
(Y/N ) _(Y/N)-
(Y/N ) _
(YlN ) _(Y/N)_
( v/N) _

(Y/N) _
(Y/N)_
(Y/N ) _
(Y/N ) _
(Y/N) - _(Y/N)_
(Y/N)_
(Y/N)_

(Y/N)_
( y/N)_

f.

g.
h.
i.
j.
k.
1.
III .

r1.

O.

P.
g.
!.
S.

D.
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Sample analysis request sheet:
1. Does a sample analysis reguest sheet accompany

each sample?
2. Does the request sheet docurnent the fol lowing:

tt. Name of person receiving the sanple?
b. Date of sample receipt?
c. t aboratory sample number ( if different than

f ield nrrmber ) ?

d. Analyses to be performed?

Laboratory logbook!
I. Is a laboratory logboolr rnaintained?
Z. If sor does it document the followings

a. Sample preparation techniques (e.g., extraction)?
b. Instrumental methods?
c . Experimental conditions?

v. Review of Otrality Assurance/Oralitv Control

A. Is the validity and reliability of the laboratory and
field generated data ensured by a QA/QC progran?

B. Does the QA/Qp program include:
1. Documentation of any deviations fron approved

procedures?
Z, Collection and analysis of trip blanks and

equignent blanks?
3. Documentation of analytical results for:

a. taboratory blanks?
b. Standards?
c. Duplicates?
d. Spiked sanples?

C. Are approved statistical nethods used?

D. Are Qg sarrples used to correct drata?

E. Are all data critically examined to ensure it
has been properly calculated and reported?

VI. Review of Indigators of Data Orality

A. Reporting of low and zero concentration values:
1. Do specific concentration val.ues accornlnnying

neasurements regrorted as legs than a lirnit of
detection?

2. Is the rnagnitude of detection linits consistent
throughout the data set for each parameter?

E.

F.

(Y/N)

(Y/N)
(Y/ltl;

(Y/N)
(Y/N}

(Y/N )

(Y/u1
(Y/N)
(Y/N)

-

-

-

(Y/N)_

(YIN)

(Y/N'

(Y/N) _(Y/N)_
(Y/N)_
(YlN)_
(Y/N)_
(Y/ttll

(Y/N)_

(Y/N).

(v/N ) _
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3. Have technigues described in Appendix B of
40 CFR SfSg been used to determine the detection
limits?

4. Has the method for using ress than detection
Iimit data in presentations and statistical
analysis been documented?

Significant digits:
l. Are constituent concentrations reported with

a eonsistent number of significant digits?
2. Are all indicator parameters reported with

at least three significant digits?
Missing data values:
1. Is the monitoring data set complete?
2. Are t-test comparisons between upgradient and

downgradient wells attempted despite missing
data provided that:
a, At least one upgradient and one downgradient

wel l lrere sampled?
b, In the case of a missing quarterly

sampling set, Vilues are assigned by
averaging corresponding values for
the other three quarters?

c. fn the case of missing replicate values
from a sarnpling event, vElues are assigned
by averaging the replicate(s) which are
available for that sampling event?

Outl iers :

1. Have extreme values (outliers) of constituent
concentrations deleted or otherwise modified
because of:
d. Incorrect transcription?
b. Methodological problems or an unnatural

catastrophic event?
c, Are these above occurences ful ly

documented?
2. Are true but extreme values unaltered and

incorporated in the analysis?
Units of measure:
1. Are all units of measure reported accuratery?
2. Are the units of measure for a given chemical

parameter used consistently throughout the
report?

B.

c.

( Y/N )_

(Y/N)_

(Y/N ) _
(Y/N )-*

(Y/N) _

(Y/N)_

(Y/N ) _

(Y/N)

(Y/N)_

(Y/N) ' -- _-

(Y/N)_

( v/N)-_

(Y/N)_

(Y/N)_

D.

E.
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3. Do the reporting formats clearly indicate
consistent rrnits of measure throughout so that
no ambiguity exists ( i. €. r do the units
accompany each parameter instead of a
statement , "a11 values are ppm unless
otheruise stated" ) ?

Vff. Conclusions

Does the sampling and analysis plan permit the owner/
operator to detect and, where applicable, assess the
nature and extent of a release of hazardous constituents
to ground water from the monitored hazardous waste
nanagement facility?

A.

(Y/N)

(Y/Itl1

A-26
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APPENDIX A.5

PRESNNING DEf,rcTION !,IO}TITORING DATA 9IORI(SHEET

The following worksheets have been desigmed to assist the enforcement
official in evaluating the rnethod an owner/operator uses in presenting and
statisticalty analyzing detection monitoring data. This series of woiksheets
has been compiled to parallel the infornntion provided in Chapter 5 of the
TEGD.

I. Presentinq Detection Monitorinq Data

A. fs the owner/operator using the data reporting sheets
as described in the TEGD (Chapter 5)?

8. Have all the detection monitoring data collected by the
facility been obtained and reviewed?

II. T-test and Nunber of glells

A. 9,Ihich t-test is in use:
1. Cochran I s Approximation to

(CABF t-test ) ?

Averaged replicate t-test
Other, describe:

the Behrens-Fisher

(AR t-test ) ?

(Y/N)

(Y/N)

(Y/N)
(Y/N)

(Y/N)

z.
3.

B. Does the facility have more than one upgradient nonitoring
weII? (v/N)

IrI. First Year ? s Data

Have upgradient wells been nonitored to establish background
concentrations of the following data on a quarterly basis for
one year:
1. Appendix rrr Earameters (SZO5.92(b)(I))?
2, Ground-water quality parameters (5255.92(b)(Z))?
3. Ground-water contamination indicator parameters

(S2os.e2(b)(3) )?

Were four replicate measurements obtained frorn each
upgradient well during the first year of quarterly detec-
tion nonitoring for indicator parameters I5265.92(b)(3]]? (y/N]-_
Have the background mean and variance been determined for
the S265.92(b)(3) parameters using all the data obtained
from the upgradient wells during the first year of sampling? (Y/N)_

A.

B.

(-
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Are background statist:cs determined from missing data
using the criteria discussed in Chapter Four?

il. Subgequent Year's Data

A. fs monitoring data collected after the first year being
compared nith backgrorrnd data to determine trnssible
groundwate r contaminat ion?

B. Is the identified approved t-test being used properly to
determine poss ible gror.rnd-wate r contaminat ion?

C. Are the ground-water qnatity paraneters in 5255.92(b'r1.2l.
being measured at least arurually?

D. Are the indicator gnrameters in 5265.92(b)(3) being
measured in at least four replicate, sanples fron each
well. in the detection rnonitoring network at least
semi-arurually?

E. Are the indicator paraneters collected on a semi-annual
basis being used to estimate the mean and variance?

F. Is the elevation of the water table at each monitoring
well deterrnined each time a sanple is collected?

V. ConcluEions

D.
(Y/N)

(Y/N) _

(Y/N ) _

(Y/N)

(Y/N)_

(Y/N)_

(Y/N) 
_.

A,

B.

Is the orrner/operator adeqr.rately rep,orting and statis-
tically analyzing the faeility's rnonitoring well data? (Y/N)

If the t-test indicated a significant increase in IP's for
downgradient wells, were they resampled and reanalyzed? (Y/N)

If the res€rmpling still indicated a significant increase,
vras assessment monitoring begrrn? (Y/N)

c.
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APPB,IDIX A.6

ASSESSMEIIT !{ONITORII,IG

The following worksheets have been desigrned to assist the enforcement
officer in evaluating an owner/operator's aEEegsment phase ground-r*ater
monitoring program. This series of worksheets has been cornpiled,to gnrallel
the information presented in Chapter 5 of the THID.

I. Review of Hvdroqeoloqic Descriptions

A. llas the site's hydrogeologric setting been well characterized
(refer to Appendix A.1 of TEGD)?

,1. ltras the regional and local hydrogeologtic setting
been thoroughly described?

2. Is there sufficient direct field infornration?
3. Is the inforrnation accurate and retiable?
4. t{as the evaluation performed by a hydrogeologist?
5. Did indirect investigatory raethods correlate with

direct methods?
5. Have all lnssible migration trnthways been identified?
7, Will the description of the hydrogeologic setting aid

in characterizing the rate and extent of the plurne
migration?

II. Review of Detection Monitorinq gvstem Description

A. fs the deteetion rnonitoring system caglable of detecting
all contaninant leakage that rnay be escaping from the
facility (refer to Appendix A.2 of TEGD)?
1. Are the well desigms and construction parameters

fulty documented?
Have the dovmgradient wells been strategically
located so as to intercept migrating contaminants?
Are ug)gradient wells positioned so that they are
not effected by the facility?
What are the screened intervals?
Are the well construction materials (e. g. , cas ing,
screen, seals, packing) comprised of material that
lrill not affect the ground-water quality?

2.

3.

4.
5.

(YlN)_

(v/N) __ _
(Y/N) . ,_(Y/N)_
(y/N)_

(Y/N)_
(Y/N)_

(y/N) _

(Y/N )

(Y/N)

(Y/N}

(Y/N)
(v/N)

(Y/N )

-
-
-

-
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III. REview of Description of Approach for Makinq First Determination

A. Did the detection monitoring system coniistently yield
statist,ically equival.ent concentrat,ions for all indicator
pnraneters? (Y/N)

If
1.

B. no:
Were the results based on the Student's t-test at the
0.0I level of signif j.cance? (Single-tailed t-test for
testing significant increases and two'-tailed t-t,est
for testing significant differences in pH values. )
Were the calculations performed correctly?
If the results are deemed as a false positiv€r did
the ownec/operator fully docurnent the reasoning?
Is there any reasonable cause to believe that faulty
data are responsible for the false positive claim?
Can or will deficiencies in well designr sEInpIe
collection, sample preservation, or analysis be
corrected?

6. If the owner/operator intends to collect additional
data to rernedy any inadeguacies, will thiE collection
result in an acqeptable delay in assessing the extent
of contamination at the site?

7. WilI lnsitive resultE of these determinations initiata
a drilling progran for asgessment monitoring?

IV. Review of Aoproach for Conductinq Assessment

A. Have the asEeEsnent nronitoring objectives been clearly
defined in the agsesgment plan?
1. Does the plan include analysis and/or re-evaluation

to determine if sigmificant contamination has occurred
in any of the detection monitoring wells?' 2. Does the plan provide for a compr-hensive program of

, investigation to fuL1y characterize the rate and
extent of contaminant migration from the facility?

3. Does the plan call for determining thE concentrations
of hazardous wastes and hazardous waEte constituents

z.
3.

4.

5,

(y/N)_
(Y/N)_

(Y/N)_

( y/N )_

( Y/N )_

(Y/N)_

(Y/N)_

(Y/N)

(Y/N)

(Y/N)

4. il"ltin3'3Hl n:ill a s'arrerry mon*orins prosranr lliill
B. Does the assessment plan identify the investigatory

rnethods that btill be used in the assessment phase?
1. Is the role of each method in the evaluation fu1ly

described?

(s/N)

(Y/N)

-

-
-

-

-
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D.

Z. Does the plan provide sufficient descriptions of the
direct nethods to be used?

3. Does the plan provide sufficient descrigtions of the
indirect, methods to be used?

4. WilI the method contribute to the further characteri-
zation of the contaminant movement?

C. Are the investigatory techniques utilized in the assess-
ment program based on direct methods?
l. Does the assessnrent approach incorporate indirect

nethods to further support direct methods?
2. WilI the planned methods called for in the assessnent

approach ultimately meet perfoflnance standards for
assessment nonitoring?

3. Are the procedures well defined?
4. D,oes the approach provide for rpnitoring wells similar

in design and construction as the detection rnonitoring
wel ls?

5. Does thE approach employ taking samples during drill-
ing or collecting core sanples for further analysis?

Are the indirect methods to be used based on reliable
and accepted geophysical techniques ?

l. Are they capable of detecting subsurface changes
resulting from contaminant migration at the site?

2, Is the measurement at an appropriate level of
sensitivity to detect ground-water quality changes
at the site?

3. Is the method appropriate considering the nature
of the subsurface materials?

4, Does the approach consider the limitations of
these methods?

5. Will the extent of contamination and constituent
concentration be based on direct methods and sound
engineering judgment? (Using indirect rnethods to
further substantiate the findings )

Does the assessment approach incorporate any mathematical
modeling to predict contaminant movement?
1. Will site specific measurements be utilized to

accurately portray the subsurface?
2. Witl the derived data be reliable?
3. 9,litl the model be adequately calibrated with

observed physical conditions ?
4. Have the assumptions been identified?
5, Have the physical and chemical properties of the

site-specific brastes and hazardous waste constituents
been identified?

(Y/N ) _
(ylN) _
(Y/N)

(y/N)_

(Y/N)___

(v/N)_
(Y/N)_

(Y/N)_

(Y/N). 
..

(y/N)_

(Y/N)_

(y/N)_

(Y/N)_

(y/N)_

(Y/N ) _

(Y/N)_

(Y/N ) _(y/N)_

(y/N)_
(Y/N)_

(Y/N}

E.
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V. Revieu of Assessrnent Uonitorinq Well€

A. Does the assesgnent plan specify:
1. The nrrnrber, location, and depth of wells?
2. The rationale for their placement and identify the

basis that will bb used to select subseguent sampling
locations and depths in later assessment phases?

Does the assessnent period consist of a phased investiga-
tion so that data gained in initial rorrnds rnay help guide
subseguent rounds?
1. Do initial ror"mds incorporate geophysical technigues

to approximate the limits of the contaminant plume?
Z. Has information from the triggering well (well show*

ing elevated contaninant concentrations) been incor-
pnrated in the initial design and specifications?

3. Is the sampling program designed adeguately to portray
a three dimensional plume configuration?

4. Are evaluation procedures in place that will provide
further guidance for subseguent monitoring?

Does sufficient hydrogeologic data exist in the direction
of the contarninant plume ?
1. Does the subsurface setting provide any information

on pessible transport mechanisms and attenuation
Processes?

2. Are provisions rnade to secure additional data as
needed?

3. Are hydrogeologic descriptions updated as additional
data become availabl e7

Sampling density:
1. Is the number of monitoring well clusters sufficient

to define the horizontal bowrdaries of the plume?
2. Are the well clusters placed both perpendicular and

paral.lel to plume migration from the triggering well?
3, Are the well clusters placed both inside and outside

the contaminant ph,rme to identify its horizontal
boundaries ?

4. Are sampling locations situated so as to identify
areas of maximum contaminant concentration within
the plume?

5. Does the sampling density correlate with the size
of the plune and the geologic variability?

B.

(Y/N )_

(v/N) _

(Y/N)_

(v/N )_

(Y/N)_

(Y/N)_

(Y/N)_

(r/N)_

(Y/N)_

(Y/N)_

( y/N) _

(Y/N)_

(Y/N ) _

(Y/N)_

( Y/N) _
(Y/N)_

o
Vo

D.
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E. Sanpling depths:
1. Are the intervals over which the samples are col.lected

clearly identified?
2. Are the welL screens within each cluster positioned

to sample the fult extent of the predicted vertical
distribution of hazardous waste constituents?

3. Are the well screens depth discrete to the extent
prossible to minimize dilution effects?

4. Are there sufficient welle in each cluster to
verbal.ly define plume rnargins?

5. Are there wells within each cluster that are
screened within the plune?

6. Are the wells placed alternating lower and higher
screened wells to reduce the effect of drawdown on
the sampling horizons?

,7. Are there high fluctuations in ground-water levels,
or is the subsurface characterized by fractured
consolidated formations that may otherwise require
longer screen lengths?

8. Are the wells screened to identify vertical concen-' tration gradients and maximum concentrations of the
contaminants?

VI. Review of Monitorinq Well Desiqn and ConsJruction

A. Are the well design and construction specification reguire-
nents equivalent to the detection requirenents detailed in
Chapter 3?

B. Are well design and construction details provided for:
I. DriIling methods?
2. f{ell construction materials?
3. Well diameter?
4. Well intake structures and procedures for well

dewelopment?
5. Placenent of arvrular seals?

C. Are all these details approved and recomnended considering
the characteristics of the site?

VII. Reviey of_ Samp_],iqg -.and An?lygis_.Proceduqps

A. Does the list of monitoring parameters include all
hazardous waste constituents from the facility?

(Y/N)

(Y/N)

(Y/N)

(Y/tl1

(Y/N)

(Y/N)

(Y/N)

(Y/N)

(Y/N)_

( r/I{}_
(Y/N)_
(Y/N)_

(Y/N)
(Y/N)_

(Y/N)

(Y/Irl )
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B.

1. Does the water quality parameter list include other
important indicators not classified as hazardous
waste constituents?

2, Does the own€r/operator provide docurnentation for
the listed wastes which are not included?.

Have the procedures been detailed for sample collection?
1. Do the procedures include evacuation of the borehole

prior to sample collection?
2, Are special procedures deIineated for collection of

separate phase iruniscible contaninants? (Y/N)_
3, IIas the equipnent been identified? (Y/N)_
4; Do the procedures include decontarnination of equipment? (Y/N)-
5. ' -ve pumping rates, duration, and position in the well

from which water will be evacuated been specified? (Y/N)-
Do the procedures include provisions for sample Preser-
vation and shipment?

Do the procedures specify ?

I. Type of sample containers?
2, Filtering procedures?
3. Itreservation techniques?
4. Storage and time elements involved?
5. Proper documentation?

Do these procedures correspond to recorunended procedures
(S?f-845 or EPA-approved procedures) for sampling and
preservation?

Do the sampling and analysis procedures ident ify analyti-
cal procedures for each of the identified monitoring
pa ramete rs ?

Do the analytical procedures include:
1. Detailed description and reference of aPproved

analytical methods?
2. QA/QC procedures?
3. Location of laboratory performing analysis?
4. Proper documentation?

Does the sampling and anal.ysis plan establish procedures
for chain of custody control?
Do these procedures include:
1. Sample labels?
2. Sample seals?
3. Field logbook?
.4. Chain of custody record?
5. Sample analysis request sheet?
6. Laboratory logbook?

(Y/N)

(Y/N}

(Y/N}

( v/N)

(Y/N)

c.

D.

E.

F.

G.

H.

I.

(Y/N ) _(Y/N)_
(Y/N)_
(Y/N)_
(Y/N)_

(Y/N)_

(Y/N)_

(Y/N)_
(Y/N) _
(Y/N)
(Y/N)_

(Y/N) _

(Y/N) _(Y/N)_
(Y/N)_
(Y/N) _(v/N)_
(Y/N)
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Do the procedures specify how assessment npnitoring data
will be evaluated to determine if contamination has
actually occurred?
l. I,lill the evaluation delineate the full extent of

contaminant migration?
2. Will sigmificant changes in containment concentration

or movement be identified?
3. Are the evaluation procedures suitable and objective?
Does the assessment plan clearly describe the procedures
that will be used for evaluating nonitoring data during
the assessrnent?

Does the plan provide for evaluation of its methodologies
to ensure each method is properly executed during the
assessment perfod?

Is a list of all detection rnonitoring and assessment monitor-
ing (it applicable) data available frorn the owner/operator?
1. Do these lists include:

o Field quality control samples (e.9., sample container
and equigrnent blanks)?

o Laboratory quatity control samples (e.g., replicates,
spiked samples, etc.)?

o Method detection limits?
2. Are the lists prepared using a format which presents:

o Codes that identify GvNCCs?
o Well nunber?
o Date?
o Units of measure?
. Less than (LT) detection limit values?
. Concentrations of Gl{CCs?

Has the owner/operator prepared surwnary statistics tables
of the G9€C data?
1. Do the sunmary statistics tables include:

o Nunber of tT detection limit values?. Total nunber of values?
. Mean?
o Median?
o Standard deviation?. Coefficient of variation?
r Minimurn value?
o Maximum value?

2. Are there suilnary statistics tables that gresent:
o Gt@?
o @ilCC by well number?
r GAEC by well number and date?o Quality control data?

K.

L.

l{.

(Y/N ) _
(Y/N)_

(Y/N)_
(Y/N ) _

(Y/N ) _

(Y/N )_

(Y/N)_

(Y/N ) _
(Y/N ) _
(Y/N )_

(Y/N ) _
( Y/N )_
(Y/N ) _
(Y/N ) _
(Y/N )_
(Y/N )_

( Y/N )_

(Y/N)_
(Y/N )_
(Y/N ) _
( Y/N )_
(Y/N)
( y/N )_
(Y/N)_
(Y/N)_

(Y/N ) _(Y/N)_
(YlN) _
(Y/N)

N.
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o. Has the oyrner/operator simplified the statistical data?
1. Was the data simplified using a ranking procedure for

each GfiICC-weL l combinat ion?
2. Has the ranking procedure been applied to each G!ilCC

which was detected at least once at every well in the
monitoring system?

Did the owner/operator display the data graphically?
1. Were the data plotted graphically to evaluate

temporal changes?
Z. Were the data plotted on facility maps to evaluate

spacial trends?

weI 1s?
2. Are the methods employed suitable for these determing-

tions?
3. Are the limitations of these methods known and

documented?

(v/N ) _
(Y/N ) _

(v/N )_
( v/N ) ,_ .,j

(Y/N)_

(YlN )

P.

VIIf. Review of lliqration Rates

A. Did the owner/operator's assessment plan specify the pro-
cedures to be used to deterurine the rate of constituent
migration in the ground-water? (Y/N)

B. Do the procedures incorporate a periodic re-evaluation of
sanpling data to continually rrcnitor the rate and extent
of contaminant migration? (Y/N)
1. Ilo the procedures clearly establish grorrnd-water flow

rateE and direction downgradient fron the detection

4. D,o the evaluations incorSnrate chegrical and physical
characteristics of the contarninants and the rnedia? (Y/N)-

5. Are adsorptive and degradative processes considered
in determining any retardation of contaminant movenent? (Y/N)_

'6. Have the assdlptions been identified and documented? (:l/N)_
C. Does the assessment plan evaluate the presence of

inuniscible phase layers?
l. Do the procedures speeify detection and cotlection

of light and Qense phase iruniscibles prior to well
evacuation?

2. Has the owner/operator used the slope of the water
table and the velocity of ground-water flow to €stinate
light phase inwriscible rnigration? (v/N)_

3. Has the owner/operator defined the configiuration of
the confining layer to predict denEe phase irmigcible
nigration? (Y/N)_

(Y/N)_

(Y/N)_

(y/N)_

(Y/N)

(Y/N)
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Reviewing Schedule of ftnplementation

A. Itras the owner/operator specified a schedule of implenenta-
tion in the assessment plan? (v/N)

B. Does the schedule for implernenting assessment monitoring
data include a tinetable for a comprehensive site evalua-
tion for contamination? (Y/N)

C. Does the tinetable include:
1, A number of milestones used to judge if sufficient

progress is being nade toward the completion of the
assessnent during irnplementation?

Z. The determination if contanination has occurred?
3. Conpleting an initial conprehensive assessnent of

contamination at the site?
4. Implementing a program for continued monitoring after

fully characterizing contarnination at the site?
D. Iloes this represent an acceptable time frane?

X. Conclusions

(Y/N)
(v/N)

(Y/N)

(Y/N1

(Y/N)

-
-

-

-

A.

B.

Has the ostner/operator adequately characterized site
hydrogeology to determine contaminant migration?
Is the detection monitoring system adequately designed
and constructed to immediately detect any contaminant
release?

Are the procedures used to rnake a first determination of
contaminat ion adequate?

Is the assessment plan adequate to detect, characterize,
and track contaminant migration?
Will the assessment npnitoring wells, given site hydro-
geoldgic conditions, define the extent and concentration
of contamination in the horizontal and vertical planes?

Are the assessment nrcrnitoring wells adequatety designed
and constructed?
Are the sampling and analysis procedures adequate to
provide true measures of contamination?
Do the procedures used for evalrration of assessment
monitoring data result in determinations of the rate of
migration, extent of migration, and hazardous constituent
composition of the contaminant plume?

( Y/lI) _

(Y/N)_

(Y/N)_

(Y/N)_

(v/N)

(Y/N)_

(Y/N) 
-

(Y/N)_

c.

D.

E.

F.

G.

H.
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I.

J.
K.

Are the data collected at sufficient duration and frequency
to adequately deternine the rate of migration? (Y/N)_
Is the schedule of inplenentation adeqrnte? (y/N)_
Is the oynrer/operator'E asEessment rrnnitoring plan adequate? (Y/N)_
1. If the onner/operator had to inplernent hig asgeEgment

mnitoring plan,- was it inrplemented Eatisfactorily? (y/N)_
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APPENDIX B

A STATISTICAL PROCEDURE FOR AT{AIYZING IT\NERTM STATIIS
DETECTION MONITORING DATA: ITETHODOLOGY At{D APPLICATION

1.0 II\TTRODUCTION

This appendix describes a statiEtical methodology for evaluating
ground-water data collected.under Subpart F of 40 Cfn 5Z6S. The

roethodology is presented in the context of an example data set from an

idealized RCRA facility subject to the interim status ground-water

monitoring reguirements. the data structures were designred to illustrate
several. characteristics of RCRA interim status ground-water concentration
data. The data presented in this appendix are nore extensive over time
and space than the data available frorn most RCRA facilities. It is used

here to illustrate the irnportance of an extensive and rigorous data
collection progratn and because it is easier to simplify a detailed
example than to design details based on a simple example.

Enforcement officials should understand that a proper statistical
analysis and evaluation protocol involves nore than a simple calculation
procedure and that decisions rrust be made during the course of conducting
preliminary data analyses, exploration, €rrid sunnary. To help with the
preSnratory analyses, Appendix B offers a series of prelirninary procedures

which provide guidance on data characterization and sumnary, evaluation
of the backgrotrnd data distribution, and methods for confronting a variety
of data structure features including values less than (Lt) a limit of
detection, seasonal fluctuations in concentration, and violation of the
assurnptions required for the t-test.

2.0 DATA DESCRIPTION. PREPARATIOI{. AT'ID SIJI,O{ARY

2.L

The data analyzed

organic carbon (TOC) in
in this example include
parts per mi 1 I ion ( ppm)

measurements of total
and total halogenated

Descri
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organics (TOX) in parts per billion (ppb) from four upgradient wells and

six downgradient wells. Background ground-water quality was characterlzed
by sampling the four upgradient wells binrcnthly for a year. The dovm-

gradient and upgradient wells were sanpled grnrterly after the first
year. This example includes data from the background characterization
period and one qrnrterly sanpling episode that was conducted after the

background characterization. Four replicate measurernents were obtained

for every chemical parameter each time a well was visited for sampling.

Table 1 is a listing of the TOX and TOC data used to characterize the

backgror.rnd ground-water qtrality, and Table 2 is a listing of the data

obtained during a subseguent quarterly sarnpling.

2,2 Data Preparation

2.2.1 Averaging the Replicate MeaEurements

Prior to further evaluation, the data should be prepared for
analysis by taking the average of the replicate neasurements from each

well. The averaging of the replicate neasurements is the first EteP

required for the averaged replicate t-test.

The methodology for averaging the replicates depends on how many of
the f,our replicate measurements are LT detection limit values. ff all of
the values measured are LT a limit of detection, then the replicate
average value assigrned to the well for that sampling period is LT the
linit of detection. However, if none of the replicate concentration
measurements from a well are LT a limit of detection, then the simple

averaging nethod described in Tabte 3 can be applied. The most difficul.t
situation is when the reBticate neasurements consist of a mixture of
values that are greater than or equal to a linit of detection and valueg

that are LT a limit of detection. In this instance, Cohen's Method,

which is referenced in Chapter Four, rnay be apprroprriate. Cohen's Method

assumes that the data are selected from a normally distributed lopulation
and only requires calculation of the mean and variance of the values
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Month

TABLE I
A LISTING OF THE TOTAL ORGAIUIC CARBON (TOC) A}ID TOTAL

HALOGU{ATED ORGAIIIC (TOx) BACKGRO{,JI\ID DATA FRCM FOUR
UPGRADIEilIT 9{ELLS SAI,IPLED BIMOI\ITHLY FOR A YEAR

We 11 Repl icat e
TOC

(ppm)
TOX

(ppb)

A
B

c
D

A
B

c
D

A
B
c
D

A
B

c
D

A
B

c
D

A
B
c
D

A
B
c
D

A
B

c
D

( Cont inued )

B-3

60.3
60.9
6L.2
6A.7

58. 3

58.2
58 .0
58.4

6L.4
51.5
51.4
61.0

64.2
54. 0

63.2
63.3

53 .2
63.2
63.4
64 .4

59.9
50. r
59.7
59.7

61.4
61.9
51.3
62.4

55.7
55.r
65 .8
55 .9

<10.0
<10.0
<r0.0
<10. 0

15. 2
13.4
18. 0

<10. 0

22.A
L6.2
15. 3
15.9

13. 0
13. 9
13. 7
13.8

11.0
L2.2

<10.0
(10.0

L2,4
13,3
15.5
11.9

18.4
17 .0
L9.Z
19. 9

13. g

13. 9
13.0
13. 2



Month

TABLE l (Continued )

A LISTING OF THE TOTAT ORGAI\IIC CARBON (TOC) A}ID TOTAL
HAToGETTATED ORGANTC (TOX) BACKGROUND DATA FROM FOUR

UPGRADIHUT WETLS SA!{PLED BIMO}TTHLY FOR A YEAR

9[ell Repl icate TOC
(ppm)

TOX

tppb)

A
B
r1

D

A
B

c
D

A
B
c
D

A
B

c
D

A
B

c
D

A
B

c
D

A
B
c
D

A
B
c
D

( Cont inued )

B-4

70.2
71.8
69,g
59. I
62 .0
62.7
62 .0
62.2

63.8
62 .0
63.2
63.4

55. 5
65.5
65.4
65 .0

69.2
68.4
59.8
69.0

59,7
59.2
59. 1
50.0

6I .2
61. I
51.5
51 .7

64. 0

54. I
54.3
64.6

1I.8
12.0

<10.0
(10.0

14. 3
20.0
13. 5
L4.2

2L.2
20. 8
21.8
20,8

<10.0
(10.0
r4. 0
14. I

<10,0
<10.0
<10.0

l,2,0

16, 0
17,0
17. 0
21,0

19. 9
L7 .7
19,2
17.0

<10. 0
(I0,0

13 .7
13.3
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Month

TABLE I (Continued)
A LTSTTNG OF TlrE TCrrAr oRcAr{rc cARBoN (TOC) ArrD TCIAL

HATOGEhIATED OrcAI{IC (TOX) BACKGROUI{D DATA FROM FOT'R

UPGIRADIEII'I WETLS SAI,IPLED BIMONIHLY FOR A YEAR

lfel l Repl icate TOC
(ppm)

TOX
(ppb)

A
B

c
D

A
B

c
D

A
B

c
D

A
B

c
D

65.7
65.9
66.2
66.2

57 .7
57 .9
57.9
57 .7

61.0
50 ,5
50.2
60.5

53 .3
53. 7
63.4
53 .5

62.9
62 .8
62 .4
62.0

59.2
58.3
58. I
58.3

60.7
50.0
50.4
50 .4

51.5
61.5
61.9
52 .0

L2.2
(10.0

LZ.A
LZ.7

15. 7
14. 9
15.2
13. 7

19.9
15 .4
14.9
15 .3

(10.0
12 .3
13 .8
L2.4

(10.0
(10.0
13.3
13. I
L4,7
14. 6
14.3
14.6

2l .7
21.4
21.5
2r.5
13 .8
12.0
12 .3
12.2

l1 A
B

c
D

A
B

c
D

A
B

c
D

A
B

c
D
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TABLE 2
AI{ EI(N,IPTfi OF TOX AI{D TOC DATA COLLECTED

MONIIORING EPISODE AI4TER TI{E FIRST YEAR OF'

DURING A SFJ,IIAT{NUAL

BACI(GROMID MONITORING

l{e I1 Location T0c
(Ppm)

TOX
(ppb)Repl icate

Upgradient

Utrryradient

Upryradient

Upgradient

Do*mgradient

Downgradient

Downgradient

Downgradient

A
E
c
D

A
B

c
D

A
B

c
D

A
B
c
D

A
B
c
D

A
B

c
D

A
B
c
D

7L,-l
72,3
70.9
72 .4

62,9
64,7
53.0
63.2

62.9
64.2
63.5
53. 4

64.8
64.3
64.8
64.9

69.3
68 .4
67 ,9
68.5

76.4
75.9
75.8
75.8

70. L

70. I
70.2
64.2

89.4
88.6
88.7
88.4

r1.4
15. 3
LL.2
L2.g

24.7
23.g
2l .4
27 ,8

19 .4
18.6
L9.2
19. 0

<10.0
<10.0
<10.0

11 ,2

18.2
18.3
18. 1
18. 1

L2.4
L2.'T
L2.3
L2.L

17 .3
L2.4
19. g
15. 4

29.4
29.2
29.2
z+.5

A
B

c
D

( Continued)
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TABLE 2 (Continued)
AT'I D(AMPTE OF TOX AI{D TOC DATA COLTECTED

MONITORING EPISODE AFTER THE FIRST YEAR OF

oswER-9950. I

DTJRING A S$IIN,INUAI
BACKGROT'ND !{ONITORING

WelI Locat ion Repl icate TOC
( ppm)

rox
(ppb)

10

Downgradient

Downgradient

A
B

c
D

A
B

c
D

59.7
60.1
50. I
59. 3

62.L
62.3
62 .0
62,2

L5,2
15 .4
L6,2
15. 1

23.4
27 .2
18. I
22.7
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TABLE 3
METTIODS FOR CArcULATING STJIIO.'ARY STATISTICS

DESCRIBING TIIE REPLICATE MEASUREMEIITS

the background and monitoring well averages resulting from the
methodology described below become the data values that are used
in the averaged replicate t-test.

BACIGROI'I'ID VIELLS

Averaqe of the Replicateg

\, i jklpo

= Concentration measurenent from the ith background
well, the jth sampling period, and the kth replicate
measurenen!. 9{here i = 1 to Bb, j = I to ob, and
k=ttopb

Ygrianc-e lmonq lhe_Rgpl Lcatgg

(\, 
i jk - \. i j tz t(eo-l )

Coefficient of Variation Amonq the Replicates

@b,ij = (sb,iifi5,ij) . 100

!{ONITORING WELLS

Average of the Replicates

Pm

x . = l x .-lo!0,1 #r m,rk -m

where: &,ilr : A guarterly concentration measurement from the ith
monitoring well and the kth replicate neasurenent.
tlhere i = 1 to nm and k = I to pn.

(Continued )

B-8
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TABTE 3 (Continued)
Methods for Calculating Surnmary Statistics

Describing the Replicate Measurements.

Variance Anonq tbe Replicates

z
s
ffi' I

Pm

=I
k=1

(xm, ik I*, i )2/ (pr-l )

CV- , 3 (s-^ ,/X-,) o 100mrl '-Iorl. Rrl

Co€f icient_ of Vqliajligg $rngn_q the Replicates

B-9



greater than or equal to the detection lirnit and the proportion of values

LT the detection lirnit. Cohen's methodology in the context of the

averaged replicate t-test as applied to RCRA interim status facitities is
described in Table 4, and the pararneter estirnates required to conrplete

the calculations are incl.uded in table 5.

Examples of averaging the. replicate rneasurements under the three

scenarioE described above are presented in Table 6. These methods apply
regardless of how rnany replicate measurements are available. If no

reBlicate measurenents were taken, there is no need for preparatory

averaging, and the singte measured value frorn the well is used in the

analysis.

2.2.2 Additional Sunmary Statistics Deseribing the Replicate
Measurements

It is also advisable to evaluate the variance and standard deviation
:urx>ng the replicate measurements. Although this comgnnent of variability
is not considered in the averaged repJ,icate test, it does Brovide an

indication of the consistency of the replicate measurements and therefore
a notion of how the owner/operator's sampling and laboratory protocols
(depending on when and how the sarnples are split and collected) are
performing. Another, rxrre interpretable, measure of variability is the

coefficient of variation. The coefficient expresses the standard

deviation in terms of a percent of the mean. Large coefficients of
variation are generally unacceptable and suggest gnor laboratory qr.rality
control. Table 3 describes the nethodology for calculating Lhe variance
and coefficient of variation anong the replicate measurements. Tables 7

and I display the surnmary statistics which describe the replicate
measuretnents taken during the background characterization period for TOC

and TO)1, respectively. Table 9 includes the sumary statistics
describing the replicate measurements taken during the first monitoring
period.
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TAELE 4
A !{EIHODOTOGY IOR CArcUT.ATING THE MEAN AITID VARIAIIICE

OT THE REPLICATE MEASURE{EIIITS WFIEN Sot'E OF THE REPLICATE
MEASUREI,TE$ES ARE LESS THAN A LIMIT OF DETECIION

The nrean and variance of the values greater than or equal to the
limit of detection rm,rst be calculated using the methodology described
in Table 3. An example application of this methodology is presented
in Table 5 as Case 3.

BACKGROMID

Estirnate T,_ as fol lows :D,ll

to,ij = "3,i5rr{,i1 - Dh,ii)2

-l9{here: XU,ii = Mean of the rneasurements above or equal to the- limit of detection fron the ith background wetl
sampled on the jth sanpling period. This mean is
computed as follows:

-r 
P;

K .. = I x' ..-/D.'D,L) r<lr D,rltr -D

lfhere: Xi ,.,- = Measurements above or equal to thee'LJ^ limit of detection

ei = Number of measurements above or
- equal to the linit of detection

z's-D'11 detection from the ith bachground $reLI sampled on
the jth sampling period. This variance is computed
as follows:

P'b *,
s3'.. = & (x* ::r- - L ,")zt@; l)D,tJ k=l D,rlk b,r1'

Dt-
D' rl background well sampled on the jth sampl ing perio'd.

(Cont inued )
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TABTE 4 (Continued)
A METHODOLOOI FOR CATCTII.ATING IHE MENI AT.ID VARIAIiICE

OT TIIE REPLICATE MEASURE!{EhTTS WHEIT SOIIE OF TTTE REPLICATE
MEASURWH{TS ARE LESS TI{AN A LIMIT OF DbTECTION

Obtain values fo" \,ii ".d \,ii as follows:

hb,ii = ProPortion of, the replicate neasurements below the limit- of detection at well i on sarnpling period j.
trU,ij = A [nrameter estimate obtained from entering Table 5 with

tU,lj and hp,ii.

Replicate rnean and variance. estinates considerinq the LT detection
limit values:

- DLu'ij )

- oLu , ij''a

K =K'D,1l D,tl \,ij({,r,

_ttrb,ij(L,rj

MONITORING WEtt
Estimate T as fol lows:

mr l

T-
Iro

lI], ]'

Whe:" t

.t r -tsz' , / (x_
II|rl f,']. mrl

4n,, = Mean of the measurements above or equal to the
limit of detection from the ith monitoring well.
This mean is computed as follows:

pt

-r 
-m

x . = 
' 

x' .. /p'm,l flf tn' l|t -IIl

9{here 3 X: .- = Measurements above or equal to the
Itl ' lK l imit of detection

p' = Number of measurements above or-m
equal to the limiL of detection

(Continued)
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TABLE 4 (Continued)
A METHOMLOGY FOR CALCI,TT,ATING THE MEAN AT{D VARIAI{CE

OF THE REPLICATE MEASLTR$IEI\IIS 9{HE$I S0[,18 OF Tfm REPTICATE
!,IEASURM{EhI'IS ARE LESS THAN A LIMIT OF DETECTION

"2'. = Variance of the measurements above the limit oftn't detection from the ith monitoring well. This variance
is cornputed as follows:

D,
2t -m :-' 2.

"i'i = ol, 
t*t,to - xm,i)-/(P; - 1)

DL = Deteetion lirnit for measurements fron the ithm'l nr,onitoring well.

Obtain values for h and tr as follows:II],I ffir l

hm,i = ProPortion of the replicate neasurenents below the
the limit of detection at well i

l*,i = A lnrameter estimate obtained frorn Table 5 using
Tr, i and hm, i.

Replicate mean and uariance eslinates, considerinq the LT detection
limit values:

X- r 3X-
fllrr Rrl l[lr1'Rrl -nri'

s? - = szt. + I -(ft - D1, .12hrl hrl -IIl'1'm'l [lrl-

B-13



VATUES OF I
OF A NORMAL

TABLE 5
FOR ESTIMATING THE MEAN AIID
DISTRIBTJTION 9IHEN LESS fl{AN
LI!,TIT VATTJES ARE PRESE}IT

VARIAI{CE
DETECTION

.20 .25

.00

.05

.10

.15

.20

.25

.30

.35

.40

.45

.50

.55

.50

.55

.70

.75

.80

.95

.90

.95
1.00

.010100

.010551

.010950

.011310

. 011 642

.011952

.012243

.012520

.012784

. 0 r3035

.0l,3279

.0r3513

.01.3739

. 0 13959

.014171

.014378

.014579

.014775

.014967

.015154

. 015339

. 11020

. ]1431

.11804

.L2148

.L2469

.L2772

. 13059

.13333

.13595

. 13847

.14090

.14325

.14552

.\4173

.L4987

. 15rg5

.15400

. 15599

.15793

. 15983

.16170

.24268

.25033

.257 4l

.26405

.27 031

.27 626

.28r93

.28737

.29260

.297 65

.30253

. 30725

.31184

.31530

.32065

. 32499

.32903

.33307

. 33703

.34091

.3447L

.31852

.32793

.33662

.34480

.35255

.35993

.36700

.37379

.29033

.38655

.3927 6

.39870

.40447

.41008

.41555
,42090
.426L2
.43L22
. 43 622
.44112
.44592

.4021

.4130

.4233

.4330

.4422

.4510

.4595
,467 6
.4755
.483r
.4944
.4978
.5045
.5r14
.5180
.5245
.5308
.5370
.5430
.5490
.5548

.5951

.6101

.6234

.6361

.6483

.5500

.6713

.5921

.6927

.7029

.7L29

.7225

.7320
,74L2
.7542
.7590
.7676
.776L
.7944
.7925
.8005

(Continued)
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TABLE 5 (Continued)
VALI,IES OF I FOR ESTIMATING THE MEAN AIID VARIAI{CE
OF A NORIfi\t DISTRIBTITION 9.II{EI\I IESS THAN DETECTTON

LIMIT VALTIES ARE PRESEI\ff

.00

.05

.10

.15

.20

.25

.30

.35

.40

.45

.50

.55

.60

.65

.70

.75
,90
.95
.90

r. 00

.50

. 8369

.8540

.9703

.9950

.9012

.9159

.9300

. 9437

.9570

.9700

.9926

.9950
I. 007
1.019
I.030
1.042
I. 053
I. 064
I. 074
r. 095

.60

1. 145
1.156
1. 195
1.204
L.222
r.24A
L.257
L.27 4
L.?ga
1 .305
r.321
1. 337
1.351
I .366
1.380
1.394
1. 409
L.422
1 .435
1.461

,70

1.551
1. 595
1. 508
1.530
1.55r
L .572
1.593
1. 713
L.732
r.751
L.770
1. 798
1. 805
1. 825
1.841
I .858
1. 875
r. 892
1. 908
1.940

.90

2.L76
2.203
2,ZZg
2.255
z.zga
2, 305
2.329
2 .353
2.376
2. 3gg
2.42I
2 .443
2 .475
2 .485
2.507
2.529
2 .548
2.569
2.599
2.626

,90

3.293
3. 314
3. 345
3. 376
3 .405
3.435
3.454
3 .492
3.520
3.547
3. 575
3. 601
3.529
3. 554
3.579
3, 705
3. 730
3.754
3.779
3.827

From: A Clifford Cohen (19GLr, Technometrics 3:538
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TABLE 6
EXAMPT,E CErcUT"ATIONS WTIICH ILLUSTRATE HOW TO ESTIMATE

TIIE REPLICATE AVERAC;E WlIElrl: (1.) ALL THE VAIUES ARE LESS TIIAN
A LII.IIT OF DEEECTION, (2) ALL VAIT'ES ARE GREATER THAN A LIT,IIT

OF DETESIION, AI\ID (3} THE VALT'ES CONSIST OF A MIXIURE
OF VALIJES ABOVE, EPUAL, AITTD BELO{ A LI!,ITT OF DE'TECTION

CASE 1: All values are less than a limit of detection

The replicate average is <I0.0

CASE 2: A11 values afe qr-e-ater than thg

Janua ty , 9ee 11 No . 1

Repli-cace

A
B

c
D

Ddarch, Wel l No. 4
Rseli-c.gte_

A
B

c
D

rox (ppbl

<10.0
<10.0
<10.0
(10. 0

Lgx Jesm)
55.7
66. 1
55. I
55. 9

TOx_(epb )

15.2
13.4
18.0

<r0 .0

Pb

L,ij = nl, A,iir/P5
( 65.7 + 55. I + 55.8 + 55.9, /4
65.88

CASE 3: The values consist of a mixture of valueg above, equal anc
below a limit of detection

Janua ty , 9,le 11 No . 2

R_eplicgte

A
B

c
D

(Continued )
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TABLE 6 (Continued)
EI(A},IPLE CALCUIATIONS 

'{IIIGT 
ILLUSTRATE HOf TO ESTII.TATE

THE REPTICATE AVERAGIE I{HS.I: (1) ALt THE VALIIES ARE LEfiS ?HAN
A LIMIT OF DETECTION, (2) ALL VALI'ES ARE GREATER THAN A LrMIT

OF DETECTION. AIIID (3' THE VALI'ES CONSIST OF A MIXTT'RE
OF VALUES ABOVE N,ID BE[.O!{ A LIMIT OF DETECTION

Mean of the values greater than or equal to a limit of detection

4
= I- S,ijk/Pbk=I v'

= (15.2 + 13.4 + 18.0r/3

= 15.53

Variance of the values greater Ehan or equal to a limit of detection

P;

KD,r1

s3'
Drt] = .I, (t,iik- 1,ii)2t(P;-1),LJ

Proportion of values LT the limit of detection

h5,ij = L/4 = 0.25

Detection I imit

DLU, ij = 10

Estirnate of

rlr D'LJ

-, | -tt6, \/ (\,ij

5.373/ ( 15.53
0.179

(Continued)
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TABLE 6 (Continued)
EKAMPLE CALCIJTATIONS VIHICH ILLIISTRATE HOI{ TO ESTIMATE

THE REPLICATN AVERAGE !{HEIII: (1) AtL THE VALUES ARE IESS THAN
A LIMIT OT DEf,ECTION. (2) ALL VALUES ARE GREATER THAN A TIMIT

OF DETECTION, AI{D (3) TIIE VALUES CONSIST OF A MIXTT'RE
OT VALI'ES ABOVE AND BELOW A LIMIT OF DEIECTION

The value of trb,ij interpolated using Table 5 is 0.3495.

The mean, considering the less-than-detection limit values, is

{,t, - 9b,ij tl,ij - DLu,ij)

15.53 - .3495(15.33 - 10)

13. 50

X .. =D' ll

=

-
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TABLE 7
SU}O,IARY STATTSTICS DESCRTBING THE REPLICATE MEASI,'REMEN:TS

OF TOC (ppm} THAT 9f,ERE TAKEII DURING THE ESTABTISHMET\N
OT BACKGROI.JND CONCEI{TRATIONS

We 11 Month Prop
<Dt Mean Variance Std. Dev. c. v.

I
3

5
7

9
11

I
3

5
7

9
11

I
3

5
7

9
11

I
3
5
7
9

11

4
4
4
4

4
4

4
4
4
4
4
4

0

0

0

0
0

0

4
4
4

4

{
4

0

0

0

0

0

0

4

4
4

4
4
4

60.78
53.45
70. 43
59.95
55.25
52.53

58.23
59. g5

62.23
59. 50
57 .78
58 .23

51.33
51.63
63. 10
61, 3g
50.55
60.38

63.58
65.88
55. 35
64,25
63. 48
61.78

0. 14
0.14
0. 87
a.l2
0. 1l
0.17

0. 03
0 .04
0. IL
0.18
0 .01
0 .01

0. 05
0. Il
0.50
0 .08
O.II
0. 08

0.25
0 .03
0. 05
0.07
0.03
0. 04

0. 3g
0. 38
0. 93
0, 34
0. 33
0. 41

0. 17
0. 19
0. 33
a .42
0. 10
0. 10

a.22
0. 33
0. 78
0.28
0. 33
a.29

0. 50
0. 17
a.24
0.27
0. 17
0 .2L

0. 62
0.60
1 .32
0. 50
0.50
0.66

0.29
0 .32
0. 53
0.71
0.17
0. 15

0.36
0.54
1.23
0.45
0"55
0. 4g

0.79
0.26
0.36
0.41
0.27
0. 33

0

0

0
0
0

0

0
0
0
0
0
0
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strl,r'ARy srArrsrrcs D'ScR,Ilfiitrfu REpLrcArE MEASTTRETT{EI{''

OF TOX (ppb} THAT TilERE TAI(EN DURING TTIE ESTABTISHME\IT
OF BACKGROTJND CONCMruRATIONS

9ile11 Month Prop
<Dt Mean Varianqe Std. Dev. c. v.

1*
3**
5**
'l *r3

g**
11* *

1**
3
5
7

9

11

1

3

5

7

9
11

I
3
5*r
7 rt*
9**

11

0
2

2
1

3
2

3
4
4

4
4
4

4
4
4
4
4
4

4
4
2
2
3
4

1.00
0. 50
0. 50
0.75
0.25
0. 50

0 .25
0

0

0

0

0

0
0

0

0

0
0

0

0

0.50
0.50
0.25

0

<10.0
10. 12
10. 30
8.26

11.55
10. 58

13 .58
13.55
15. 53
17 .75
14.99
14. 55

17.60
18 .53
21. 15
17 .95
15.50
21.53

13. 60
13. 48
r0. 55
10. 55
11. gg

12.58

3.09
3.05
4. 00
1. g5

10. g9

15.95
4.47
8.00
4.92
0.72
0.03

8.63
1.55
0,22
0.64
5.22
0 .02

0.L7
0 .20

13.73
10.3?

3 .38
0.58

1.75
l. 75
2.00
1.35
3. 30

3.99
2.11
3. 00
2.22
0. 85
0. r7

2.94
1.25
0 .47
0. 80
2.Zg
0. 13

0.41
0.44
3.71
3.ZZ
r. 84
0, 83

L7 .37
15. gg
24.2I
11. 78
31.19

29 .4A
15. 57
L9.32
12.49
5.71
1. 19

16.70
6. 6g
2,23
4.47

13. 76
0. 59

3.00
3.29

34.7 6
30 .49
15. 4g
6.57

*AlI values were tT the limit of detection.
**Cohen's nethod was used to calculate the sumlary statistics.
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TABTE 9
SI.JMMARY STATISTTCS DESCRIBING THE REPTICATE D{EASURED{E}ITS

TAIGN DT'RING THE FIRST MONITORING PERIOD FOLLOWING
THE ESTABLISHMESIT OF BACKGROIJND

WeI 1
Location

Chemical
Parameter

Prop
<DL

Mean Variance Std. Dev. C, V,

Llrlp

2/Up

3/Up

4/Up

5/Down

6/Down

7/hvrn

8/Down

9/Down

10/Dorrn

TOx (ppb)
TOC ( ppm)

TOX
TOC

T0x
T0c

TOX

T0c

TOX

TOC

TOX

TOC

TOX
TOC

TOX
TOC

TOX
TOC

TOX
TOC

4
4

4
4

4
4

4
4

0

0

0
0

0
0

0

0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

L2.69 3.75
71.93 0.48

24.43 7.00
53.45 0.71

19.05 0 .L2
53 .50 0 .29

8.96 2 .69
54.68 0.06

J.8.18 0.10
58.53 0.58

12.38 0.06
75.98 0.08

L6.23 9.75
69.55 8.80

28.08 5.59
98.78 0, 19

15,23 0.02
59.55 0.73

22.95 13.94
62.15 0.02

l. 89
0.69

2 .65
0. 84

0. 34
0. 54

1. 54
0. 25

0. 01
0, 34

0. 25
0.29

3.12
z .97

z. 39
0. 44

0. 13
0. 85

3 .73
0. 13

14. 91
0. 95

10. 83
1. 33

L.79
0. 84

0. 18
0,39

0.53
0. 85

2.AZ
0. 38

19,24
4.32

g. 50
0. 49

0. 78
0. 35

16.34
0.21

4
4

4
4

4
4

4
4

4
4

4
4
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2.2.3 Transforrnation of pH Measurements to Hydrogen Ion
Concentration

It nay also be valuable in the case of interim status detection
nnnitoring pararreters to consider transf,onnation of, the pH scale to
hydrogen ion concentration. rhis methodotogy is explained in Table 10.

The hydrogen ion concentration scale can be used f,or statistical
conrparisons rather than pH scale measurenentg.

2.3 Data Surmary

One of the most imSnrtant initial steps is to review and evaluate

the ground-water data using Eulnnary statistics, tableg, data plots' and

rnaPE. The background data ehould be conEiderad collectively and on a

well-by-well basis. Also, it is informative to consider whether there

are seasonal influences on the concentration neasurements from particular
wells.

t{,ost statistical software packages offer procedures that provide

irnivariate surunary statistics of data and subsets of data. Table 11 is
an exarnple of output that describes the backgrorrnd lOC and TOI( averaged

replicate d3ta. These are quite informative with respect to the mean

background concentration, the variabitity of the background concentratio,n,
percentile estimates, the preeence of, outliers, and the distributional
shape of the concentration neasurements. C,hapter Six also discusses the

use of Eunmary statistics.

Another inforrnative display of data involves plotting replicate
average concentrations over time. This pernrits a visual comparison among

the upgrad,ient wells and indicates whether there appear to be seasonal or
unusual, e.xtreme events. Figures 1A and 28 are plots of the averaged

replicate TOC and TOX data neagured in the qryradient wells during the
year of background characterization.
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TAEIE 10
IIETHODOLOGY FOR TRANSFOR!,|ING THE pH !IEiASIJRS.!EI\ffS TO

HYDROGEITI ION CONCENIRAIIONS

The pH is equal to the neoative base ten loaarithrn ol the hvdroqen
ion concentration:

pH = -logtolHso+l

gihere: ltt3O*l = moles/liter of H3O+

The hvdrooen ion concentration iE therefore egual to3 ,

lHso*l = 10-PH

B-2,3



TABLE 11
A Stilo{ARc DESCRIPTION OF THE rOC (ppm} AI{D TOX (ppb} AttERAGiED

RNPLICATE DATA COLLECTED FRS' THE UPGRADIST WELLS
DURING THE BACKGROUID CMRACTERIZATION PERIOD
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FIGT.JRE 1
PLOTS OF TOx (ppb) AI{D TOC (ppm) CONCEI\ERATIOMS

UPGRADIEhM WETLS THAT TERE USED TO CHJ\RJ\CTERIZE

oswER-9950. I

\IERSUS TII'IE IN THE FOTIR

BACKGROI.JI\N CONCEI\ERAT IONS
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FIGTJRE 2

NOn{AL PROBABILITY PTOTS OF TOX (ppb} AtttD T@ (ppm) CoNCEMIRATION ITERSUS tHS
NOR{AI SCORES FROM THE DATA WHICH ARE PLOITED AS STARS (*) AIID FROM DISTRIBIJTIOII
WITI| THE SAl,tE MEAN N'ID VARIAIiICE AS THE DATA lfl{ICH ARE REPRESS\EED By TttE LINE.
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3.0 SEASONAL TRENNS

3.1 Charpcterization of Seasonalitv

During the analysis of interim status detection monitoring data, it
is irnportant to consider geasonal trends in concentration. The presence

of tirne or seasotlill effects introduces a factor that rnay obscure the

Pres€nce of, or falsely indicate, leakage from the hazardous wagte unit.
lhis is because there are tinres of the year when concentrations are
normally higher or lower than the average. In such a situation, if a

downgradient well is sampled during a period when concentrations are
high, the statistical test nay Euggest the presence of contamination when

actr.ralty the high values are the result of norrnal seasonal concentration
increase.

In order to evaluate whether seasonal influences are reflected in
the ground-water concentration measurements, one should.plot the data
plotted over time, Figrures 1A and 1B indicate that the T@ data for all
wells in the system appear to incrEase during mid-year and decrease

&rring the winter. In contrast, the fOX data reveal no clear geasonal

trends.

3.2 Melhods for. Bp_ducinq the Advggse Elf.ects__of S.ggsonallv
Influenced Data

Two methods are available for considering seasonal fluctuations in
interim status ground-water monitoring data. The first method can be

applied when one year of backgrorurd data are used in the anatysis and

sinply calls for the seasonal effect to be included in the variance
estinate used for the averaged replicate t-test. Essentially, this
nethod includeg the additional variability qaueed by seasonality in the
t-test error term. As a result, comSnrisons of monitoring well data with
the background data will not lead to inaccurale contarnination assessments

because the seasonal variability will have been accounted for in the
error term. Under this nethod, the difference between the utrryradient and

dotmEradient nean nust exceed the differences expected by seasonal change

in order to indicate contarnination.
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The other nethod use6 a seasonal correction methodologry. Under thig'
approach, the background and nonitoring data are corrected to reduce the

tendency for the data values to become seasonally large or snall, but

retain their original error structure. This method requires that the

uSgradient wells have been npnitored for more than one year (Chapter Five

discusses the situations and considerations that rnay lead to a
npdification of the background data set).

The seasonal correction is performed separately for each well and

chenical paraneter. Table 12 presents an example application of the

seasonal correction methodology. 8irst, nonthly averages of the average

replicate values are calculated by averaging acroas yearE for each

rrpnth. Then, an overall average is calculated for al.I the averaged

replicate values across all years and nonths. Finally, the adjusted

neans are calculated by tahing an averaged replicate valtie then

subtracting the monthly tnean and adding the overall background mean.

The data frorn subsequent rnonitoring events must also be corrected if
seasonally adjusted data have been used to establish the background

statistics. The nonitoring data are corrected in a sinilar fashion by

subtracting the rnonthly averages from the background data and then adding

the overall average from the backgrotrnd data to the averaged replicate
rnonitoring data values.

Several problens may arise in the use of seasonal correction. If
monitoring data were collected on an even month, sry April (4), then,
because the background data are only available for odd numbered months,

the nonthly averages fron the two adjacent nonths (l{arch and May} could
be averaged to estirnate a nronthly average for corrEcting the April
nonitoring event.

i'inally, after the background data have been corrected, it is useful
to replot the data for Eurunary and review purEoaes.
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TABLE 12
AI'I ILLUSTRATION OF HO9{ TO PERIORM A SIMPLE SEASONAL CORRECTIOI{

USING TOC (pprn) DATA FRO.| MONITORIMI WELL NO. I

The seasonal correction can only be perf,orrned if more than one year of
background data are available. Consult Chapter Five for when and how to
update background data.

ALegaqgd Rgpl icqte Yalges, Adjusted Means***
ttonth rggz 1983 1984* Monthly Means** 1982 1983 r9g4

I 60.78 59.23 51.33 50.11

3 63,45 69.95 5L.47 64.92

5 70.43 g2 .23 79. l0 77 ,25

7 59.95 79. 41 69 .27 72 .5L

9 66 .25 54. 7g 50. 41 60. 49

11 52 ,53 5g . 13 60. 00 6a ,22

66.59 64.04 57.14

64.45 71.30 62.47

59.10 7A.90 67,77

62.26 72.82 5 2.5g

7L.6g 6A .22 65. g5

68.23 63.83 65.70

Overall Backgror.rnd Mean X6, i = 55.92

*The data from 1983 and 1984 have not been discussed elsewhere in Appendix B.
These are included because the seasonal correction methodology requires more
than one year of data.

**Monthly neans are calculated by averaging for a particular month all of the
neasuretnentE taken during the month over the prior monitoring.

***The adjusted neans are calculated by taking an averaged replicate value then
subtracting the monthly mean and adding the overall backgronnd mean. For
example, the adjusted monthly mean for May 1983 was calculated as follows:

82.23 - 77.25 + 65.92 = 70.90
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4.0 GOODNESS-o8-PIT 
\

Before applying the t-test to the data, it is also important for
owner/operators to evaluate whether their replicate average data have

been sampled from a norrnally distributed population of concentration
measurenents. !{any background data sets will be too small to reasonably

evaluate with respect to distributional shape; foc example, a single-will
upgradient system sarnpled quarterly only yields four replicate average

values.

4.I Graphieal Methods

One simple method for evaluating data distributions is to plot the

data on a nornal probability plot and overlay a plot of the data expected

from a nor:nal distribution that has the same nean and variance as the

data. If the sarnpling data deviate substantially from the data expected

from a normal distribution, then the data nay not have been sarnpled frorn

a nor^nal distribution. The methodoLogy for developing normal probability
plots is well documented (e.9., Neter and !{assefinan, 1974; and Shapiro,
1980) and wiII not be described.

Sigures 2A and 2E are norrnal probability plota of the replicate
averages of the TOC and TOX data, respectively. In these instances, thE

data approxirnate a reasonably normal distribution. The replicate
averages, beeause of a fundamental statistical principle referred to as

the central limit theoren. will tend to approach a norrnal distribution.
However, in sone instances, the normal distribution will not be

appropriate and lognorrnal estimates of the nean and variance nray be

uEeful. Aithchison and Brown (1957) present rnethodologies for estirnating
logrnornal distribution parameters. Enforcement off,icers should not,
however, allow owner/operators to einply take the natural logarithrns of
their data prior to analysis because: thiE will reduce the ability of the
statigtical procedure to detect contarnination.
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4.2 Hvpothesis Testina Methods

Another set of methods that can be used to evaluate lhe
distributional shape of replicate averages uses statistical tests. One

problem with statistical goodness-of-fit hlpothesis testing is that felt
tests are useful with srnall sample sizes. The benefit is that unlike the
visual comparison of a line with data gnints, there is no subjectivity
associated with a statistical goodness-of-fit hl'Eothesis test. ?he nuIl
hl4tothesis that the data follow a norrnal distribution is either accepted

or rejeeted. If the hl4nthesis is rejected, then the lognormal theory
referenced above may be useful.

One statistical goodness-of-fit test, which performs well on sna1I

sanple sizes and test-s the null hgrothesis that the data values are
random samples fron a normal distribution against an unspecified
alternative distribution, is the Shapiro-!{ifk, W statistic (Shapiro and

9tilk, 1955).

The enforcernent officer should, respond to complaints regarding the

non-normality of clata by insisting that orrner/operators evaluate, either
graphically or via a statistical test, the goodness-of-fit of their data
distributions. Enforcement officers should also understand that
trnranetric methods such as the t-test are robust to departures from

nornality and that the outcome of the statistical evaluation is not
altered by small deviations from norrnality, particularly when larger
sanple sizes are availabte (Haris, 1975). Finatly, interim status
facilities are reguired by 40 CFR 5Z6S to use a Student,s t-test and

therefore cannot use a nonparametric statistical procedure to circunvent
the requirement for norrnally distributed data.

5.0 NIALYSIS OF MONITORING 9IELL DATA COLLECTED AETER CHARACTERIZATION OF
ffiE EACKGROUTD GROUTD-WATER QUALTTY

After developnent of the background ground-water concentrations
interim status, owner/operators must sample the:.r entire well systems
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seniannually. The purpose iE to determine whether any well in the

monitoring system has concentrations that are larger than (or in the case

of pH, different from) those established during the characterization of
the background water guatity.

Data collected during llay 1983 fron the four ugrgradient and six
downgradient wells are presented in Tab1e 2. The data consist of four
replieate neasurernents of TOC and TOX from each of the ten wells. fhe

replicate measurements ar€ averaged prior to analysis using the

methodology described earlier in Appendix B. Table 9 presents the

averaged replicate nonitoring data.

5.0 NTE A\IERAGED REPLICATE T-TEST

6.1 Calculation Methodoloqv

Once the rqplicates are averaged and swunary statistics, which

describe the background data, are developed, the calculation of the test
statistic is straightfomard. Table 13 describes the methodology for
calculating the reguired input statigtics and test statistics. Table 14

presents exanBle calculations that cornE)are the background TOX data with
data frorn downgradient WeIl 5.

Observe that Cohen's method is also ueed in these calculations.
This is because during background characterization. all f,our replicates
fron gfall 1 measured during the firEt rmnth of monitoring were leEs than

the limit of detection. Therefore, as described earlier, the raplicate
average was also (10.0 ppb of TOt. Cohen's rnethod was needed to estinate
the background surunary statistics from the repl.icate average data.

6.2 Control of the False Positive Rate

The test statistics from the calculations described in Table L3 are

conqnred with critical values frm the t-distribution that have been

adjusted to control the overall fatse positive probability for the waste
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A D.scRrprro* oF "" #ffii3r13, ur* ro cArc'LArE rHE
TEST STATISTIC FOR THE AVERAGED REPLICATED T-T8ST

the notation assunes that data were obtained from every upgradient
well every tirne they were sampled during the background characteri-
zation period. Alternative and nore conrplicated rnethods which
require estimating the contribution from several components of
variance, fractional degree of freedorn estimates, and linear
cornbinations of mean sguare estimates can also be used to provide
unbiased estimates of the backgronnd variance

WITHOTIT LESS THAN DETECTION LII.IIT VAT.I,IES

Eackground Mean

\ob
\= t ,1, \.ii'%'ou- i=l

Backoround Variance

'5ob.a d n -r -=.2-.-
"i = ,1, rlr. 

(\,t: -\t"rr(%'ou) - r)

WITH LESS THAN DEEECTION LIMIT VALIIES

Backqround Mean of A11 Nondetection tinit Values

-r%ob-rl\= I I )L,=/n*D ilr jlr D'rl D

Wtrere: r{ = llurU"r of, averaged replicate.vafues greater than or
equal to the linit of detection in the background
data set.

. i,r, = Average replicate values greater than or equal to
the limit of detection in the background data set.

(Continued)
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TABLE 13 (Continued)
A DESCRIPTION OF TTM METHODOLOGY USED TO CAI,CULATE THE

TEST STATISTIC FOR THE AVERAGED REPLICATED T-TEST

BacFqro!.r{Ld Iariance, of .AIL Nondetection timit Valueq

- irrr*\ - r)

Collen' s Adiust$en!

ru = sfr'r(i r oryz

ttr = proportion of values less than a limit of detection

\ = from Table 5 based on values of lno and Tb.

Adigsted Backqround Mean

_t

n=L lb(xb DLb)

Adigsted Backqround Variance

sf = "3'* *o(i DLu f
A\IERAGED REPTTCATE TEST STATISTIC

*
s.tII, r

XK
hrl D
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TABLE 14
D(AMPT,E CALCUINTIONS OF IHE MEf,HODOLOGY DESCRIBED IN TAELE 13.

9IIIICH CO,IPARE TIIE TOX AVERAGED REPLICATE BACKGROTJ\ID DATA
T{ITH THE TOX DATA FROM DOWGRADTEil'I VIELL 5

Backgror.rnlFean, Variance,_ and Standard Deviati.on of, AII Averaqed
Replicates Above a_l.init of Detection

-t
x5=

z.
sb=

af 
-Dr

D

(10,L2 + 10.30 + -.. + 11.88 + LZ,SB)/23
L4.2L

2((14.21-10.21) +
z

+ (14.2I + 12.58) t/(23-L,

= 3.64

Cohen's Adiustnrent

Tb= 14.2tl(14.2I - 10.O)2
= 0.746

hU=L/24=0.042
trb = 0.06t (From Table 5)

Adiusted Backqround Mean, Varianee and Standard DqSfC@
Replicates

\ L4.2L 0. 51 ( 1 4.21 10.0 )

13. 95

13. eZ + 0.61( 14. ZI I0. Af
14.30

l-
{ tn.30 = 3.78

2

"b

tb

(Cont inued)
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TABLE 14
E IAMPLE C,ArcUT,ATIOT.IS OF TIIE MENODOIOG1T DESCRIBM IN TABLE 13.

!{HICH @I,TPARE THE TOX AI/ERAGED REPLICATE BACIGROT'IIID DATA
!{ltt{ THE TOX DATA FROtt DOIIGRADIENI I{ELL 6

The Averaqed-Feplicate Value from Monitorinq 9te11 No. 6

(12.4 + 12.7 + 12.3 + 12.1)/4
12. 3g

Thg Aygraged Repligqte FesF, .t-Statistic

X - =mrb

=

rlai,o = (12.39 - 13.95)l[s.79

= - 0.407 \
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management unit. The probability depends on the rnonitoring evenl under

evaluation and eonsiders that multiple downgradient wells are being

tested and that the concentrations of four indicator parameters are being

neasured. Critical values based on Bonferroni t-statistics are used for
each individual comparison to control the false p,ositive rate at one

percent for the entire facility. Miller (f981) discusses Bonferroni
t-statistics and methods for estimating critical values. Tables 15

and 16 include tabulations of critical values (one and tlro tailed,
respectively) to use for individual comparisons that control the overall
facility false positive rate at one percent.

5.3 Evaluation of Whether There Is a Suqgestion of Contanination

The test statistics (t*) calculated for each well using the
methodology described in Table 13 are presented in Table 17. The test
statistics are compared with the Bonferroni critical test statistics
(t") using the following decision rules:

o If specific conductivity, TOC, or TOX are being evaluated and
if t* is less than ts, then there is no statistical indication
that the concentrations are higher in the well under comparison
than in the bickground data. If t* is larger than t" then
there is a statistical indication that the concentrations are
higher in the well under investigation.

o ff pH is being evaluated and if lt*l (absolute value of tt) is
less than t^, then there is no statistical indication that
pH has chanied. If lt*l is targer than ts, then lhere is a
statistical indication that pH has changed. If t* is negalive,
then pH increased; if t* is positive, then pH decreased relative
to backgrround.

6.4 Evaltration of the Power and False Neqative Rate

The false negative rate and poner for each chemical parameter can

be evaluated after characterization of the background ground-water

quality.. As described in Chapter Five, this is an important evaluation
procedure because it allows evaluation of the false negative rate, that
is, the probability that a difference in mean concentration of a specified
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TABTE 15
ONE TAILED CRITICAL ( tc ) VALLIES WHICH COI\ffROL Trm

O\rERALI SIGNIFICA$ICE LE\rEL AT OtlE PERCEI{T

Degress of Freedom Associated with the
Averaged Replicate Test StatisticTotal No,

of Wells

4

5

6

7

8

9

IO

11

L2

I3

14

15

6 .297

5. 534

5,729

6. 896

7.04L

7.169

7 .295

7. 390

7 .497

7.576

7.657

7.736

I1 15 I9 23 27

4.543 4.055

4.509 4. 175

4.793 4,265

4. 889 4,342

4.972 4,409

5. 045 4.466

5. 1II 4. 519

5.171 4.555

5.2?5 4.609

5.276 4.549

5.322 4.695

5.356 4.719

3 .7L2 3. 528

3.803 3,714

3.876 3.783

3.939 3.842

3.992 3. 893

3,039 3. 937

4.082 3.977

4.L20 4. 013

4. 154 4. 045

4.186 4.075

4.2L6 4. 103

4.243 4.L29

3.568 3.524 3.490

3.55r 3.604 3.569

3.718 3. 669 3.569

3 .77 4 3 .724 3. 388

3.923 3.77L 3.490

3.865 3.812 3.569

3.904 3. 849 3.532

3.938 3. 882 3.685

3.969 3.9L2 3.731

3.998 3.940 3.77L

4.024 3.966 3.807

4.049 3.989 3.839

3.841

3.939

4.019

4. 096

4. 145

4. 196

4.242

4.293

4.321

4. 356

4.399

4.418
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TABLE 15
T9,rO TATLED CRITICAL ( tc ) VATUES

OVERALL SIGNIFICAI\ICE LE1IEL
WHICH COI'ITROL TFIE

AT ONE PERCEI{T

Degress of Freedom Associated with the
Averaged Replicate Test StatisticTotal No.

of 9le1l s

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

I1

L2

13

I4

15

11 15 19 23 27 31 35

7 .A4L 4,972 4.409

7 .285 5. 111 4.519

7 .487 5.225 4. 509

7 ,659 5,322 4.595

7. 908 5.405 4.75L

7 .94L 5.491 4. 910

9.061 5.547 4.962

g. 159 5.509 4.909

8 .269 5. 663 4,952

9.361 5.714 .4.gg7

8.445 5.751 5.A29

8.525 5,805 5.053

3.992 3. 893

4. 154 4.046

4 . 154 4.046

4.216 4. 103

4.269 4 . 153

4.315 4.Lg7

4.357 4.236

4. 394 4.27L

4.429 4,304

4.460 4.333

4.489 4.360

4. 516 4. 396

3.823 3.77L

3.959 3.912

3,969 3.912

4.A24 3. 965

4.472 4.012

4. 1L4 4.052

4, 151 4.088

4. 195 4,L?A

4.215 4. 150

4.244 4.L77

4.270 4.202

4.294 4.226

4. 145

4.242

4.321

4.398

4.446

4 .496

4,542

4.593

4.62L

4. 655

4.687

4.7L7

3.731

3. 859

3.869

3 " 920

3.955

{1. 004

{.039

4.071

4. 100

+.L26

4. 150

4. 173
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TABTE 17
THE RESI'LTS OT TITE A1TERAGED REPLICATE T-TEST $IITICH

CONIPARE BACI(GrctnID TOC AT{D TOX DATA WITH THE DATA

corLEcTED DURTNG THE SUBSEQttE[ffi !{ONffORTNG PERToD

This analysis assumes that pH and specific conductance lrere
also monitored.

__TQx (ppbl=-TOC (ppm)

xxKt*mmDx x -K t*mmD
Monitoring

WeIl

I
2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

71. 83

63.45

53.50

54.68

59.53

75.98

68. 85

88.78

59.55

52. 15

9.29

0. 91

0. 95

z.L4

5. gg

13.44

6.11

25.24

-2.99
-0.39

2.857

0.280

0.295

0. 558

1. 842

4. 133*

1. 979

8.070*

-0.920

-0. 120

12.69

24"43

19.05

I .95

18. 1g

12 .39

16 .23

29. 0g

16 .23

22.85

-L.27 -0. 329

10.48 2.7L6

5. r0 1.322

-4.99 -1.293
4.23 1. 096

-1. 57 -0. 407

2.28 0. 597

14. 13 3.663

z.2g 0.591

8.90 2 .307

K=
D

T0c

TOX K
D

t"(overall alpha=Q. 01, k=40, df= 23', = 3.98

= 13.95 ppb, TOC 62,54 pprn

TOX .b = 3. 858,

*The concentrations measured in the
the concentrations measured during
period.

24 = 3.252

well are statistically larger than
the background characterization

"b
1+1 /241+1 124
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magnitude will not be detected by the statistical procedure. The

complement of the false negative rate is the power of the statistical
lest, which is the probability that the procedure will detect a
difference.

A power and fal.se positive evaluation should be performed at a

concentration threshold which causes the test to indicate a statistically
significant difference and at several concentrations that are less than
the difference detected by the statistical test. The reason for perfonn-
ing this analysis is that snaller differences between the background and

downgradient data concentrations than were detected by the statistical
test nay suggest contamination of the ground water by the unit being
monitored. If the statistical procedure is only able to detect large
differences as being statistically significant, then rpre samples or
alternative approaches tnay be necessary.

Table 18 presents the results of such an analysis using the TOX and

TOC data. Table 19 is a Eower table taken from Cohen (1969) that is
reguired for the analysis. Table 18 indicates that the AR t-test as

applied to these da€a performs well. Contarnination would only be missed

a large percentage of the time if the contamination resulted in only a

1 ppm for TOC or 1 ppb for TOX difference between upgradient and

downgradient.
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TABLE 18
A PO$IER AIATYSIS OF THE AVERAGED REPLICATE T-TEST CONDUCTED ON THE

TOC AI\ID TOX DATA USING THE METHODOLOGY DESCRIBED IN COHEII (1969)

9gp.qtagts _Bs-gui red for ttra-.SlrFlvs is

Difference Detected
as Signif icant

t-so{1+1/2a ' t"-: x*_- \
TOC 3 .252 . 3.977 = 12 .93

Difference

Standard
Deviation

"b
3.186

3.780

Background
Sample Size

z4

T0x 3.858 . 3.977 = 15.34 24

Power and FaLse Neqative Rate Analvsis as a Frrnction Of the Mean

Difference Between the Backqround Data and Data from a Monitorino 9leil

K -XDM

%
.{; = d Fa1se Negative

Rate

< .005

< .005
( .005

<.005

0.04

0. L4

0, 86

0.91

TOC (ppm)

Tox tppb)

T0c

rox

T0c

TOX

T0c

TOX

L2.93

L5.34

l0 .0

10.0

3.0

3.0

1.0

1.0

5.7 4

5.74

5 .56

4. 30

1. 33

1. 12

0.44

0 .37

Power

>. 995

>. gg5

>. 995

>. gg5

0.96

0. 85

0. 14

0.09
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SELECTED GEOPTffSICAL

APPEI{DIX C

METHODS AI{D ORGAI{IC VAPOR AI{AIYSIS

This Appendix is
capable of augmenting

monitoring wells. The

a presentation of
data gathered from

five methods are:

several investigative technigues

boreholes and ground-water

Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR)

Electromagnetic Conductivity (ru)

Res i st ivity

Seismic Ref raction/Ref Iection

5. Organic Vapor/Soil Gas Analysis

The sunmaries of Ell and resistivity focus on surficial and not

borehole rnethods. aitnough surficial and borehole technigues operate
under the same physical principles, the reader should be aware that
surficial and borehole techniques have different characteristics.
Surficial rnethods can be undertaken without regard to the number of,

location or boreholes therefore providing a great deal of flexibility
to the investigation without disturbing the subsurface. Borehole E{ and

resistivity, however, offer a much higher degree of resolution at depth

in the vicinity of a single borehole or between two or more.

The effectiveness of geophysical nethods and organic vapor/soil
gas analysis increases if several techniques are used conjunctively.
For instance, EDl, resistivity and organic vapor analysis are highly
correlaLive in the field where organic contarnination exists.

1.

z.

4.

3.

F1



GROlnIp PENSTRjATING RiApARIGPR) r

Ground penetrating radar (GPR) uses high frequency radio waves to
acguire subsurface inforrnation. From a small antenna which is moved

slowly scross the surface of the grorrnd, energy is radiated downward into
the subsurface, then reflected back to the receiving antenna, where

vbriations in the return signal are continuously recorded; this produces

a continuous cross-sectional "picture" or profile of shallow subsurface
conditions. These responses are caused by radar wave reflections from

interfaces of materials having different electrical properties. Such

reflections are often associated with natural geohydrologic conditions
such as bedding, cementation, moisture and clay content, voids, fractures,
and intrusions, as well as nan-made objects. The radar method has been

used at nunerous HWS to evaluate natural soil and rock conditions, as

well as to detect buri.ed wastes.

Radar responds to changes in soil and rock conditions. An interface
between two soil or rock layers having sufficiently different electrical
properties will show up in the radar profile. Buried pipes and other
discrete objects will also be detected.

Depth of penetration is highly sita-specific, being dependent u6nn

the properties of the site's soil and rock. The rnethod is linrited in
depth by attenuation, prirnarily due to the higher electrical conductivity
of subsurface naterials. Generally, better overall penetration is
achieved in dry, sandy or roctry areas; poorer results are obtained in
nroist, clayey or conductive soils. However, many times data can be

obtained, from a considerable depth in saturated materials, if the
specific conduetance of the gnre fluid is sufficiently low. Radaf,

penetration fron one to ten meters is conunon.

*GPR has been called by various names: ground piercing
probing radar and subsurface irnpulse radar. It is also
electromagnetic rnethod (which in fact rt is ); however,
many other methods which are also electromagnetic, the
into common use today, and will be used herein.

radar, grorrnd
known as an

s ince the re are
term GPR has come

rr_)\ru
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The continuous nature of the radar method offers a number of
advantages over some of the other geophysical methods. The continuous
vertical profile produced by radar permits much more data to be gathered

along a traverse, thereby providing a substantial increase in detail.
The high speed of data acquisition permits many lines to be rrur across a

site' and in some cases, total site coverage is economically feasible.
Recornaissance work or coverage of large areas can be accornplished using

a vehicle to tow the radar antenna at speeds up to 8 KPH. Very high
resolution work or work in areas where vehicles canno! travel can be

accomplished by towing the antenna by hand at rnuch slower speeds.

Resolution ranges from centimeters to several meters depending upon the
antenna (frequency) used.

Initial in-field analysis of the data is permitted by the picture-
lihe quality of the radar results. Despite its simple graphic format,
there are nany pitfalls in the use of radar, and experienced persorurel

are required for its operation and for the interpretation of radar data.

Radar has effectively mapped soil layers, depth of bedrock, buried

Etream channels, rock fractures, and cavities in natural settings.

Radar applications to llWS assessments include:

o Evaluation of the natural soil and geologic conditions.

o l.ocation and delineation of buried waste naterials, including
both bulk and druuned wastes.

o tocation and delineation of contaninant plume areas.

o tocation and mapping of buried utilities (both netallic and
non-netallic).

The radar systen discussed in this docunent is a readily available
impulse radar system. Continuous wave (C1{} or other irnpulse systens
exist, but they are generally one of a kind, being experimental instru-
ments, and are not discussed here.

c-3



Figure C-I shows a simplified block diagran of a radar system.

The system consists of a control unit, antenna, graphic recorder, and

an optional magnetic tape recorder. In operation. the electronics ara

tlpically nrounted in a vehicle. The anterma is connected by a cable by

hand. System polrer is usnally supplied by a small gasoline generator.

Various antennas may be used with the system to optimize the survey

results for individual site conditions and specific requirements.
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GRAPH IC RECORDER

TAPE RECORDER

GROUND SURFACE 

-
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v
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FIGURts E-I

BLOCK DIAGRN{ OF GROT'ND PENETRATI}ICI RADAR SISTE!{.
RADAR UAvBs ARE REFLEcTED FROI SOIL/ROCK INTERFACE.

Somplrr
Clrcuifr
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ELECTROIAG{ETICS (UI{)*

The electronagnetic (Elt) method provides a means of measuring the

electrical conductivity of subsurface soil, rock and ground water.

Electrical conductivity is a firnction of the tlpe of soil and rock, its
porosity, its permeability, and the fluids which fill the pore space. In
nost cases, the conductivity (specific conductance) of the pore fluids
will dominate the measurement. Accordirrgly, the EM nethod is applicable
both to assessment of natural geohydrologic conditions and to mapping of
rnany t14res of contaminant plumes. Additionally, trench boundaries,

buried wastes and drums, aE well as netallic utility lines can be located
with E{ t,echniques.

Natural variations in subsurface conductivity rnay be caused by

changes in soil rnoisture content, ground water specific conductance,

depth of soil cover over rosk, and thickness of soil and rock layers.
Changes in basic soil or rock t1pes, and structural features such as

fractures or voids may also produce changes in conductivity. Localized
depnsits of natural organics, clay, sand, gravel, oi salt rich zones will
also affect subsurface condrrctivity.

Many contaninants will produce an increase in free ion concentration
when introduced into the soil or gror.rnd water systems. this increase
over background conductivity enables detection and rnapping of contaminaed

soil and ground water at ltWS, landf,ills, drd impoundments. Large amountE

*The term electronagnetic has been used in contemporary literature as a
descriptive term for other geophysical methods, including GPR and metal
detectors which are based on electronagnetic principles. However, this
docunent will use electrornagnetic (E{) to specifically imply the measure-
nent of subsurface conductivites by low-freguency electromagnetic induc-
tion. This is in keeping with the traditional use of the term in the
geoBhysical industry from which the Elrt methods originated. Wtrile the
authors recognize that there are rnany electromagnetic systems and nanu-
facturers, the discussion in this section is based solely on instruments
which are calibrated to read in electrical conductivity rrnits and which
have been effectively and extensively used at hazardous waste sites.
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of organic fluidE such as diesel fuel can displace the normal soil
moisture, causing a decrease in conductivity which nay also be napped,

although this is not comnonly done. The mapping of a plume will usually
define the local flow direction of contaninants. Contarninant migration
rates can be established by comparing measurements taken at different
times.

The absolute values of conductivity for geologic rnaterials (and

contaninantsl are not necessarily diagrrostic in themselves, but the

variations in conductivity, laterally and with deplh, are sigrificant.
It is this variation which enables the investigator to rapidly find
anomalous conditions.

Since the EI{ nethod does not require ground contact, neasurements

rnay be rnade quite rapidly. Lateral variations in conductivity can be

detected and mapped by a field technique called profiling. Profiling
measuretnents nay be nade to depths ranging from 0.75 to 50 meters.

fnstnmentation and field procedures have been developed recently which

make it possible to obtain continuous EM profiling data to a depth of
15 meters. The data is recorded using strip chart and magnetic tape
recorders. This continuous measurement allows increased rates of data

acguisition and irrproved resolution for rnapping small geohydrologric

features. Further, recorded data enhanced by computer processing has

proved invaluable in the evaluation of conplex hazardous traste sites.
The excellent lateral regolution obtained frorn El{ grofiling data has been

used to advantage in efforts to outline closely=spaced brrrial pits, to
reveal the nigration of contaninants into the surror.nding soil, or to
delineate fracture patterns

Vertical variations in conductivity can also be detected by the EM

method. A station measurement technique called sounding is employed for
this purpose. Data can be acguired frorn depths ranging from 0.75 to
60 meters. This range of depth is achieved by conbining results from
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a variety of S{ instrumentE, each requiring different field apBlication
techniques. Other Et! systems are capnble of sounding to depths of
1,000 feet or more, but have not yet been used at til{S and are not

adaptable to continuoug neasurenents

Profiling is the most effective use of the Et method. ContinuouE

profiling can be used in many applications to increase resolution, data

density, and permit total site coverag€ at critical sites.

At ll9N, applications of Etl can provide:

o Assessment of natural geohydrologic conditions;

e' Locating and mapping of burial trenches and pits containing drunrg
and/or bulk wastes;

o Locating and mapping of plurne boundaries;

o Deternrination of flow direction in both unsaturated and saturated
zonesi

o Rate of plune npvenent by comlnring tneasurements taken at
different times; and

. Iocating and rnapping of utility pipes and cables which rnay affect
other geophltsical measurenents, or whose trench may provide a
permeable pathway for contaninant flow.

lhis docunent d,iscusses only those instruments which are designed

and calibrated to read directly in units of conductivity.

The basic principle of operation of the electromagnetic method is
shorn in Figure C-2. The transnitter coil radiateg an electromagmetic
field which induces eddy currents in the earth below the instn:ment.
Each of these eddy current loops, in Eurn, generates a secondary electro-
nragnetic field which is proportional to the magrnitude of the current
flovring within that loop. A part of the secondary magmetic field frorn

each loop is intercepted by the receiver coil and produces an output
voltage which (within lirnits) is linearly related to subsurface

c-8
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conductivity. This reading is a bulk measurement of conductivity; the
cumulative response to Eubsurface conditions ranging all the way froir the
surface to the effective depth of the instrunent.

The sampling depth of E{ eguipment is related to the instrument,s
coil spacing. Instruments with coil slncings of !, 4, I0, 20, and
40 meters are cotnnercially available. The nonrinal sarnpling depth of an
El systen is taken to be approxirnately 1.5 times the goil sgncing.
Accordingry, the nominal depth of resSnnse for the coil spacings given
above is 1.5, 6, L5, 30, and 60 meters.

The conductivity value resulting from an EM insrument is a

composite, and represents the combined effects of the thickness of soil
or rock layers, their depths, and the specific conductivities of the
materials. The instrument reading represents the combination of these
effects, extending frorn the surface to the arbitrdry depth range of the
instrument. The resulting values are influenced more strongly by shallow
naterials than by deeper 1ayers, and this must be taken into
consideration when interpreting the data. Conductivity conditionE frorn
the surface to the instnrnrent's nominal depth range contribute about
75 percent of the instrument's response. Honever, contributions from
highly conductive rnaterials lying at greater depths nay have a
sigmificant effect on the reading.

Bl instruments are calibrated to read subsurface eonductivity in
nillimhos per meter jrnn/ml . These units are related to reEistivity r.nits
in the follo,wing nanner:

1000/(rnillimhos/meter) = I ohm-meter
1000/(millimhos/meterl = 3.28 ohm-feet

I millirnho/meter = I sienen

The advantage of using nillirntros/meter is that the conmon range of
resistivities frorr I to 1000 ohft-meters is covered by the range of
conductivities fron 1000 to I millimhos/meter. This rnakes conversion of
units relatively easy.
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MosL soil and rock mi.nerals. when dry, have uery low conductivities
(Figure C-3). On rare occasions, conductive minerals like rnagmetite,

graphite and pyrite occur in sufficient concentrations to greatly

increase natural subsurface conductivity. Most often' conductivity is
overwhelmingly influenced by water content and the following soil/rock
parameters:

o The porosity and permeability of the material;
o the extent to which the lnre sPace is saturated;
o the concentration of dissolved electrolytes and colloids in the

pore fluids; and
o the temperature and phase state (i.e., liquid or ice) of the pore

water.

A nnique conductivity value carurot be assigned to a particular material,

because the interrelationships of soil conp,osition' structure and pore

fluidE are highly variable in nature.

In areas surrounding ll9fS, contaminants nay escaPe into the soil and

the ground-water system. In many cases' these fluids contribute large

arpuns of electrolytes and colloids to both the unsaturated and saturated

zones. In either case, the ground conductivity nay be greatly affected'

sometimes increasing by one to three orders of magnitude above background

values. However, if the natural variations in subsurfase conductivity
are very low' contaminant plumes of only 10 to 20 percent above

bactrground nay be urapp6O.

In the case of spills involving heavy nonlnlar, organic fluids such

as diesel. oil, the norrnal soil moisture nay be displaced, or a sizeable

grool of oil nay develop at the water table. In these cases, subsurface

conductivites may decrease causing a negative EDI anomaly. (A negative

anomaly will occur only if substantial qgantities of nonconductive

contanirrants are present. )
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RESISTIVIfY

The resistivity method is used to measure the electrical resistivity
of the geohydrologic section which includes the soil, rock, and ground

ltater. Accordingly, the method may be used to assess lateral changes and

vertical cross sections of the natural geohydrologic settings. In
addition, it can be used to evaluate contaminant plunres and locate buried
wastes at hazardous waste sites.

Applicafion of the method reguires that an electrical current be

injected into the ground by a gair of surface electrodes. The resulting
potential field (voltage) is meaEured at the surface between a second

prair of electrodes. The subsurface resistivity can be calculated by

knowing the blectrode separation and geometry of the electrode positions,
applied current, and measured voltage. (Resistivity is the reciprocal of
conductivity, the paraneter directly neasured by the St technique. )

fn general, nost soil and rock ninerals are electrical insulators
(highly resistive); hence the flow of current is conducted primarity
through the moisture-filled pore spaces within the soil and rock.
Therefore, the resistivity of soils and rocks is predominantly controlled
by the lnrosity and permeability of the systen, the arnount of pore water,
and the conaaafqslion of dissotved solids in the pore water.

The resistivity technique may be used for "profiling" or "sounding. "
Profiting provides a means of mapping lateral changes in subsurface
electrical properties. This field technigue is well suited to the
delineation of contaminant plunes and the detection and location of
changes in natural geohydrologic conditions. Sor.rnding provides a means

of determining the vertical changes in subsurface electrical properties.
Interpretation of sor:nding data provides the depth and thickness of
subsurface layers lnvingr different resistivities.' Conunonly up to four
layers may be resolved with this technique.
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Applications of the resistivity method at hazardous waste sites
include:

o Locating and napping contaninant plumeg,

o Establishing direction and rate of flow of contaninant plrrlttes;

o Defining burial sites by
- locating trenches,
- defining trench borrndaries
- determining the depths of trencheEi and

o Defining natural geohydrologic conditions such as
- depth to water table or to water-bearing horizons,
- depth to bedrock, thickness of soil, etc.

Most dry mineral components of soil and rock are highly resistive
except for a few rnetallic ore ninerals. Under rnost circumstances, the
amunt of soil/rock rnoisture dominates the mesurement greatly reducing

the resietivity value. Current flow is essentially electrolyt,ic, being

conducted by water contained within Epres and cracks. A few ninerals
like clays actually contribute to conduction. In general, Eoils and

rocks become less resistive as:

o l,loisture or grater content increases;

o Porosity and permeability of the forrnation increases;

o DisEolved solid and colloid (electrolyte) content increases; and

. Temperature increases (a rninor factor, except in areas of
perrnaf rost).

Figrure C-4 illustrateg the range of resistivity found in conumnly-

occurring soils and rocks. Very dry sand, gravel, or rock as encountered

in arid or semi-arid areas will have very high resistivity. As the enpty

Eore s1aces fill with water, resistivity wiII drop. Conversely, the
resistivity of earth materials which occua below the water table but lack

E)ore sEace (such as rmsEive granite and lirnestone) will be ralatively
high and will be prirnarily controlled by current conduction along cracks
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and fissures in the formation. Clayey eoils and shale layers generally
have low resistivity values, due to their inherent moisture and clay
mineral content. In all cases, an increase in the electrolyte, total
dissolved solids (IDS) or specific conductance of, the system will cause a

marked increase in currEnt conduction and a corresponding drop in
rasistivity. This fact makes resistivity an excellent Lechnique for the

detection and rnapping of conductive contaminant plumes.

It is inportant to note that no geologic r:nit or plune has a wrique

or characteristic resistivity value. Its neasured resistivity is
dependent on the natural Eoil and rock present, the relative anrorxrt of
npisture, and its specific conductance. However, the natural resistivity
value of a particular for:mation or unit may remain within a snall range

for a given area.

Sigure C-5 is a schenratic diagran showing the basic principles of
operation. fhe reEistivity method is inherently linited to station
meagurements, since efectrodeg must be in physical and electrical contact
with the ground. This requirement nakes the resistivity rnethod elower

than a noncontract method such ag EM.

Many different tlpes of electrode sSncing arrays rnay be used to
make resistivity measurementsi the nore connpnly used include !{enner,

Schlwrberg€r, eDd digole-dipole. Due to its simple electrical geonetry,

the llenner array will be used as an example in the renainder of this
section; however, its use is not necessarily reco!ilnended for a1l site
conditions. The choice of array will depend upon project objectives and

site conditions and should be made bi an experienced geophysicist.

Using the 9lenner array, potential electrodes are centered on a line
between the current electrodes; and equal spacing between electrodes is
maintained. These "A'r spacings used during tS{S evalrration conunonly range

from 0.3 neter to nore than 100 neterE. The depth of measurement is
related to the "A" spacing and may vary depending upon the geohydrology.
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where a =
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potentlal (volts)
current (ampers)

FIGURE C-5

DIAGRA!,T SHOTJING BASIC CO}ICEPT OF RESISTIVITY UEASUREHENT
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Current is injected into the ground by the two outer electrtodds
which are connected by cables to a DC or low-fregrrency AC current source.

(If true DC is used, special nonpolarizing electrodes must be used. ) fhe

distribution of current within the earth is inftuenced by the relative
resistivity of subsurface features. For exarnple, homogenous subsurface

conditions will have thb uniform curren! flow distribution and will yield
a resistivity value characteristic of the sanpled section. On the other
hand, current distribution may be pulled donnward by a low-resistivity
(lower than that of the surface layer, due to the influence of the lower

resistivity rnaterial at depth.

The current flow within the subsurface produces an electric field
with lines of egual potential, perpendicular to the lines of current
(Figure C-5). The potential field is rneasured by a voltmeter at the two

inner electrodes.
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SEISUIC REFRACTION

Seisnic refraction technigues are used to determine the thickness
and depth of geologic layers and the travel tine or velocity of seismic
ttaves within ttre layers. Seisnic refraction rnethods are often used to
map depths to specific horizons such as bedrock, clay layers, and water
table. In addition to rnapping natural features, other secondary

applications of the seismic nethod include the location and definition of
burial pits and trenches at !lWS.

Seismic vraves transrnitted into the subsurface travel at different
velocites in various tlpes of soil and rock and are refracted (or bent)
at the interfaces between layers. This refraction affects their pnth of
travel. An array of geophones on the surface neasures the travel time of
the seismic r,raves from the source to the geophones at a nunber of
sgncings. The time required for the wave to compJ.ete this path is
rneasured, permitting a deterrnination to be nade of the number of layers,
the thic}rresses of the layers and their depths, as well as the seisrnic
velocity of each layer. The wave velocity in each layer is directly
related to its material properties such as density and hardness.

A seismic source, geophones, and a seisnograph are required to make

the measurments. The seismic source may be a simple sledge harnrner with
which to strike the ground. Explosives and any other seismic sources nay
be utilized for deeper or special applications. Geophones irnplanted in
the surface of the growd translate the received vibrations of seismic
energy into an electrical signal. This sigmal is displayed on the
seismograph, permitting neasurernent of the arrival time of the seismic
erave. since the seisnic nethod measures small ground vibrations, it is
inherently susceptibre to vibration noise from a variety of naturar and

cultural sources.

At IIWS, seisnic refraction can be used to define natural geohydro-

Iogic conditions, including thickness and depth of sorl and rock layers,
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their composition and physical properties, and depth to bedrock or water

tabte. It can also be used for the detection and location of anornalous

features, such as pits and trenches, and for evaluation of the depth of
burial sites or landfills. (In contrast to seismic refraction, the
reflection technique, which is cofinon in petroleum exploration, has not

been applied to lIWSi. This is primarity because the rnethod cannot be

effectively utilized at depths of less than 20 meters.)

Atthough a number of elastic waves are inherently associated with
the method, conventional seismic refraction methodg that have been

employed at ltl{S are concerned only with the compressional wave (prirnary

or F-wave). The compressional wave is also the first to arrive which

makes its identification relatively eaEy.

These eraves move through subsurface layers. The density of a layer
and its elastic properties determine the speed or velocity at which the
seisnic wave wiII travel through the layer. The porosity, mineral

composition, and water content of the layer affect both its density and

elasticity. Table C-l lists a range of corrpressional wave velocities in
cormon geologic nraterials. It can be seen fron these tables that the
seisnric velocities for different tlpes of soil and rock overlap, so

knowing the velocities of these layers alone does not pernrit a unique
deterrnination of their cornposition. However, if this knowledge is
combined with geologic inforrnation, it can be used intelligently to
identify geolggic strata.

In general, v€locity values are greater for:

o dense rocks than light rocks

o older rocks than younger rocks.

. igneous rocks than sedimentary rocks.

. solid rocks than rocks with cracks or fractures.
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TABLE C-I

RANGE OF VELOCITIES FOR COT{PRESSIONAL WAVES IN SOIL AITD ROCK
(After Jakosky, 1950)

Materia I Velocity (Mete rs/ sec )

Weathered surface material
Gravel or dry sand

Sand (wet )

Sandstone

ShaIe

ChaIk

Limestone

SaIt

Granite

Metanorphic rocks

305 610

455 - 915

610 - 1,930

1,930 3,970

2,75A - 4,270

1,830 - 3,970

2,r40 6,100

4,270 - 5,190

4,380 - 5 ,800

3,050 - 7 ,020
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o unweathered rocks than weathered rocks,

o consolidated sediments than unconsolidated sediments.

water-saturated wrconsolidated sediment,s than dry unconsolidated
sediments.

o wet soils than dry soils

Figure C-6 shows a schematic view of a 12-charurel seisnic system in
use and, the compessional riraves traveling through a two-layered system of
sorl over bedrock. A seisnic source produces seismic lraves which travel
in all directions into the gror.rnd. The seismic refraction method,

however, is concerned only with the lraves shown in Figure C-6. One of
these naves, the direct erave, travel.s parallel to the surface of the
ground. A seismic sensor (geophone) detects the direct wave as it moves

along the surface layer. The tine of travel atong this path is related
to the distance between the sensor and the source and the material
composing the layer.

If a denser layer with a higher velocity, such as bedrock, exists
below the surface Eoils. some of the seismic eraves wiLl be bent or
refracted as they enter the bedrock. This phenomenon is similar to the
refraction of light rays when light passeE from air into water and is
described by Snell's law. One of these refracted eraves, crossing the
interface at a critical angle, will move paralleI to the top of the
bedrock at the higher velocity of. the bedrock. The seismic wave

travelling along this interface will continually release energy back into
the upper layer by refraction. These lraves rnay then be detected in the
surface at various distances frorn the source (Figure C-6).

Beyond a certain distance (called the critical distance), the
refracted wave will arrive at a geophone before the direct wave. This
happens even though the refraction gnth is longer, because a sufficient
portion of the wave's path occurs in the higher velocity bedrock.
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Measurenent of these first arrival tirnes and their distances f,rom the

source permits calculation of layer velocities, thicknesses and bedpock

depth. Application of the seismic method is generally limited to
resolving three to four layers.

The preceding concepts are based upon the fundanental assunptions

that:

1. Seigmic velocities of geologic layers must increase with degth.
This requirement is generally met at r$ost sites.

2. Layers rnust be of sufficient thickness to pernit detection.

3; Sesinic velocities of layers mrst be sufficiently different to
pennit resolution of individual layers.

TherE is no way to establish fron the se.isnic data alone whether a hidden

layer (due to 1 and 2 above) is present; therefore, correlation to a

boring log or geologic knorledge of the site muEt be ueed to provide a

cross check. If such data is not available, the interpreter must take

this into consideration in evah.rating the data.

Variations in the thictrness of the shallow goil zone, inhomo-

geneities within a layer, or irregularities between layers will often
produce geologic scatter or anonalies in the data. This data scatter
is useful inforrnation, revealing some of the natural variability of the
Eite. for exarnple, a zone containing a number of large boulders in a

glacial till deposit will yield inconsistent arrival times, due to
variable seisrnic velocities between the boulders and the ctay matrix.
An erctremely iregrular bedrock surface as iE often encountered in karst
Iimestone terrain, likewise, will produce scatter in the seismic data.

The seismic refraction technique uees the equipment shown in
Figure C-6. The seismic source is often a sinple ten-por.rnd sledge hamrer

or drop weight which strikes the ground, generating a seismic impulse.

Explosives and a variety of other excitation sources are also used for
the greater energy levels rquired for information at deeper layers.
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Seismic traves are detected by geophones implanted in the surface of
the ground at various distances from the source. The geophone converts
the seisnic wave's mechanical vibration into an electrical signal in a

manner similar to that of a microphone. This sigmal is carried by cable
to the seisnngraph.

The seismograph is an instrunent which electronically amplifies and

then displays the received seismic signal from the geophone. The display
rnay be a cathode ray tube, a single-channel strip chart, or a thermal
printer, conmonly used on multi-char:nel systems. The identification and

measurenent of, the arrival tirne of the firEt wave frorrr the seisnic source

is obtained from this presentation. The time is measured in milliseconds,
with zero tine or start of trace intitiated by the source, which provides
a trigger signal to the seisnrograph.

Trave1 time is plotted against source-to-geophone distance producing
a tine/distance (T/D) plot.

o The nurnber of line segments indicates the nunber of layers.

o The slope of each line segrment is inversely proportional to the
seismic velocity in the corresEonding Iayer.

r Break p,oints in the plot (critical distance, X) are used with the
velocities to calculate layer depth.

The seismic line rnust be centered over the required inforrnation area
and overall line length must be three to five tines the rnaximum depth of
interest. Resolution is determined by the geophone spacing. Spacings of
3 to 15 neters are comncrnly used; however, closer sBacings may be

necessary for very high resolution of shallorr geologic sections.
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oRGANIC VAPOR/SOrL GAS NTALYSIE

Organic contaminant vaglors present in the vadose zone nay be

assessed using a variety of techniques. One method is the use of organic
vaEor detectors such as OVAS, explosimeters and Draeger tubes to detect
volatile organics. Two major strategies may be adopted, jointly or
selnrately, depending on whether wells are in place at the time of
investigation:

1. llonitoring the wEll head strnce.

2. llonitoring the vadose zone directly by lowering a probe into
Ehallow, hand-augurred holes.

Gaseous sanple constituents can be identified in detail using a
portable gas chronatograph. An alternative methodology is an analysis of
soil gas. Under this raethodologry, a ten-liter sample of soil gas is
drawn through a probe which iE mechanically driven into the ground to a

depth of about ten feet. Two cubic centirneters of gas are injected into
a gnrtable gas chromatograph to ascertain its organic constituents. It
is uEeful to trnow what class of organics is present in order to choose

the gas chromatography nethod which provides the highest resolution,
i. e., photoionization/arornatics, electron-capture/hatogenated hydro-
carbons. The 2 cc sample is inject,ed by syringe to the gas chronatograph
through a dewatering napthalon tubing. This method is limited in two
najor lrays:

1. Coarse, pei bty/cobbly strata prevent penetration of the probe,
in which case holes fi€y be hand-augured.

2. The presence of shallow, saturated zones, especially low
permeability forrnations severely restricts the develoSment of a
gas envelope and thus limits the applicability of the method.
Soil gas analysis is a vadose zone rnnitoring technique and
cannot be used effectively where the water table or saturation
is shallow.

Organic vatrnr/soil gas analysis is most effective when used in
conjunction with other investigative methods. Although it provides an
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analysis of the volatile organics and thus provides a prelininary
characterization of the subsurface contamination, it is limited to a

fraction of the total hazardous constituents and needs augrmentation.

t (1.S. cOVtsRN$gNT PRTNTING OFFICE 1986; 62t-]35/60541
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